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Abstract
by
Carlos _
Thelow pn,videdby affordedeg mmm a
tmique arena for the mxly cf fundamem_ and _ _ Howev_, the _
m_ent ¢teea'ved m space slmak flights sad predicted for Spwe Smim _ has
oc_plic.ated the ana_ys/s of _Q.- "mi,_srav/ty" experimeats and _ cmm'n for the viat_'y
of phased space expenme_s t_ing _ng te_ _w gravity ea_ Tt_
systems capable of lxoviding si_ _ to this tandem envimmnem have bern
deveJope_ This dissertation deals with the design mnstmints imposed by _on sen_ve.
"m_mgravity" experimem _ykmds in the unique mvkomne_ of Wece.
A theoretic:a]backgmend for the inmi"_ _md feedforw_ _ of a payimd was
devek,ped g_ving the basis f_ two _ active inmiat isol_ion syma, s _ fur the
demon.maficm _ these advan_ active isolation techniques. A l_otype six degree _ freedom
digital _-live isolation system was designed and developed for the ground based testing of _ actively
isolated payload in three hozimnt_ degrees e( f_eedmn. A Econd functimally equivaimt symm was
built for the multi_onal tuaing c/"an active inertial _ t'yman in a reduced gravity
enviruumeat during low gmv/ty a_n/X _
These multi-input mulfi-oug_ control systmm me discussed in de_ with emimmm cm
accelenuiou noise floor perrcnnmx_ as well as the actual peffcmmnce accelmmiou dam. The
attenuation perfmmance is also givm for bo_ systems demonstrating the advm_ges between inertial
md ntm-inea'ti_oomrol_ a Im/ImKlfurIxXh_ gmmM Iz_ em,immNm _ e_ Imw _
_'_ffta_x:c1_atimm_
A fum_ goM furli.smm ofrme_:_ ism vlda_ _I_m_mkM _tEhm dmmk89_ m tl_
0.ol Hz mgimc by dem_mUm8 a fiumioml active iner_ _dlf_ _ wyaem
during orbilal flighl. A N.ASA _ f_l_: mqpeximmt Ires bern _ Io taxmqdi_ IM,s
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I. Introduction
L1 "Microgravity" Facts and Fiction
_um the beginning _ _he spece pn_am, Immans have bern 'ani._'_ by _ _
cf wei_tk_sae_. Devek_pnzm of mm.e w:_e thee_ fer _ sed chez_ud hws have hem
poem_e through the study _ _ n11ts when the effects _ gravity ca,, be mbstanfisny
n_uced m el_,,t,_. A permanent we_lhtless research envimnmeat wal one day be provided
within the orbiting Space Station Freedom. However, for many _ applications,
methods are being employed to _imelate the idealized condition el _ with the aim ef
/mproving epon cmem theories.
A variety _ tools are available m wovide _ renditions for m_,,,.,-itl_ fluid physics,
and basic phys_ ph_omena n_arck _ f_fall methods have been de_.kp_d w p_de
short duration periods _ near-weightlesmess, er _ty'. _ robes sad towers have
pmdu_:d "microgravity" deration's ef one to tm seconds. _ flying Iraboti¢ ua_ have
generated periods _ low gravity for aboet 15 m 20 secmds. Soend_ rockets rod, ¢_ ooerse, eu-
re'bit launch vehicles have also been used. Each technique has bmefit and liability Itadeo_
associa_ with it such as available test dnration venms cest per test. Also, all _ have
_ca_y ca_d by _ dm_ofDCor __d_" Snn_ levels _e_L _wev_. _ch
faci_ has vibn_acoes_ n_poeses which tyI_ _ wel_ above a mic_gra_ _ _
specifically, manned erbital facilities have accelentticm -u,_i_ a_ low fnxlumcies well above my
earth botmd hboratcry _ eavimnmm_ [I]. "rids re:tim wm fecas m the ling _emian
on-c_'bit fa_ti_ using mmsm_mts _i" the shuak _ e_virotnn_ and estimates _f the
fuu_ Space Statkm Freedom eavimnmmt.
2T_erest in vitmuiouisotmionfor _vi_y _ Jms tacreasedwkhiu the
_vity sciencecommunityasez spEe stmmenightpmgnunhm pmgremdmd the_ _
sigaifium_ levels _ residual _ m dz slmUk lmve bemme m_e wideb' mx,gnized md
docmmu_ [2,3]. Throe n_u_ accetmadmm mm_ fezm Jevend mm'ces _ et" dffi
orbiting cm'rierand eJe m'bi_ mvitommu. Vmy-km,.-f_quem_ (ckto l0 "3 Hz) acceknfimm due to
drag.eda__ecu. md gravityg=diemsmmrU,memiaesm_ acutmaem _.k,. g = 10"_o _
go = 9.81 m/s2. Orbit_ ammu=acevity am cmuU,me t04 m t0-2 gso _
significant dmatioa, lint these ctm Impredicted s_l _ Tim tram s_w_Jm, inK!mmblmm_
comriimtio_to most _mrinm_ _ is the tmdmm-f=qotm-y(10.3 m lO.Otlz)
specumnof_ons tmvingmagnitudesin_ nmse t0"sm to-2 g.s. "r_ aynmnictmcVatmd
is 10dnu_y dn¢ m ravdcm _sims fmm married activity m e_ oflJimr m wdl _ _ _
firings for orbit keeping minerva. However, ofl_z muctm'al dy_ffi_cs a_! tliglu systems also
conu_butc obscrv_ic _ttmt a_! resonant _ to the mvinmmmt as the
_ wire its dy_z_ _ _! _ mvimom_ [4]. To cat_godz¢ fl_¢ _
which are present in the space shuttle mul which will be present m Simce Station _ _
acceicrafimm m'e grmt_ into three fmqumcy hinges: (1) quasi-static exteam dimutm_t,, (2) km'-
f_p.mncyvibrations, tmd (3) medium- to higtvfxcqumcy dimntmmes. The first categoryimludm
odoi_r. "11_seco_l calory _I_ _ _ tl_ _e ficro_e spm_ _ dm m ¢_'
metiou, spacecr_ auimde mm_ mudmbo_ ,mm. The third categ_ includes _ due ao
era-board equipmem inch as pumps and mmms having a f_pzncy nmge or"about 10 Hz mud_.
The range of accelentticm _ on seveml shmtle missions m"estimated fur the m::esm'blem'oit is
given in Table 1.1 [2,3,5].
3_OUTCC Acceleration,
glgo
Frequency,
Hz
Quasi-steady or constant cycle
Aerodynamic drag
Light pressure
Gravity gradient
10-7
i0-8.
10-7
0 to 10-3
0 to 10-3
0 to I0 -3
Periodic
Thruster fire (orbital)
Crew motion
Ku-band antenna
2x10-2
2x10-3
2x10-4
9
5 to20
17
]qonpe'riodic
Thruster fire (attitude)
Crew pushoff
10-4
10-4
Table LI: Acceleration
4Theevolu_m (/'the l_eed_ Statim dmip lm led m Imtmuial limimuims m Img-tmn,
low-grav/ly _ in this em_ It is mow etnvious tlJ most of the Uue
"m crograv ty" wm w ees rove.mint if
n_le aad _fi]l n_ me to be e=lmet. The Slm_ Smim Preed_ wel lave ,tory of the
mine excilalion wm_es as Re ira=era m Ihe S_mli_ _. SSF wnl be a ranch l_a. mete
flexible _ and, hence, will be mm_ amdally deme aBd mm_ early exciled. T_ lleSm/Slim:
Station Design has over 100 modes below a Fienz which _ let only ccmplic_ the isolation of
these low _ _ bm wi/l also diceee sa _ eavimmma with m_ em,gy
at lower frequencies than presemu_ =Ju'bi_ ou _ Shu_ orbS. "r_ low fl_cluem_ _-_me for
many microgravixy expcrimemtms appem's m be the most _ accont_ m the g-jiuur sem_vity
m_slyses which have pmlifera_d ovm-the past scven.l years [6].
To specifically address the meamm_ K_.,knlion emviromnemls on-lx_d the Space Shnltle
md expected (m the Spa_ Slatim Freedom, a plot is premmt _ow_ m_m c/"_ magnitudes
of accelerations in certain frequency bands, lrq_we 1.1 f_m a NASA _ study reptesmts the
expected levels of excitations which will be preme m prmlmL Time magnitude sad fnxl, m_
depiction's of _ do not represent the mmm/response of the _ Station or the
Space ShOe to expected forcing femims. _, the extmed _ do fall _xwe the
"microgravity" recl, ir_ent curve shown. _ on this pioc The meam_ ac_temion
environment of the Space Shuttle falh _ this line in Figu_ 1.1o however _ latve
stern that there is ctbit_ n:sPmSe m _ fundamealal f_lumci_ betwem 3 md 10 Hz [7]. The
fundamental frequencies expected for e_e l_eedom Smim sn_ well below 1 liz which are expmed for
snch a large fle_'ble strncmre which leads to concaa about _e _ _
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61-_ Motivation for Ac//ve Vibra/ion Isolation Solutions
The evolmion _ fl, e Spsc_ Suuion design md _ dommm_ Spsc_ Slmu_ w_m_a
eaviroumeat has led m pmmuial __, on long _ low grayly _ i
envircmmemm, h is now _n_aus thin nmm of the uue _ _ win nXluire koimm
f_mn this r_ndom milli-g mvimmmem _" _ mad useK-aln_ulm m_ m b_ _ An
effective_ sys_m mu_ be designedw_h a resonawefrequm_ below 1/42_mes theknvea
excisionfreqom_ _ inl_e_ Beomse a largepan o_lhemmskm disturbmceshavea fnxlumcy
rangefnxn nu_i-l-lzW I Hz, itisexmme_ _t Iodes/g,,passiveisoln6onsysmm for
e_vimnment.Thin_ isd_e Iotheabse_eofmatmri_ whichhaveuse_ rs_es ofbothlow-
moduh__ knvfrequency)and_ damping(mavoid_rgc an_moc oscuuuim).
Two stagepassiveisolmommm decreasethefnxlum_ nmse, howev_ limitedampi_ leadsm
poten_llyunstablesystemsintherandomexc/lalione viremne_[8].
Passiveisol_icesystems_ exmmely low _ for the isolaSonef small
d_az_ _ _ _pi_ va_ o_ma_amec/a_with_v_ _ce _.
commst, when _me are din_ disturlmnces w a pmyi_ a small value _" mifrness is not _
beca_ of _ace llm__ _ _oacc__ ,,m_u_- large displacemm_. "l'nus, there is a trade _ and an
effective deign would _d _o_ for bo_hdirect dis_'bmces, if prese_ mad k_w _
base _. Active sys_ ot_ sisnific_ sdv_n_ ov_ passive s_ems in _be _biml
acceleration eavinmmemL This is d_e _ the _ mmH miffnessm needed m isola_ _nst
suchknvfmquemcybase_ md theaddedcapabUityneededmadaptm d_ectdismrtmmces
for the optimal isolation _'apaylc_. laaddi_iou, since _ n:spmmes W _ese two_ n_iuire
connic_ngsotutions,a ck_edloopsys_mis _ for_ _ c_mml_ _e iso_m_paylmd
[9,10].
Ac_ systemsnXlU_ semsingd'mmion m"_ and a fJsedlx_ or _edforw_ _
loop. or lxXh. U) _umm'act meclumi_ exci_om mn,d_ mi,,,i_i-_ minion _,,,, isdm_ Ixxly.
symans Umuducc_ cmnpk_ d"a high-pin cram,o] sysanL but d_ signi_m advmuagm in
_ md pu-fonnaucc [11]. To _-vc t lm_J speclnmm o( bolalim, bolh fmlfomml md
f_d_ comrol k_ps are us_ n_m_ tb_ _ pa_sd m _ _ fnm_ nutm" _-, totl_
d_mmic
1.3 Uniqueness of Active Inertial Isolation Research
The purpose _ flxis thesis is m _ and expm_ on tl_e d_opmem _ a general
_eoretical app_ach to the fuunidablc pro_an of iso]a_ng againstlow _ disnn'bamccsmud
mammining accelenrmionsbelow _ low levels. The primary _ cf fl_is work wem_
w develop the general ,m,_r_ndin_ of active inm'dal feedback and feedforward comml of,,,1 isolated
payload and to _ this undmsmnding by developing ash d_gn_e-of-f_edmn aclive vibrmion
isolation system and experimem_l hardware in order to demonstrate these lhem-etical inertial isolatio_
control techniques. Th/s _ wEl karl w the use OFdigital wtive con_l of depmdem multi-
degrees cf freedom in order W _y n_mnmce a payload need/ng sm _ stable plaffonn.
"t'ne dev¢lopmemal and demonsu_on hardware dcv_loped comstimte two six degree c/' freedom
zstbed a_vc isolmion plaffm:ms with _ unique _ _ dm_ and verifying mul_pk
(_'ol _ro_,l_ f_ _ low _ _ _ 'I_S¢ molfi-dcg_ of fi_klm p_ff_
v_ious sw_s _h _mld k_ m/liz_ in a _ or modm_ o_'ol d_ign. _ inl_ smso_
are digit/zeal and can be used in what eva" control algorithm is designed depemdmt on the isolation
requ/rements genermed for a specific attached paylcmd. The two sys_ns devekp_ w_ a six degn:e
_ freedom 12 bit labomto_ prow_ and ahigh _ 16 I_ low gnnvity aircraft demons_-ation
8sys_ A classicalactivespdng-mms-daap_comrolmd m memli"_fm_Ifcrmmlmnlzi-dep__
f_dom ¢z_kr w_ dm_onsm_ md compmd m Ibe d_fe6_ pmlictims fDr m:h m
freed_ becs_ c(the _ mmrc _thc _ md wR! b_ uml m a h_ _ _ _
_ _ cra h_d c_rol wpn_h da_ a p_x_ NASAO_e _ _ C_:e_
md Tc_0c_y (OAt'r) b_-SpoceT_
1.4 An Overview of the Active "Microgravity" Payload Isolation Field
In zgS7the_=ogr_y S_e md _ Divis_ _ Off_ _Sp_
and Applic_cm, organ/zeal Advanced Tedmck_ _ (ATD) pmgnm_ in ruder Iv
develop the enabling I_._nolo_s needed for the use o/" Space Su_ion Freedom as amb]e
_vi_ _cn_al pla_cen_ One _ thesede-_0pmem pro_nnnswas a V'dx_on _
Tecb_o_ (vrr), ATe. 1"_ _ _ p_'am _ becs_ o/"Jn,:n_d
aw_.ness that the wcekr_oa d/smrb,mc_ pn_e_ m the Space _ S_em (6"rs)
orbi_r an_deu_mal momamymicmgravi_y _ pn)posod for STS, and in the fmre, SImmCe
S_tion Freedom (SSF). During _ beginning c( t1_ VIT ATD a large gap existed between the
necessary _le_aion n_iu/remen_ for many _ and the actual _ m_
8c.hieved on the Shut_e crb/_. A VIT _ wa_ held mobring _e _ mge_h_ w_h mdm_'y
snd m_y i_.tmok_i_ w establish a d/alog_ betwem t1_ (wo groups mobe_ de,me _ _
r_pin_e_s. T_ resoles c( 8he tedmc/o_ n_l_emm_ defi_on phase weze thm osod w _
vrera_oeisolatim_ology deveJopmem m the_ needsofv_x_ion sem_ive
expe_
An _ _ ]._ T_ _ __ity Science-,_
$_ and W_ was heldinApn'l_1991 m a cu]mimtion_the _ z_luireme_S
9de6nidon phas_ of ZbeV1T izojec_ This S_ was 0oinsem md evalm_ Zheefforts
of _hc various _ mgmdmim= involved in V1T msem_ mzd 0o fomm]_ plans Io dcvck_
mnm beme.6 coopu= etrons in ,Ze purmU vrr ,edmok 
wmkshop was also used m evalume md slmpe NASA_s fumme efforts _m dze _ _ _ m
MSAD's _..bnology invoZvmnem [12].
A snmmar7 _ _bc vm'ious i_oul_ ,,_ their _ ao tbc f_d _Ibw w_h d_.ir
respective innovations and pr/ma_ _ompl_a_ems. lm_,,iomny there me two groops outside of
the U. S. who lmve dm_ resmr_ in dze area or "micm_vity" vilxmion isolazi_ zlhe Emupean
Space Agency smd NASDA. The ]P2zropean'sbegan a research effort st the Univezz_ty of North
Wales. D. L km_s, A. R. Owe_ md R. G. Owm deve_ a _ _ Mou_
0ViGIM) which is a Columbus rack-based _ designed to lxovide active _on isolation for
sensitive cxper_ental paylosds. 'Ibe control basis for this w_k was done using the feedback cf
reladvepositionand v_locity W control a payload _hrou_h a s_ suspcnskm sy1_ This w_k was
c_-im_=_dly verified in only one dimmsi_ and _ used no _ _ or k_Iforwmd
smblZi_on of the payload for Ibe base cancellation o/"_ _ tlbe ability Io control _t
should they exist. The NASDA program in micn_mvity vgrazion isolmion is very
c_tu_ivc and can bc summarized in the general snxly at"bath pmsivc ,rodactive_vicessokml_ovc
the micro_ravity mv/mmncnL They have s_died the use of _:_lea-ation _ amidhave done k_w
gravity_ teslsintlm_edegrees¢_freeck_withsome limimdm_ess. [12]
'I'oenationalarenaconsistsoftrek:allyfoergn_im who havefabricatedaad denmnsuamd
experimentalhardware for d_e activeiaolmionel"_mitive Imyloedsspecificm the et_al
"microgmvity" m_ These Stoups cmsis_ _ _ _ S_ems Operazion,
Sa_m Tedmolo_y, md a A. VonIqoww at MIT. Esch _up desired a mx de_ of _ active
isoL_c_ sys_n wi_ diff_ capab_ md _ "l'heIk_yw_ Sa_li_ Sys_ns _
desi_d and fabric_l a _ _ Sys_n (MIS) based m the cc_rol cf _-_/ve
I0
_(:mm, M_s n_fam_ _ reimivc m_mrs. "1_ MIS mi _ mldin 1986,_ ixovk_
superiorsix-d_ isolation, wilb ck)_ Io _it _ bek),wtllz _ E,_F]enc7_ _ 4 _
s___ml]-_slx_[13]. 11m_sysmwsstlwr_cf_l_d. Bc_-m.,
i: w_ limi_l fm _ f_pmcy isols_m hulwi_ ml 61 mx _ dm¢slvma_s _
i_m_y mf_c_ ,t- i_ peyi_L T_ Samm Teeb_ _ _ _ a -w._
I.aren_f_n_eacm_d at_iw molas/m paylmd m'I/_ a cubicSap.em_rmnlmear _
con_Her. This _ ]Ekage was only 4m)onm'a_ _m_u_" ud does ncX _
s_em _ the paTlo_ The _ farce _ kve ml_ in their li-
directicmlity and linear force to co_ml cun_ cN_Ix_'y howcv_, _ey me limi_d m _ _ _
power as compsred w _ve acu_ h_ _ i_ is di/_alt w design a _x de_ee _ freedom
sysu_ having minimal cross _s co_plins _sing Lorm_ _. The _n_d _p m MIT, Dr. A.
VmR_w e_ aL, dev_k_ed a _x de_e _ fn_l_ system usi_ _ l_/y_r _ial _s
the _ic_ devk_ "I_ _ Imdw_e wm mly _ in _ de_ _
f_gdom but did i_ud_ tlg _ cf dimgt mm¢""_fu_a_ which is _ _ dimum_
ina 1989 ASME 12th biammal Medmfiml V'flrafim and Ncdse mnfenmce publicatkm eafifled "Low
_T v_on ho]ationT_ _ _ Sp_ e__s" _. _,the
pcr[ommnce of the _ was de_mded by dze f_ce md bm_wid_ limimfic_ of the _mtion
devices[]4].
II. Theoretical Developments in Active
Inertial Isolation
2.1 Single DOF Inertial Isolation Approaches
active isolation systems desca_ed k this section me effe_ve sit f_qmsx_ above 0.01
w0.1Hz. This comWaim srise_ not bern _Imolosy _ bu_ farm _ _,,_,,_,_ ca
the _ needed W isola_ asain_ very low beqomc7 dismrbmx_. Vohnne ran.maims in the
Shuttle and in the future Pteedmn Stalion numned mv/romnen_ limit the swoke of any support
system. I_- _le. aerodynamic drag will net ,m a sohn'-poiming mfic_ with a fTequen_ equM w
thai of the orbital frequmcy (abom 90 min. per tobit). Althmgh dr_ isa _ c(d,e man, eric
conditions during a spccif_ mi_mx, amavqm_e g _ I0-7 will Ig:us_l. "l'Im_ the distam_ _
Station would travel undor such in acc_mUion would be 2(a/m2), or 1.5 m (4,.7 f0, _ m ---2x
/(90x60) rod/see and a = (9.81 m/sec2)x(lO "7 g/go), assuming nn)] inil_l velocity. _ an
paylmd would be forced to foflow such a large _ displaccme_ but be active in a much
smM1or region."l'nis_ive regionwould dependon thevol_ne_ _ a payk_ in the
Shuttle or in the Freedom Station _ module.
TI_ following _ dim_,_:mA1 rinse.lineroses amm_ dg. use _ an _ dcmmmgn_
and a _ fi:m_ a_uator, n_ecltively, am:lam be mmlyzed as spring..umss-dampor Wmems. Ix.is
am_m_dthatt_ _mg md _ _ _ _ mmiv¢ _ m_ t_ _g
char_te_istics fur tl_ _ ammtor m_ a:_v_ mmol_ and u'amla_ in m a_umar _xms_
by a conu'ol law depmdeat m the n=ponse _ desired, l.,Mng am
el_ actuator, one cm produce fon=s in oMy one din_im_ Thorefme. W achieve a pmh-
pul/configur_on c_e needs ,o me two _ de_'_0_e_ acd_ on an mnm_. I_ 2.1
ill_ the two general nmgne_ a_smr coofigur_on_ ehe _ _ and ebe
II
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l_nn faecc E_w_. Pae e,_ _ ekann_Mk a_man, dm fame l_ockced by mm
m,_net is _ m t_ _mre at'fl_ cmmmmd kLwndy pmpanJm_ m _ _ _ _ _.
F_nre 20. _ows _ m,_e_ ci'a_ m:tma_ zZ_md _kn:_ m_cm_m. Beame af a_e
nonl/near _, a bins cum_ linear_micn mdmklue is meal. "rk_ _e bias cumin ib _
used w _ a nearly Ik_r cc_rol kw inch the, f_r small dimn_sx_ aboM tkk _ _
¢xmu'ol force _ cm be _mm_d iim_. k order W _I e_t syssem, c_e must close a
conn-ol loop m-ound poshion ald veloc_ f_eedbecksipals w_ a Izss cune_ Other ncolinea'h_
doe m hy_wis and sann_co arise betwem nu,gne_c Ik_ md mpm ,xn'l _ but are not
s/snifica_ w/_h proper c_ of fl_en_,_ic c/n_ dean.
In coon'ast, the _ _tualor cm pe_k_ forces bi-dimcdonally. The f_ce _ by
a Loren_ actua_ is a recur qunnfi_y equal w the cross prodx_ _ cu_'esn md ma_etw _
_fore, depend/rig on the _ c/'cun'e_ flow in the cm'l, erie c_mprodoce a fnrce in e/ther a
pc_ive m"negative d/recdce. Becsne e( this actuator's I/near dependm_ m _I curre_
_on is no_ needed, and it is _ ruble. The _ s, nnatm thus has adwnnses over
_e m_.fic circ_ _mm. b_ n_luin_ more power _ _ a certain f_n:e than does the
n_gne_ circuh configura_ However, _e f_a_s needed w co_ml a payk_ in d_e "we/ghdess"
_e_ oFspace _re mall, m_d_ _ is nm ss _ s on Emh.
veloc_, m_d acceleration, or vetccity md acce]eralk_ md d_m Io drive =n _ 180o out o["
phase with this s_mI in order _ csocel a dis_'bmce _ flae paylcmd. Iflhereisknowledgeabo_
ce_ain _ a feedforwsrd loop c_ J_/ps/e an _ md re_ w/_bo_ m en_r s_aaL
_ n_es _r, ia_ _ d _he _ us_ a _eedbs_k _e
con_lle_. Such a con_ller does no/circumve_ the need for _la/ive kfonnmkm o/"d_e payload in
13
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order to follow the large mmioo _ _ exceeding _ omditims Ct_.., mh_v
_). _ activeiso_, _ cm b_ _ by _ ¢mffir_mk)g _ (t_
mntml _ m ck)s_ the _ md _ om_ol k)o_
2.L1 Fermulatioas for Base)g_ Imffi'tialCeamd Cases
The respom_ d a mN_mic cinmi_ isobar md a _ _ m one deSn_ _"
f_dom can be evatua_ by their uaasmi_,'bility's_d elfvctivenessiniso_mg _ bothbase
and direct disturbances. These wm-_i_'t, ilities s_d _ functions me given with a hrid
descriptiono¢theirfonnuLasion.(AppendixB gives a dee_ed malysisd the _ and
effectivcz_s formulations and their results for a variety e/" feedl_k inertial meuvl schemes as well
as for f_lfonvard u-_vfis._'bility functims with_ tour estimates.) _ the n:spmses, or
_ilifies, of thevariouscomml _ me geaeratedforharmonicbaseeu:itafionsby
usingthe_tive isolatic_ system's diffesca_ equations _ motk_ "Ibcse equafioes aF minion sre
fonn_ by using Newton's fir_ _d second lawr_whe_ the base _ u, is actually a _
function, so that u = u(0. The same is implied for a directly applied fnwe such tha_ in a_tnality, F =
F(t).
In order w demonm'a_ _e adzes cf isolating a payk_ by d_e va-ioos
feedfcrw_I/[eed_ck conm_l_ d_igns a _pk one degree _ _ Wfing-m_-d_p_
shown in I_gure 2.3, is smlyzed where Fs is a mvo _:e _ W _ _ _
atVropri_ ,Sgnal o/"an accelenffine_, m"the integrals of this signal, eitlm mmched m _ _
mucu.u-e of the mass or the mass iutel_ The gememlequation of minion for this systm_ is:
m_ + c(_ -_)+ k(x-u)+F, = O. (2.1)
16
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(b)
Se1$or
(8) Relative feedback system.
(b) Inertial feedlxtck mid feedl'ormtrd sTslems.
2.3: _ represenUttlon d active isolation s_ems.
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'l'ne m'vo fefce will be defined in two digim-t mee_l i_l_i_ om_ol _ m m_ _
imlmi_ _ _ Ihese feedlb_ md feedforward ¢mmunen. "Zll_e dle_itia_ will I_
_ _s F_t- md F_o, whe_ Faiff is dlefm_ m a aavo [nrce mfe_meed W _ i_nial
position and velocity arthe _ sm_me giving m _ feedlfocmml cmm_', md Fit b is
defined as the m'vo f_xe mfim_:ed W the _ _! tl_ imrfi"_ _city z( I1_ imimsd _
giving ,m ine_ feexlb_ cmmun_, h m_r m dq_ the zl_ d _ diffetmt mmul
Wpcuac_ on the tn_a_._lity or _ eL the _ _ nOsct brae _ d_e
U-ansm_b'_'y ruction for boch im=_ _scs will be solved. _ I_-_nn_ with ¢1_ ge_xal
equation of motion and mbstitming the defined s_-vo fon:e mll'e_lio_
F,¢ _ 0,¢u+0.¢_.
-_nd,
the conm>lle_ equations of mo_ion for the feedback and feedforwanl _ become:
m_ +k(x-u)+G_£ +G..,._=0
and,
(2.2)
C2.3)
(2.4)
m_ +c(._-fi)+k(x-u)+G,cu+ 0._ = 0. (2.s)
respectively. If _ m_mn_ mo_c mo_ion of the base _ucln_, one c_ write
d_placemem u m Asin_t,whereA isthe(fisplacememamplitu_.I_ learnsm_l m_ng the
¢_a, a direct mcelexafion _ t_. ChMb_ = G_ snd m inaf_ feedforward _m_, Glifl_ =
._(I+o,,)+2_,,m..t+m_=_,_.u. (2.6)
i +2_: +m'.x=u(o):-m_) +a2m.(_,-_). _
IB
If one _ms d_ Lapl+_ u'ansfonmsofxmd u, eqmkm t')-6) md (2.7) beceme:
(s 2(1 + G_ ) + 2P,_ w_ + OI2.)X (s) -- m.2U($),
ce+2_ +_.+>x(,)=u(,_c_.+- ®,.,,.)++m.cP.-_)]. 0..9)
Taking me fre<pmm_ mslmmc md m,lcul_ _ mqnimde c+ d_ Umsfcr fmmcCmminemivm at
_ foUowinsequm/<ms,whichSi_ 0_ fnm.o_ nmmm_mmf_ _ or _ o+_
isolawd paylosd Io a Iuumonic bsse d/slm-ba_ for bolh feedlmck md _ crees _.
and
--' 2 2 2'
,-c:++,,,,
k m./
(2.10)
{,-r +'"
km.J J
F.qualJons (2.10) md (2.11) _ rile f_mlmck md feedforward _ isol_on
_ for *m-,,-,,_o bsse __. In d_c pmvimm fonnulmiom d_ qn-ins mi dmp_
elements were asswned conmmL _. if m mmbilical is reed in the paykmd it most h'kely can
met be _ by a s_qJle stiffnem _I dmmpins f_or. h_ sdditiom if dm isolmmd paykmd is not
pusiveJy mounted but .aivety cmuoned by m muac_ magneec msvemim s_tun it tins _
advantages of a ckmed loop active ccmrol sysum _ the relativespringa_l viscouselememsare
v_'iable_depmdmt on _ner kep p/ns. The _edl_ck and _xlf_wd tr_sfer
19
equmi_ depict ideal mnditicm wS='c the _ sezmx,s me not Immlwidth limited md Im've
inflni_ resolution, wld_ _ cour_ is not the rose in my mdis_ _ symm.
me a_:md pc_'u w.m be dic:m_ by me noise floor md bmdwidm cr mc mnm_ ,,ymm.
To demmmra_ the klvmmges d inmi"_ fzzdlx_ mKl _ _ imlmimz ,I_
Ix_vicms tran_ funclicm will be _ wit5 rely coc comrol tezm in I___ I_
pahysic:M_ _ the s'ym_ md i_ x,zqxmse m me mmmmion _bme _ TziZW
equation (2.10) and plotting the response fur _uLplc m:ce,kx'mion Izdlxck, lqgum 2.,4 imz,m.._,_
m:Ivantage_ in_tially inc_rem_ngthe dymm_ rams _ I_ isolam:l imylm_ thus, feting I_ _
function m the kh cr effccdve.ly lowe_,g the ccm= fn_luez_ of tl_ sym=n, lqgu_ 2.5 dm,ws tl_
feedback transfex function equation (2.10) with only ine_d veloc_ _Mba_ These _ Mx_w
the _ _ t_ _ys_=n m inc:xe.asedvelocity feedba_ de,mined from _ in_grmicm of an
inmial sensor signal. The advanm_ _ ac:tiv_ immi_ dmnping derived fi'mn an inm_ n_e_-m_ cm
the payload is tl_ r_noval of the rcsonmt n_xmse, Ix_,d_Lng and smoothing the __
me Iow_y ,md Izigh-fm:lum_ regicm, _ reducing both the _ and the
response, pmxiculady in the low_ nml_ cd"into'est. T_ effect _ mc.h a sys_m fur Im'ge
values of ve,locity feedstock gain can be _ by noting _ it Ls_luival_ m _ a _
damper attached betwem lhe isola_l mass md a virtus] ine_iM refenmce. As the ineni_ damp/rig is
increased, the isol:_d mass becon_ more and morn _htly coupled to the (motionless) ideal inerdal
mfc_nc:c. Inoth_wcrds, tl_stmng='thevisc:cm_zm _hr. bm_d_aumuaticn. Tlds tyl_
mslx:msc is not sere in tl_ im_ mspmsico c:me _ m_ velocity _rm wzs _ fi,mn the
dcrivmiw of a re.lmivc po_k_n serum'.
To des:n_ me _ _ezdfcrwa_l (:m:ellmion q:_Izrom_ one can simply maly_ tl_
numerator _ equation (2.11) and mmtmre it to the typical mtgle deg_ of fxeedom spring mass
dampertransfer_ "rhefeedfozwa_te_nsm simplyaddedm cancelouttherelativea_F_ness
and damping tmns m lheore_ically ancn_ _- _ni_ _ of ba_ _ This can not
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be achieved becm_ _ m floor and hmdwidlh _,_ ¢m the f_lforw_ comml loops.
However, m incrmse in roll off md ovendl am_mion cm be r.lfiev_! u will be _ _
the peffcmm_e of the _ml hmlwme d_ped.
2.2 Six DOF Formulation for Development and _ Hm-dmwe
For the dev_ ml _ sys_m l_dware desips, ammive _:u_pe_
_'maxc_ were used as Ike comrol fmce devk:es. Since the- _ magnels are c$¢n loop unstable
and must be mabil/zed by m appropriate mnom_ ¢f relm/vc position fmdback,, coe first must
demonsu-a_ the relative f_xback conUol _ for a meqpmied single degree _ freedom sys,un
upon which the mulli-dimem/oml case will be f,_a,,,,.a
2.2..1 Generic Actutor CAm_ol
_ lhe single DOP system shown in Hqlm_ 2.6. whe_ mmd k I m_ Ibe mass c[ the
experimental payload and mnWAic.Mstiffness, _y. _ nmh,li_l _ kl nqxesmls a
fleya'ble ccmnecti_ between the cxpcrime_ l_yload a_! the bsm, which may be _ for
vati_s functionsl_ the supply c/"pow_, cooling fluid, e_.. "l_ line wceleration _ _the
_lerati_ c[ the mpp_ m-acune. "I_ cmmol _:e is provided by the ran,cOte -,%_0/_
aetna.. It is weJl known [16] Ibat the m_tnclic fon:e f is relm_ to the c_'l cmrmt I m fcDows:
I= 12
whe_ h, _t¢, A/_ md 1_ m'e _ Ssp, _ d fn= sps_, ump_c pok fm:e ma. md _
number of coil nnns, _.
23
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tf ho is the dks_d air g_, *, uic _ _ _ _ _ win te governedby _e
tunowing m_c _
12
:8+_A :U_-2. (2.13)
f(t)= f-rag- k_+,,
and
_+_(x-u)f_(t),
where
differea_equa_onofn_ion is_esemed as,
(7..14)
(2.LS)
(2.16) re,tread the cummt i as follows:
2 2I I I
• • " --8f =G--I_+2G-_t+2G f(x-u).¢ h_ h.
equadom (2.13)- _17),
!
mi + k¢(x-u) = 2G_2 i,
h;
(I,+ i)_
f = G(ho-(x-u))2f = G
(2.16)
Incquafion(2.16),iislhc_ctmremwhichissamlll_tlivewl s. Sinccfl_r_ionship
between fand i is mmlinear, a linearized _l._.._h_isusedfromfl_ebinomial¢=Imnskmofvqumiun
__17)
(2.18)
(2.19)
where A is the static _ in the spring.
tf x(t) is ttg d,/nm_ disp_ cf t_ m_ ngasmvd from rig _ p_itim, the
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1_end/ng_ thevah_ _kx._ _, .rodG,itis_ _ ke_cm be_ Honemumm
thexe is no umbilical the nesmive miffmss fmm the lineafized ellecunmmgle_ c_uit is most
commonly n_femredW as the neg_ve mmgnetic fv.M miffmesswlfich fmx_ _ _ _ m _
E leas_ _ ,o a mlm/ve disldacmnmu feedlm_ _ml in order ,o pmdu_ a dmM-kmp
stablesysu_ X_ meomumnerdes_ memnu_ inpmnowbecmum_'_,mo_'.
Since the I/nemizatim appms_ is suic_ valid fur a mudl l_Um'mliem ammld _e
posiaon,omemuld _ uem Y(t) ,s_ c=uol inpu_ me men dmmu_ me
ccn'espcnding c_ currmt using equation C2.15)md C2.16) as fonows:
(i, + 0 - c-m (h,- (x- u))_ +mg + _A) _. C'_.._)
Hezcc, for me controller one could eithu" ccmsid_ flze exact _ _1_ md (7..16) cr tl_
_eariz_ sysmn (2.19). Appm_ C gives a more dmi_ e_a_*,_,,'_ of tl_ iinmrized atom:inch
including a viscous term and solvmg for dze effective miffness and damping _'m _ magnmic
_ _, assuming no mnbilical ccnnec_u.
2.2.2 Formulation of Siz DOF Equliom d Mo(ion for Geuend Isolation Sysmm
The following two figures mad the subsequem _ fonnnlalions are givem as
representalive of hardware systems built for the demonsumion cf acl/ve inerfi_ feeMmwaM isolmion
u_miqucs. The _ buikm gemraUynqmenu_din me fc/knvingsectionwhae meammm_
or _th_- sysu_ was __"_ flu-_ugh tln'_ 8cuuuion pod _ giving ll,e ,bili_ m ,cum_
_mdcm_'ol the isolau_l payload in six _ of f:n_kmx. A slp_ci_ _pe_tn_ _ _ I_
_-_,eloped isolmion sysmm _I1 be givem i_ fl_ _ section _ flds dissemm_cm.
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2.7: Six Degree d_ $_
×
3
l_pre 2.8 Top V'mwd_ System
Referring mo_gures 2.7 and 2.8 the _'z coordma_ axes me chosm such that _ me
principal axes of the rigid body at lhe cmler c£ mass cf _he payload. The _ fl, f2, told f3,
are the oonu_l fixces in the _xopfia_ dimemions f_r acma_ pod _ one, two, and three,
negative f_x_ck _ f_cs m comuu_ the neptive spri_ naes anocia_ with the
auractive magne_ ck'cm_ Let m nqx_ Ibe rams _ the plaffmm and kZ Iz, Ix, mud ly be Ike
mome_ cf inertia e[ the platform about the z, x, md y, m_. Tw¢_ amactive type magne_
ac_ provide comrol fccces at the actna_ pod Iocalk_ 1,2,md 3.
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H x, y, and z are lhe dynamic _ c( the omter _ mass c( the payload in a glolml
xyz directions and #, p, and 0 me the _ d/splacemm_ about the x, y, md z aa_s, _y,
theequ_oas ofmofioacanbe¢qxessedm lhebasisoflqewtm'srealEule_ _ s _
+ok.,.+k.,,+k.,,>,,=Y,.+Y,,+Y,.
• 0.21)- (2.27)
The .f actaalor oona'ol fccces are based on a linear/z_ oont_l law for an aRmclive magnetic cimait
as defined in the laeviom sectioe. In this matlamaai_ rela'esmmtion cf the equatiom c/"molioa f_r
the six DOF case tl_ km,s n_aesem the negative spring rates associmd with the liaearized _
magnefc circuits, where for this geaeral _oa there are no mbRical coeaec'd_ _
The bias forces associamd with the liaemizalion me.hniques mcoum for the tesidnal _ _
sravi_ h, the verti_ dimmsims sad am.s,as amd 0revims_, since eqm6ms (2..21)- (2.27)
n_mem the dynmic equaims _ nm6m, an ,n_,, or equih-erim ,enns have hem csnce_d
Wprccria_y.
Tae mtaamr oma'ol forces wm be defined as felkn_ in a vertical and Ixaizcmml dimmsim,
_l_ific _ their nspect/ve actm_r pod locaticm I, 2, md 3. Refeamciag Figure 2.7, lhe linemized
verticaland _ actuator forces will be defined as fo/kngs:
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.. ,r,..+2_ I'" +2(_. "- v,.
ueO| Tp uPO|TF
2 2
G _+2G._/.-_L_+2G. /_v,
2 2
e,,-a--+2c,,., _ +2c,, _-a-,_,
r',p3t ,,3t _,3t /
(2.2S)
"Une acV_ oc_tanls Glv - C_v, and Glh - G3h, snd the _ relative posil_a
Vlr - V3r, _nd hlr - h3r, will be defined for the _ case as in the equ_oos _ mona (2.21) -
(2.27). The _mmr _ for _ aun_ve m_e_k _wor w_ Sivm in _ Z2.1.
_ will be n_e_ced m each _m_or pod Ioc_on I, 2, _l 3 m slm_ iu _ 2.7 md 2.8.
l_gure 2.7 is a perspective view o/'a_ system dew.leped for iabcramry
demoesu_om. F.rom this view each _ pod location caa be bmkm into two compmmas
havinga _ rel_ionwiththeglobalxsyszsaxesm follows.
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+½z.
_=Z.
/,=Z.
(2.29) - (2.34)
These two d/mensimml scUmor comdinmes will bc de_ed as local verlical md _
com_. 7"m_fofe the actuator consmms will be defined wi_ these local _ and hcdzonml
coordinat_ as subscripts. "llms, Ibe _mamr ommmls raredefln_ as follows:
6,.
2[.t.N2_A_
(2.35)
wbexe d_ corm:rimsl_o, A/, and N m'e _ fmsection 2.2.1. _ m ]U--Xgun_2.7 s_l 2.8 I_
possil_ xclative disp_ _ can be rmlized by the rigid body motion of the suslmded
payload or the support _ will res_ in _he following _ of x--.la_e displaccmems fnxn
mcequmbaumpo_on, definedbymc.omi_ _'m._. _ S.Psholy - _v, mdhoth- boOm-
Therefore, for small rel_ve angl_ the relalive disp__ ,,*_ acUmmrlocalicm I, 2, and 3 for
the vertical and borizonm] direcliom mrem follows:
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_bs,,
l"ae two _ builtw_l bc distinguisl_ from ,,_-h mt_- as a ialmmuxy prome/pe and
knv grav_ mgtu _st hardware, respe_veJy. 'r_ only maj_ _ _ flu_ m,o sysmm
was the la_e (me g bias_ mvironmem during labormmy expmimmm. "llm conditicm
dictmed a large bias cummt in the vertical acumum lo support the weigl_ c/"the psykmd, thus giving
a large negative spring rate requiring a cemin ammmt of w,ladve position feedlzk. ,m order or
magnitude gremer than the hceizon_ acmmm_ This c(murse was not the cme dining _e Imalm_
fliglus, since for _ I0 - 20 semnds the isolmed payload was cff loaded. Now that the
closed-loop stabilization equmims for _e mul_dimezL_onal case have been _f_..h.,.d one cam
begin Io theon_ml_ represem the incrmnmml comml cummt ias the smnmmion c( vm'ious control
signals represeating the _lative feedlm_k and in=ti'_ _edforward coum_ Wlgosches.
2.2.3 Comu'ol Si_md _ Fm'malafim
As depic_ _u smion 2.2.1, f= _ _ual dimmmim_ cme, a _ cksed.k_
am-aclive _ ch'c_ is _ by m imcrmnem_ cunrem_ i typically _ as being
proportional m relmive _Ts_a_ md vekx_, giving m effmi_ lm_ive _ and a
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dampingternforthesim_ onedimmsimml case(SeeAppmlix C). In_e wit5dxisfmmntmim,
themagne_ drcuitsforthetl_edimemumnalrosec_m bemmlyzedI_ resumingtherem _
onuplingdue to nm-_ smmr-annmme gap ddsplacmnm_ j thatthe average
producedbya speci_acummrpsi:isa_ued wi_ thecauer_eofthe_ magnm md
_cular _ _ p_ eEe_ _ ammmr,_ man mgu_ _ md _
minion._ore, the_ omm-olc_remtwillbe derm_linflJeglolmlomeclinmesymmn
refermc_ lotherelmive_id bodymotims and the_ pmmnetm'sOrthe_ _.
These globally defined cemrol curt'eats will them be de:fn_ in the approlnime ammtm" local
coordixm_ for the con_l of the isolated imyimd. "rue _ mau'ol cumremi will be defined
in the 5_I risid body coordim_ _ follo_
.
t3,
i
• I
j, jl
r_.. (x,- x.)- c_ (_,-._.) +D..X.+D_X.'
-C,_, -Y.)-C,/y,-Y.)+ D_Y.+D_'.
-C. (_,- Z,)-C,.(_, - 2,)+D,Z.+D_2,
-c,,(e,-e.)-c,.(e,-o.)+D,_e,+ D_0,
-c.(,.-,.)-c,.(_.-,.)+_.,.+_,,.
C#..v/)
The l_ViOOS set c( eqwims (237) _ the comml c'un'e_ fonnalmiom for the
_:ec_ive body fred xyz _ _e_ _e cornel _ _we dc_med m the _lmive
disp_cemmt_ pins C_.,,.,,._,j,.,, (raps/m),themmive ve_oci_ S_ms
C#j,.._.A.A.._ (amps mc/m), and the im_ti"""""alfeedf(mea_I_ D_ (amps/m),am(l
D_ Omps see/m),msOectivey.This_md'eqmsi(ms mxesmm a tyIMcalactiverelative
control whe_ the relative eHecf-ve _ and damping ca_ be dig_lly _ In
addition the _ fcalf'orward _cmmsm.c ina'oduccd into the cmmol cquations Io mlca_ the
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cm:ell_co c/" base mechmi_ exc/micos due w the mus Iz/_ ni_I jo _z _
mv/roome_ tlmm_ the z_kfiv¢ isoheim pemnems, wldch m_ mzxled/n onkr w have a clcs_
loop _ sY_m m well u d_,_ tl_ _ _im'b-nri_ izzZ_o. If m_ w_ W d_c,be
comn_l _ fro"Hr_/al f_back m in a izeviom sec_a for tk_ coc _ _ is0htico
problem, the control cmzza c,m be _ m follows:
-c..(_,-z.)-c,.(_,-2.)-E,,_,-_.._,
-c,.(e,-e.)-c,.(_,-e.)-E,6,-_5,(7-38)
Here the/ner_ _ _ E_, md E_ _e defined as the
acceleration m_dvelocity feadlmc.kle_as havi_ (mnps-_/m) md (amps-sec/m) unils, _spectively.
UsingtheacUmmr consmms forfl_eacumfioulocationsI,2,and 3one c_mdeMmetheomm_
forces,f, for throe kx:mimm byde:fining fl_e im::nmamml con_! cure.mrs in _ _ local
acnm.tm"com'dinates as follows:
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_ =/ _(-_, +_o) /)/
:_../ V:[. +1,+_../
The consmms Clv,2v3v and Clh,2h3h m_ the acUmtorconstantsdefined
_lationshipsfotmulmedinsection2.2.1.
('Z.40)
Usins ts_ eqoad(msd_ _ of modoo can I_ pot _o matrix 5_m _morder m
cslcaL_ d_ d_o_ca] tnmsS_ 5mcs_. TI_ coo_] c_s as _ in _lum_ns (2.._)
i_c lx_ sss_ to I_ i,_ Seze_ _ oo m IpproN_ ss_r_ _. ]!_ d_ r_m_le_
_" _is diss(mati_ it will I)¢_m(xl m,) _ (x)m_I _ d_ in _ (237) _) m_l
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givingmere.ZzJvef _Ix_k_er_ feedfonvmd_ which is _z:rimmmUy dmmmmm_ in
_ _cr_ ml L_ _dwm.
Six d/ffemz_ eq_micm _mcdm have bern _ which dm:n_ the mc6m c/"a
iz_yk_ _zd by _ m_me_: =:mu_ _ _ pUmzr_ _zzqmm_ _ _ cr
m_ cf _ ._m_. _ mm_ry _ _Imi_ m 0.21) S_DushO._) whmz_ _
ccnsmm z_l amm)l _'c_ are _ _. local coord/mm_ f_m eqwtims C2._). Hme six desn_
o( fxeedom are Italy d_x_]ed, Ibe sy1_em reqxmse m']l be c_y due Io ipws mtlle N_mprile
directions. This bowev_, is _o_ h'_-Jy _d tl_-e is _ a_pli_ _ deles _ _
_n, bower=, _d w_ be_d _-S]isib_
HI. Design and Development of Active Inertial
Isolation Systems
_e ezpe_nm_ _mme de_eed .=a dewaocedf_ =_ t_ _ imbtm
consis_ _ a fezn_mgne_ _ l_IC_ =_nsmd j d_e¢ pod lo_i(m. Esr_ ac_nsdm pod
consis_ o[ d_re¢ ef font mm,cdve _ wmamn smm_ed lo pnxln_ ,- ¢ffc_ _
configuration in two _ siring d_ mnfim cqml_y d six IX)F en the
platform. Figure 3.1 shows a layoot o/"the laborm_ prowq_ sysmn when_ lhe isolased laylosd
was of a hexagonal design _ f_m s_le iron _d wekled Ic_eth_ Sothe d/mmsicm Jxywn in
Figure 3.2.
The relative a_d i_l modm e/" Ixxh symm_ CLe. _ disp_ c/" the iseh_
paylo_lwithres_ Soim _ ¢_ m_d theKme_ ofeifl_r_¢ pey_ _ _
support), arc measured us/rig eddy curt'mrprc)besstudpnx_-ma_ ac_el_met¢_ respeclively. "rbe_
signalsare_hearunr)_rooshsisal _ _ comisti_ of _ and_ ad_
The gain adjusrm_-n_are inu'oducedw _ce _ o( the full scalermge e/"tl_ analog-W-digital
conve_on. I%_dae rel_ive s/gnals, one does not wm_t m roll eft the n_peme m dc becmse _
package is _ to f_llow Ibe low fx_pmcy mo_u_ o[ _ _ dne m r_,le W_e _
being limited to I _ 3 cm(.394 w 1.2 in). "J[hisc_mbe schiev_ by _m imegral action in d_e f_edl_c
connoIl_-. Howev_, the a_,celm_em" s/gnsls for the f_dlbadc or fredforvnml comzol need w be
_lled-off at the lower _ becmse e/'tl_ mine _i_,,_n
_ise Ik_. I_ _Ididm _o _ l_ysi_l comml _ f_ d_ l_ _l k_-p_ fil_s
employed, me mu_ mnsi_ _ fn_l_cy _spome, _ fk_x, _l _ _th_ mmml
Tac _.aso_ _ponse will limi_ tl_ _tem pe_fom_mce a_l _solmi_ Shap_ _be comml
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3.1: Protoqpe Active Y"d>ratiouIsolation S_steat l.m_ut.
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]_,ere 3..7,: Prototype System's F_etic Isolated Payload.
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bandwidthof the sysmn can mcresseov_ sylm _, as definedbya_
accelemionnoiseIk_rmessuremmx cmthe_ payload.
_,,_-h.._._design_ fursuch sysmm _ *ylk_ hmdwme m=/gn
practicesfurany spacebum paykmds, lira,urn,kre me a few m_4emims cmcemi_ ihe
sm_turalnsponsecftheImykmd md rapportmucUne whichme impcmm _r the_ _
capabilities and 1_-_ cf the a_ive ¢omlol sym_ _i_p____
sm_mre to_ve _ _ __ _ _ _ H_e__
modes withinthefnxluen_ rangecfimerest,thesclivemlm/vei loopsi po,emi_y
become_df_ard k_ d_ving_ sys_mmmab_. Inadm_on,thenoisehourperfonmmce_
thesysu_ win be limitedby theexcixedmodes ctlhe_ Thesefac,m_wnl effeczsemor
locaticmwhere co-loc_on cf the omurolsemors withthe actuationdeviceismast desk-aMe.
Therefore,the m'uctuud dynamics _ the sulqx_ _ psyla_lme i fur
_onsiderations.
The _ayouxc(me sys_n isal_ impcmm, especiaUyfororbi_ designs,becmme _ _
tokenby me isolmi__ is_ f_mnthemml experimm_ volumeavailable.Indesigning
as_x DOF _ one must begin by _ lhe dynamic mvimmnml/a which such a
sFs_n DOF can be de_med which will _ die, me the sc_mmO_yload ¢xmfi_ Once_
3.1 Closed Loop Control of Active Attrad/ve EIec/romagnefic Isolation
Systems
3.L1 Sensor Descrip6om and Ph, cemmU
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In order w _ the com_l o/" a 8me_ imylosd the _ c/"motion for a Bene_
aumc_e eleaaum_neticmspanim systemwae _ md the _ cuaems _
n_aux_ to the relate md inati_ s_Od body dymn_ _ the isohuim sysmn. 'lhese caaaol
must bc mcasun_ by _ mdmed ss Ihc comml iapu_ _m orda to colrol the
increnncnc_ currem to the sctmnms. In mdcr to msess the extau to which a dismrtmce effects the
isola_ pl_foan cr ,o comml thc _'s motia_ motion sanon_ me mmm_ m the platfuan a
d_c supp_ suucu_ lXUducing a voltage ouspat tha_is _ ,o dsc motion ezpaknced m _
sensor location. This section is intruded Io ilive h_ight imo the _ mxlerlying the use of
motion sensors in thc smbni_on and coanul of a pim/'mm.
"l'ncreare a wide vmie_ _ semors avm'lable for measuri_ motion. Semors wh/ch Isoduce
volu_ges pruportiaul ,o linear posisian, w:iocily mf scce.laati_ me common, as me dzir muuional
_. A dcsai_ _ of the_ and _ zdmao_ anpk_d in dsssc
sensors is v_ed, dcpendem on the specific sensor, and is beyond the wope (/'this dissat___.on, baz it
is imponam to address the issues which _ the selection o/"the conm>l semas for this application.
Some of the impon_ issu_ me.:
(1) inc_ti_ vases noa-incnial mcssmun_
(2) fn_u_ re_x_ nd semord,:manics
(3) no_c floormxtpmsi_ _
(4)semi'plscema_
3.LLI _ Verses Noa-isertisl Messaremmt
Mo,ionsemorscanbegroupedintotwoSazad _ (1) inertialmd (2) no_-_
An incnial mo_ion scmor provides a mcasmunmI of the motion with rcsp_ to m_ inert_ rcf-auncc
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frame, wl_ a non-bz_'tial moe_n minor m_mes minim wizb mqza Io a _ mlEs_ce
frame. ]E,u_les et in=_ moron zmors iw,ludc acc_;m)mUus mM! nm_ _ (m_ amns
mmmz iim_ or mgul_ w.]cc_). _ ef _ nm_z mdElc Lmw WmI_
pn,es, cwm w0 s. pmee,E.
To dZnx)mm_ tl_ d_smce benmm izni_ md _ zmms. mnsidu two ahq_
Wp_ e/'m LVDT. Fn_ b_the_ shown m IT_me 3.3,massM ismpp(m_ bya
springK and viscousdamperC. The _ m(Xionu,cGthebraecrusesthemotionx,d theruNS
M. The LVDT indtisco_gunuioo measm_ the1_u/ve_ ofmass M, md thebrae,x -u.
This is a wn-inenialmeasun_mt becue a Sivm voltageouq_ ceneqxx_ 0o a unique
displ_emmt x with _ w a fo, ed n_f_nu_ frmne anached W _e bsse. In commst, ccm/der the
cc_iguralion shown in F_,ure 3.4. "I'nequnnl/liesM, K,C, xmdumeas_p_vio_y. A
small_ nmss m, _ by spring k, is momled in a _, which is in turn mourned m _ _
_M. TneLVlYrnown_asmes the_,lative_ofn_ssm, mdd_ehms_,xf-x. The
LVDT in this cc_gur_ also provides m _ measme c_ the ine_t_ accelea'alion c_ m_s
M _-um_ that _,Am >> fn_xuenc_ d imere_ p,eS_ge_ d e_e moron _ e_e hue, a chanse _,
the inertial veJoci_y d ma_ M wgl cm_e moe_ c_ the smaUe_ mass m, md _ a _ _
firom the LVDT. The housing _ o_n£ the non-inertial LVDT smsc_ md mass m, is
funcfion/_g as _minertial semor for the rams M.
The differes_e _ d_ese two _-..cm is e_ _ mparm_e in
s_il/za_ _. Suppose tI_ a co_rol sysm_ is _plemm_ _n eac_ e_ _e _o
_ons above,suchthatactoatJonf_cesFs ac(m d_emass M, and me depmdm_ m the
ompt_ of(beLVDT. Ifthepmpme c_the_ Js_oholdtheLVI)T ootpm at_m asthem(Xion
ofthebase_ thesyste_thenm F_ 3.3themassM w_I fe_ow,cr"e_ack"_ _ _ _
base.Thisbehaviorisundesirable,pmicu]adywhen _e _ _ seism_ and odginaw from
_e b_e. In l_gure 3.4 d_e OUtl_ of l_e LVDT is z_o whm the mass M is stslim_Y w_h _ w
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Figure 3.3: LVDT sensor measm-mmt in non-ine_ti_ ¢wflgurT_
M 3 x
<t o_1 Iu
,_///ii///////, ,>_/////_/////_ _,///////////
Hgure 3.4: LVFT smsor memurrm_ i inerti_ _
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_h_is_se if a m'vo _ Fs wae w l_ n_I w ._ ,/g_ md _ _ _ _
_ _ ID_wn, mo_a _ _he hue co_d be _ a,_ed, h essmce _ _ss M
motion md the mass M would be ine_fi_y fixed.
&LI.2 Frequency Response mM Semer Dynamks of Inertial Seiners
Inertial mofm minor's (,____ sad _ rate devices) lave
charac_ which vary with the freqemcy of iupm _ Mmt_,lly, the f_iemcy
response of a semor is _ by its umsfer funcfioe, ht geaeml the ume_ f,umim is a cmnplex
value depe_dmt on fnXlemcy. The magnit_ md l/U_ c_ the semor _ to the iupet
excision nre _ally ploc_ _ m a f_c_oa of freq_mcy [17J. The magnitude c_ _he
frequency n:stxmse is typk_y seffici_ _o descn'be the impcmam feaum:s c_ the smmr _
The phase infccmation may become importam in the stability of a control sTstmn which employs Ihe
sen_ in a control loop.
"Fnemagnitude fenceoe is the ratio _ the mplimde c_ the oeq_ to the __ _ _
k_uut ex_ita_on _ _ of frequeagy. H the smsor is intmded to me_e_e velocity, fltm the n_o
of ompet vo_e to the iapm v_tx_ e_cim_ _aoeld ideally be fla ove_ tt¢ _ _ _ _
semor. Th_fore. if the magnitude _ Ihe _nsfer function from inpm to oeq_ fur Ihe minx I
mnsmm over the opm'min8 ranse, thin the semor respome is mid to be flat.
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Aboveandbelowtheopemi__qua_ arose_ theampoaianarthemSnim_ _)
themslxsneis_ er"solkdaIF'.Eqpme 3_qslxxwsasmmr ,m-n_'_ fmx_cm exld]Ji_ a
fl_ n_ome ova the n_ion fmm d_at l.O Hz to Mxm__0.0 Hz. On eisba side ar the ftat nq_m
_ _ _ _m..,,u._ A higbpms filzz is o_m real to ngl a_"tlz n_xmsc at lm_ fnxluax:ies.
_ne cous_ aswm _ _. _._ zm_____
_c_,_"_, degradesthelow _ _m'm,m_ _ _ _mm'_ __ am _ nit
flat _.ixmse ¢_ the seas_ dxcui_ mnfigmatim in the voalml I_m'width _ imerest [18]. "rhe
highi_ss _l_r eru.ca_ the respmse in the degraded n_Oon so fl_ only the _.Jiable portion of the
sensor n_-ponse appears in the seMor oetput. At high _ inert_ masses _ in
g:celea'omete_'s cannot t_spond "fast eaough" dymmk:ally to measure the molion above a certain
frequency.Infact,an _cel_ wh/_ opames on theprincipleshown inl_gurc3.4isasecond-
orderspring-massm_ sys_m,and I_s amagnimde fanctionwhichbehavesh_e a low-psss
filta.Inessax_e,themagnituderesponse_theaxelaoaz_r w_l be fl_a_fra]umciesweJ]bek_
k scmtsornlxn'al/xcqucucy "_]_'l_ ('I_ c_s cxlesld lhc rm_e _p to i O.(_ML)
•x-_cma_ _ me _ _:mx_imc_ be _ cammmw music ,cgiom _"
vaying slop_ "l'ncmagniu_ functim_" llz accelauaz_ reedin thisspplimsimw_l bemxl_
Imcr and ix wi_ bc _ m_ Ods _ is not flm _mrosyfnXlUCncyna_c. l,.lowcv_, tlds mmsar is
still quitcuscful. Aswsqlbcdcaxmsumaflinl_x, csultssa:tian_tldsdi,ssatatimL SecAppmdixD
for a deuu'led dcu:ripdon of wans_ fe,m_ detclination.
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lqp_ 3.S: TTpical sensor tnmfer function mxpitude plot.
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3.LL3 Ne_e FImramd _ _
As mmtioaed cads, m iamial modm Imsor k limJed Ja Ibe zmge ef e_mim
_ that it can be ued to meaare nliably, la addition, a gh, m sem_ cm only memm.e
e_mims which fall within a limited nmse ef =,,y "s_ "I'aemmlkst dm_e ta die atemmed
quan_ which a semsor is capable et"measm_ accm'azly is called the semor n_gmim. A minion
sems_ cm reliably measure any excilatim which falls within this nmge e/"mnplilm_ bommdedm _
emd by the resolulion of th_ sensor, md bounded I Ihe othes"emtdby the amplitude whicth _ _
in the maximum output range of the semsor. If Ibe exc'ilafion acting on the smmoriacation is too I_ge
(i.e. has too large an amp]itnde), then the semor will satm-a_ creating In OUtl_t which is o_ally
equal to the maximnm eetput vc/tase ct"the aemc_. If the ezciueim is mo weak (i.e. has an
ampl/tnde _Laller than the resolmion ef the seam_'), then factors mchas static electric _Jlds and
magnetic inx_eremce which m'e not related to the exciuuim c/"latch:st (called noise) have more
i,r,nuew.e on the mulmt ci the sensor th_ the exciuu_ Thiss/madonleadsm a poormnelation
be/weenthe e_cit_ionand _e semor oulpuL In order_ messure large_ci_iom, miner
c_mIx_s me genera_ made m/Her,and theelectronicslesssem_ive dxa_._Fere,the
rangecfthesen._ Lsv_7 impor_nttoconsiderinthat_e se_cr no_e floormust be m _ _
order of magnitude less than the smallest excitmim amplitude _ interest mul that the lm-gem
mnplitude expected is within the mnplimde nmge of the semsorused.
"l'ne _ of _ Imving very small amplitudm is di_cu_ Pankui_y in
_t__iliT'_ti_3_ _pl_OIIS whel_ _ _ Io be _ man, it is impoNsilt ID
accumteJy, the n_solutkm of the minor. Morn accekmuzter mmnfactmm's Imblish values of the
_ and maximum anowa_hnlma for the variom modets e_-y _. "rhe znsixiv_ is
merely the vah_ of the magnitude fumctm in the ftm Imnkm e_ fl_e_rve [19]. Where the_ is no flat
pcrdon on the curve, semors are often cah-trated by exFeNmmadly filtin8 a suaight line _ _
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Itwouklmerebgicalm_h__ a_,okl_ m low ml sml)_,_i_esxi1_m1_msdesin_d,m
veryhi._ _ willfailmo_ m mm:_m_ _ w]n d_ e:_:imi_ ll_mmm_
l:m'e_d_o_nnvmri_ wi_Ibfmqw_mcT. WI_ f_mew:kwlf_a idk_d d_ ampli_md_m ,m_bichSl_
m_,_, _ _ a m_so_ Ibm'_d_don _n_ _. 'llbisf:mm_cti_k cmd]edd_
The incoherem power Wcclmm may be _ for a givm semsor using d_ following
eeclmique [20]. TWo _ smmors, smsor x m_dsems_ y, m_ placed in a qui_ emvirmmm_ md
m-em_ rigidly to o_ anolber so due the sin.Q/re sxes o_ lSe semon m'ecoincidm_ lh_m_s c_
se.nsor omput versus time m_ obmined for bo_ smsors _y. _ fumaims
P,.xx(_) and Xyy('C)and _ acsscomelmion funceim e,xy('0 me ,-,,_,_,,_ from the _ histories of
the ouq_ bom smsm_ x md y. _ funcli(ms are defied below, mmdare _ in more dmail
]txx(_)= Elx(t:)x(t+_))
_) = El_(t_))
]_y(_)= Elx(r_,+_))
b_d/x D.
O.I)
In ebese _, et_ opemor El l n_m_mus ebe _ value, m"d_e _ me_ of _be
quami,_es_ in _ tractm (s_ _ x)). "n_ mospecu_ emsixy md crms-specena
demib, funaious me calculmed f_x_mthe mmconelatim mud cxq0secomhm_m _ using d_e
Foarier mmfoan. These funaicos are defi_xl b_ow, md _e _ i_ de_l h _ D.
_= Urn) = _] "_R=(_) expC-.#,m:)_,._
z(l:,w) ..,
_,,(./m) -- I "(R,,(_)euv,(-./m.Od.'c
_b,v)..,
O.2)
wh_ o-_Om). _) _ me mms_md dma_ ame mmoun_a_n _ mr ,ms_ x
amidy _mic Gx_m) is the_ _ o¢fl_ cmosscoBc_onfmctiomfro"_ two scmors. In
theprevious_m_sions:
I_ =
j =
¢1) ----"
¢1_ ----"
ofimu_mlm,_- oi (m_)
om_= qx_wor='d-_
fnXlUmCyend/s)
____(_)
m M_ownbelow.
IG"Um)_ O-S)
=
Thec_hermce_ is fundmm_ m_ _. It is a comp_-vah_edf_cti_
which is a m_sm_ c_ the agreeme_ _ the two _Is, x(t) md y_t), ss a ruction of f_equm_.
md a_ _ of_ _es apee_ aS_me_ _ ebetwojSnabxmd y.
Sul1?Osethaza shockisim]penedtothe_ _ _ theuvo umors moumed
beck-to-beck.Pmvkled dm bothJemon ale_, theyshouldbo_ me_e the_ amd
genera4esbniburoutpms,dthethneoftheeatcizatk_Now mlipoeeibat_ocks similariotheme
_ abovea_e_ beque_y, and barepmoms:ed f_pa_3 _ _ I00
and 200 Hz. Whm a Fast Pmnier Ttmflaan (PFI') is pafoaned m the smsm- time histories, md _
specua msoc/med with the two semors will both show nqOom cf _ mm_ be_wem I_ _
200 Hz. Whm/s not so Ixedictable i_ _ mmovi_ the shoc_ .m_ does not compk_y
el/n_ate the smsor output Smsll rcsidunl motim taxi clecuk_ noise will csusc s_mc sancta, signal.
Unlike mc_ion or m cxcimfioa which csmm _m,_ ompms titan Ix_h serums, _I
noise is random in mmr¢. h is _ mh_zly du_ _e two semors win imxluce uaue-induced
voltage outputs that me the same m my given instant in time. The two sms_ outputs due W
excitations will tend _o agee. while those induced by noise will typicany dissgee. 1"he two effans
csn be _ using the cebauxz fmctim.
The em_y thst both sign,s bare _, commm is (sub.jeer,o smisti_ pm_/_) _ _
motion inpu_ and is called the cebam_ power. "l'ne _ power for bo(h smsm- oaq_ is
presmu_ below in rams of the co_nmce. The colmma pow_ for smsor x is sivm by
_e cc/m_ powa _ m_ y _ s_m by
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Not_ that the coherent powea"is not na:esm-_ tlg mme for bo_ smsor outputs, h ftdk,ws thm
that the _ power, er that mergy k the _gnals induced by m_e, is tlg _ _ m _
over. "the _ power fro-_ x is sivm by
•ng incotzn_ power for smsm- y is givm mm'h, rly by
O.6)
0.7)
•rlg areasundertheim:clm_ power spectmm'ecaUedthecumnl_ve powcs _ _ _
pow_ spectra PicxOco) and PicyOm).
O
-/
e.-_.__.)= _P.-(/_),_ 0_)
a_
P__,_.._) = .Oc0)d0_ 0.9)
o_
Ifthesignalxhasunitsofvolts,tl_ thecumulativepowerIres_ _ _. TIm squ_ mot ofthe
o.unulativepower iscalledthemot-m_squ_ (tins)oftlmWecumn. The wectmm tinsof the
signal x has units cf volts. Although the_ am otl_ mmsm_ cf tlg ttoise floor _ a motion semi.
the rms of tlg kc, ohen_ power spectrum is a good measm_ ef the noise floor, h is a good general
pra_dce W select a sen_ which has a noise floor at ie_ one onk_ _ ma_imde lower _ _
m_le_ quarry _obe mea.wred in d_eb_iwid_h of inme_
One cf tSe problems wi_h hishly sem/_ ineni_ semen is dm _ _ w _ _
that I_-y _ n_ hnen_ _, smse. 1_ _. a n_imal velochy _ will bare _me
semidvi_y w lk_r n_xim. This m, kshed mspmse is called cn_-axis, or psmshic sem_iv/ty.
mnoum _ _ _ that a smscr exh_s cm be reseed m/ns the cohem_ fro,him.
The cohenmt powea"is first cskndated for a set c/"two smsct_ m _ Thin tlg two semuts are
mountedso lh_'tt_ sehs/ti_ _x& _ _ to'onemot_. 1"necol_mt powerforthe_
iscalculatedaga/nfct"tlgsmsotsinthisccmfigur_ TIm tinsc/"the_ power Wecu_ in
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bo_ _ Cmaxis md _ _ m'ecalculm_ "rnemio of the _o ms vaImes
giv_ me _e (_ _mmic msi_vity. A _ad nmmm msm" shou_ cxhn_ ,e_ k,w _
zmixivity.
3.LL4 __
It is good _ m place tl_ ,msor m doe m posm,n_ m the llmim m wldch -
mcasurememo( Ike molion is dk_imd. But o(ml, _ _:_e_ cr some o_" ccmsm,im makes _is
di/_t. In these crees it is impomm m be awa_ c/"the dymmic effecls _ phdng a s_sce" _ a
location away f_m the axis of minion Mong which a me_ummem is nXluin:d.
Considera plmfonmssshown inFigure3.6.The _ hlne is f_! m llz cam:r _
gravit_c_ ,_- platfonnlibeled,"CG'. The _ _vesuions me shown furmmsladon and
rotmice.An _ ismoun_ ata poim P,away fromthecemerc/"oavity,wlmseIx_im_n
wi_ t_13ect Io the c_z of fpmvil? is spccified by lira veg_ F. Taking into accoum all six degrees
of fmedmn (tl_ee n'anslmions mm:lthree rotations), d_e _ _ m the smsor _
P, _ giv_ by me _ [21],
a, =aq+(ee)+(mxmx ). o. o)
In tl_ equ_km 0.I0), _t is Ibc m:x:ckmuion_'pcinl P, _ is Ibc _ cd'llhc caue_ cf
sravi_ (_ preform. (_ is me _ _cce,kn_a _c_r of _ pt_fom, md _) is me mwg_r
_k)ci_ v_:_oE _ me p_fom. _ imo oompoam_, e,,. _a- _ _d _
veJoc_ vecmrs nmy be described in mtdrx_pecCive CmnlXmesu_ as fonow_
0.1D
$!
Z
C
Accelemmeter
Accelemmeter
Mount
CG
X
l_,='e 3._ _ sel=- =ee=ted etr.==_.
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rams associmed with the rouuional g:ceknuim mul the mmfim_ veloci_ aossed _ _ _
positim ct"P. The acce]muion c/'poim P cm be fommlmed wi_ aH the _ vector _ms m
folkn_
a, + +
. 0.12)
where rx, ry, and rz, are the _ of the vector r frum ,_ cg w the _ kcatkm m
point P. If the semsix/ve axis _ the wcelen:mm_ is _ along the z4xis, md the acce]memem-
has low parasi_ semsitivity m minim in the other orthogcmal axes, them the u:nns in the _ _
brac.kets of equatio_ O. 12) can ke ignored. "Fne_mms in _he _hird bracket must be examined csmfuHy
by substituting into the terns the "worn case" values c/"the mgulm- wceknuion and the mngular
velocity that may occur. If the remlt obtained by raking the mm d all the bmc.km_ rams is
signLficamly above the noise floor of the semmr, t,_ the tmms cammt be ignon_
"l'nm_ was one type OF _ amsor umd in the comrol symmns _ in this
di._ert_on.Thissc_ela_sne_isa Ineof-masstypeacce_ from Sunsu_ _cm.
The specific _celeromem" reed is discus_ in the m_t _c:ion wi_ _ Io tl_ desi_ z
higl_ed in this section and some _ me givm _garding _e _ _ of the
_ reed Ls congm_ _ood_- ty_ o(inmi_ Kmo_ _m_e.
3.1.2 Sastrand QA-_N0 Aceeim'omemr
The Sunstrand QA-2000 tnmsducer is m inmli"""""_,linear accelercm_el_ which functicm cm
an e_ca_nagne_ princip_ Figme _.7 pmvidmm _ _ theopmat_ l_nCip_ b_xtnd
this proof-mass accel_. The inerti_ mass is comlmsed c/"a nmgnefized malezial, mudthus
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_ amagne_fz]d.An _ _moeticfffi_,crammedbyrayingthecffimn_,,a m_,
suppcm the_ massdue _ therepulsivefv¢cebetwem thepemumem and cemmlkd magneek
netc_Thecffimm_,,_lec_ is_ ad_ml _,,adinedk_p,m:h timthempu_
magneticfeccerestorestherelativedisplacememm annllnmling.By alaffiingthecm_rmZinlheax'l,
dieinerti_mass isheldfixeclwithrespe_m theamlercase(m withinmine mlenmce)."/hemfe_
thecurt'eranxluired_ m.,_ _hiscmditim,isatalltimes_ _v_ _ effl_e
case.The voltagedropacma a nsislvrm I_ ceilc/refitisreedm deteminelhewilagesigml,
whichispmpettiona]tothecun_t byOhm's law.
The fxequmcy nsp(mse _ this zm_ type was _ as _ m m:tion 3.1.1.2 a_! is
shown in F_re 3.8. The peaks at bigb _ were cm_l by the le_ _ aad nm by the
sensor i_lf. "l'nephase iou lxnvever, is tamed by the minor, bm is not liming since the oommner
bandwidth will be roiled-off. The noise floor ot_flae QA-_000 was also memmed as _ in
section 3.1.1.3 over a limited fzequmcy brad. The _ noise floor is prewm_! m F_gu_ 3.9.
pe_(aman_ goal far these vilmaim iml_ioa _Tsaffiasin orbit is lmma_ in IrqCm_
3.10. It is desirable m employ a _mor Imving a noise floor that is at least m order _ _
below the malle_ _ mbe_eje_ Tlms, ifa_ seine freques_ the pert'ornmce gml is 1
mic_g, the_ the level d the noise floor should be t mo_, 0.1 mk:m-g. This _luinm_ specifi_
a per_owance offirvefor the _emor mi_. I_ F_ 3.10 a_ ort_ isolation piston _
goal,thesensornoisegoal,mxl thenaisefloenfora varietyefiner_dammr is_ m _
same plotfor_ As shown m l_q_re3.10theSunsum_ QA-_O00 _ an acceptable
nvisefloer.
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TheBentlytm3ximityprobeis anon-inertialtransducerwhich_ on an eddy _urrent
principle. The pmxhni_, powered by a -18 Vdc to -24Vdc supply votmge, geaemes a radio
f_luemcy (rf) ouqmt volmse which is applied tlmmgh the extemsion cable and pr¢_ _ m _ _
lip coil. The coil radiates rf eaergy in the loon of an tltm'_fnqg magnet_ field that _ _
curreats in an observed conductive spechn_ The eddy cunems incrmse in mnpsn,,_- as the
_ sm'face approaches the probe tip, tbns cmu_inga power loss becmmeof a back elecuo-mctive
force (emf) in the pmbeTpmximitm"system and a _ ctecrease in the rf veUage _'the probe
coil. As the conductive material moves closer to the probe tip, the voltage decreases pmpc_mmlly to
the displacement. The proximitm" measures the peak amplitude of the rf voltage to provide a
proportional dc output voltage that is applied to associmed insUmncmmficm. If the gap remains
cc_smnt, the output voltage remains constant; if the gap varies as a function cf time, the output
voltage changes accordingly. Therefcce, the eddy current proximitm"device is adc transducer whose
frequency reslxmse is fiat limited only by the demodulation electronics. The device is not
electromechanical in nature as the inertial transducer mentioned previously which has a specific
bandwidth due to its physical response to the mo6on of its housing. This proximity smm_ measures
the change in rf amplitude dae to the ge.aera_ eddy currents in a conductive material so the
fi_lUency response is only limited by the flow c_ elecu-ons in the mmmial and th_efc_, is not a
limiting factor.
The scale factor m"proportionality coustmntfor this proximitor is g_nm_d by _g the
probe voltage with a known displacemem from the _ximitor ez_by giving a voltage outtmt
per unit displacemeaL This twoximilor probe has a cah'lnuxl range from 50 to 550 mils and the
semitivity of the uansducer is appmximmely 20 mV/mil. Since the active magnetic syst_s
equilibrium position and "dead band" is defined by the relative position sensors, a scale factm"or
sensitivity had to be measured for each transducer in ruder to normalize the state conuol recurs and
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a noise floor measuremm_t had to be made for pedornmnce predictions and system noise flo_
performancereqmmnems.
Unh3_ lhe QA-2_0 proofmass acce_-c_etea_ the relmive probes had w be _ a_d
normalized to each other s/rice individml smsifivifies were not available fzcm _ _. The
im_es were _ on a fixed mounting snd a _ve mrge_ wm plsced on a _ stand.
_ents were taken from 0ram (pm_ ju_ wuching mrg_) to 20 mm in incremeats e/'0.5 ram.
These measuremen_ _c/'_ the_ voltage of the _and _ each
Iransduce_ with the known sensor Im_getposition. These oonvea_on factors for a particular probe-
proximitor-cable set were used to normalize the relative sensc_ to one snofl_. Some di_erem
combina_ons of sets were also measured in order to dmenn/ne if (me l_t of the proximity sensor
system was a primary source _ variance in the cmversim f_tms. The resul_ of ahese cah_mions
are given in Table 3.1. As seen in Table 3.1, the largest vari_ce between meamr_nenls for set 1
through6 was 0.IV/re.From remainingmeamrmmnm establishinga variancewithchangesinthe
probc-proximitor-cable sets it was demonstrated that a change in lxoximitor electrc_cs could give a
scale factor variance ofO.l$ V_
1 _409117 (1) AP1_112981 (1) 1 19.57
2 JUNR409115 (2) FEBR104309 (2) 2 19.27
3 JUNR409119 (3) FEBRI04310 (3) 3 19.07
4 JUNR409116 (4) APRRI12983 (4) 4 19.09
5 JUNR409118 (5) H_RI04311 (5) 5 19.31
6 JUNR409114 (6) FEBR104302 (6) 6 19.17
Table 3.1
As intheinertialtransdncercase,thefrequmcyreslmeSeandnoisefloorperfm'mancemust
be measured or known for the relativeuansdecem in orderto Imxlicthe impacton system
performance,and toinsurethattheperformancegoalsel"theaaive/ycon_lledplatformaremet A
6O
frequemy response of 0 to 6O0,000 rpm (0 to 36 MHz) is quoted from the lroximity
specificatiom auralsome fzoquency response cm-ves ate givemin Hqgure3.11 giving a nnmber of cm_es
as functions of differemt capacitive kinds resulting from vam_us cable kmq#_ TI_ cm'ves me #m_
fxmn 360 kHz in dB's showing this tmsms flat teqmmse. As shown frmn tlmse omves the fngltmmy
response is mine ttmu adequate for this _
1"he noise floor l_fccmame is impon_ for the rela_ve aemor becmse it will _ a
pcrfcrmatmc limit for tim _tiv, comrolsystemon tlmresolution_tlm displac(mmmand equih_imn
position of the platform. This trmmduc_s theory of operation is dictated by the ampfitude
modulation of an rf signal, due to the magnitude of the generated eddy cummts _ty to a
conductive specimens distance from this ff source. Ikme, the noise floor performame is limited by
the voltage source generating the carrier coils rf signal _, the voltage smuces mbHity
dictates the amplitude stability of the pn:bc which is indclxmdem of the conductive specunm's
position or displactmacnt. Since all six relative displacement pmbm were pow_ed by the same -18
Vdc supply this voltage som_'s power spectral density was measured. The power spectral density
function as defined in section 3.1.1.1, for a stationary record (stationary in time), telmments the rate
of change of the mean square value with frequemcy giving a measure of the noise floor amplitude as a
function of frequency. This power spectrum shown in Figure 3.12 was plotted as the nns voltage
verses frequency for a bandwidth fr_n 0.1 to 100 Hz. "Ibis measurement gives the noise floor for
each probe, in displacement units, from each lm3bc-proximitor..cablc mmsifivity factor listed in Table
3.1. A discussion of this noise floors prolmgafion into accelerafioa perfm'nmnce will be discussed in
section 3.1.6.
3.1.4 Signal Comdltimu_
3.1A.I Inertial Signal Conditioni_ Ch'ct_
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Figure 3.11: l_requency response of Bently relative sensor.
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l_gure 3.12: Eddy current probes veitage source noise floer measurement.
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In the _ _ olplimizing sensor nmge and linearity, only a reJmively renal]portion of the
fun scare range of the ao:elem_eter will be utilized. The closed-loop openttion provides Ibis
capability from the QA-2000 since the tmqu_ ¢x_l, which applies the comrol farce to the proof mass,
m_in_ins the proof mass at the _ position while in the pgescm_ _ an input fot_e. _ore,
the measure of the torquer cmrent pmvid_ a meamre cf the intmt force. Tiros, a load x_islvr
inserted betwem the currem output md ground allows for the selection ¢_ the se_or's full s_tle range
md provides an output voltage _ to input force.
This output load resistor (ommectic_ between the signal out and return pins) can rmngefrom
a short, givingthecm'rentproportionaltog,toove_I0megaohms withoutaffectingperfonnam_c/"
the uansducer.Referencingthesignalto ground through a retailer load resistor permits wider g
ranges,while larger resistance lmds permit sensing _ smaller input fvrves ove_ nanvwer ranges
(higher voltage scale factors). In practice, the selection of the load resistor can be calculated
assmning the largest dynamic _x, elemfion range m be sensed and multiplying this range by the
accelemmetercurrentscale fact_, KI(A). This lm3dnct will be in units of milli-amperes and if one
calls this result I, the maximum allowable load resistance P-max (torquer resistance plus re_erence
load resistance to ground) can be calculated by the following relationship:
P"== l
where Vie f is the vollage source for the wansduc_, and Rtorq is the senso_ tCm:lUercoil resistance,
0.146 _ From this mlalionship, equation O.13) and faam a desired scale factor in volts/g, K(v ),
oQe can compare the des/xed load resismn_ for the Uansducer c/rcu/t with the maximtm_ load value
for an assumed dynamic acceleration range.
The six accel_ used for the detemfinafion of the six inerti_ degrees of f_edom cf
the support strucUne exln'bited approximately the same current scale factor, so the above calculations
only had to be completed once.The value, KI(A) = 1.33 mA/g,along with the desired design g range
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_')'I g pn_vides the needed v_)es for _ the lind res/mace fer a voltage scale fac-_ used
in the inertial sigml coodifice/ng circuits. "I'aefa/k)wing calcul_om mpp_ the valne c/"a 7.5 Id_
chosen for the _ _ c/rcuit d_i_ _ an_ 10 V/g smsi_'/ty.
(i) I = KItA)"g(range)
I = 1.33mA/golg
I = 1.33mA
(2) R_ = I -R,.,_
(ls-2.s)v
=
k33mA
R_ = 9.25k_
O) Selectedg_v)= 10V/g
C4) g = Kc,_IK_c_)
lOV/gg=
1.33mA/g
R t = 7.692/ff2 -_-7.5k_
'I'nezefore, selecting the load re_s_ as R1= 7_ for all six mcelemmeters, a range of -4-1.0 g was
obtained resulting iaa 10 V/g voltage scale fac_.
Unlike most quartz-based acce_ the QA-2000 govides adc measure of input force.
Thus,in thepresenceofa gravityfiekl¢wa largeresidnalacceleration,thesmscf _ tothe
fc_e opposinggravity,e.g.,theforceresultingfxomthesurfaceupon whichtheseasorismounted.
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Hn_, this force acts c_ the a_ele_meter case mxl not on the proof n_ss, flz_by causing the proof
m_s to d_flect fi_n tha n_ position. As _ ixeviou_, the output volnge n:qu_l m
nnlI the displ_emem _ _e pmof-nnss wm be a direct mea._re of tha inpm _ Tnaefo_
large bias voltages are inherent in the signab genernted by this znsor and a high-pa_ filer is needed
fcf the closed loop _ s_ien ctthe isolation sy_em as well as the iow-lms fil_r needed
roll off the accelennneter s/gn_ becmse c/"phase loss a_l _ noise. _, a bmdlms
_ter is dictated which m_ be designed with the closed-loop pezf_nce requin_vn_.
This bandpass filter was designed by cascading a four pole active high and low pass filter
with a p_rmnmab_ low noise opumion_ ampfifi="giving a gain adjusunem capability u_ the
inc_'tia.lsignal conditioningcircuit. _ active _ we_ designedas four pole Bessel fdu:0rs.
Bessclfilters give goodphasec:_, Le., ccmsmnt signaldelay in the passband. Which is
very desirablewhereperformancein the time domainis impormmasin this applicationwhich is for a
he.atreal time activeconu'ol_ 'I_ amplitudere:six:roseof a filte_',though important, is not the
critical issue for the design of this _ signal conditioning circuit. A fill_r which is characterir_
by a flat amplil_le response may have la_e phase shift. The result is that a signal in the passband
will suffer distortion of its waveform. Since in this applicafio_ the shape of the waveform is ve_'y
important, a linear-phase filu_"(or cousmm4ime-de.lay filter) is extremely desirable. A filu_r whose
phase shift varies linearly with f_equemcyis equivaknt _oa constant time delay for signals within the
passband, i.e., the wave,form is not distorted. Therefore, the Bessel filter was chosm having
maximally fiat-time delay _ its passband [I$].
The specific bandpass filun-design which is used for all six inertial feedforwanl channels is
ilIusu-at_inFigure3.13.The bandpassfilt_twas designedwitha"flat"_ty _ frequency
re_onscwiththehighpasspartofthehamlpasshavinga cutofffxequm_ ofabout0.03Hz and the
low passcutoffsetatabout30 I-Iz.The 30 I-Izcutofffrequmc'yforthebandpassfiltezwas sc_
bex:ausc the active isolatio_ _ be/rig designed as a dynamic,ally soft _ will act as a low
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l_SS fil_ and ammua_ the hi_er _ In addition, the payload did not need to be inm-Aany
comroned at higher _ to meet acceleration nxluimmems.
The iner_ _gna] ccuditioning ckcu_ has three sectiom. The lust beinS a fo_-pok high-
pass Bessel filmr with the hi_ cm-off _ se_ st 0.03 Bz, u memksml _. 'n_
second stage having El _ amplifier umg a dil0utny con_ned _
Burr-Brown PGA-2000 (Progrmnmable Gain Ampl/fier). The prognunmable gain was dip swir.h
selectable fi'cm I, I0, I00, and I000 times gain on the ch'cuit board for each of the six_
channels. The third stage was a four-pole low.pros Bessel filter with a cut-off fiequmcy of 30 Hz.
From Figure 3.13 the inertial circuit confi_ also allowed for a jumper selectsble by-pass
around the active four-pole high-pass filter. This by-pass was included as An opti_ becanse of the
very slow response of the frmwend high-pass active filu:r. Ifa large shock accelenuion was
introduced into the sysu_ it would take seconds to decay, c_s_ng the inertial comml w react with
excessive displacemmt drift. The by-pass included a simple RC network (R = 1 MD., C = 4.7 IxF).
With this by-pass selected, the from-end of the inerti_ ckcait has the high-pass characteristic as
follows:
2 /RC
= ._1+ (2_RC) 2 " (3.14)
The dc gain for this circuit assuming the instrmne_tatim amplifier stage had a gain selectio_ of one,
is calculated to be 3.8. Appendix E has the detailed design and a list of the circuit component values
and parmnet_.
Following the completion of the design and assembly of the inertial circuits, a validation of
the circui_ performance and the individual circuit gains had to be measured in order to normal/ze the
inertial conlrol states to include the sensitivity factms for each inert_ Iransducer/signal conditioning
channel set. The individual inerti_ circuits and a Hewlet Packard 3566A signal analy2_ were
configured for taking data for transfer functim detmninafice. As shown in Figure 3.14, ± 15V were
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Ftg.re 3.13: Inertial season signal eonclaim_ circeit.
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Figure 3.14: Filter transfer function determination.
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_pl_ to the individual fil_rs and _ fi]Ier outpm was _ to a _l _ _ _. The
tracking si_l of the anal_er, which ge_ random no_, was connected to the fil_ input and
comnectcd u_ an input channel of the analyzer. The high-pass fil_ was not mmlyzed using the
spcctram analyzer due to the king mcasmn=nem time required for caough averages to dcun'minc a
smoo_htransferfunclion.The AC couplinghigh-passcircuitwas testedusingan osciIlcsco_to
determine the AC coupling ability of the _t, as well as the insmnneatafioa amplifie_rs uimming
capability of aey dc voltage olk_ts from _ elc_s as well as the tr_ bias signal
measurement. The transfer function was taken with ten averages in the ffeque_y band from 0.1 to
100 Hz. Table 3.2 givesthegainsettings for a ten times gain select on the instnnneatafioe amplifiers
for each inertial channel. These values with the individnal inertial transduc_ sensitivities were used
to normalize the inertial ccmu_l states for the digital control algorithm.
Inertial Conditionin_ Circuit
Vertical Location 1 C_tnnel 1
Vertical Location 2 Channel 2
Vertical Location 3 Channel 3
Horiz. Location 1 Channel 4
Horiz. Location 2 Channel 5
Horiz. Location 3 Channel 6
10 Tim_ _nin Settino |Tim_ Gain _tfin_
33.4309 3.35722
33.9174 3A7602
33.4180 3A5865
31.8346 3.27049
32.9180 3.60637
34.8583 3.34386
Table 3.2
3,1.4.2 Relative Signal Conditioning Circuits
The Beady im3ximitor wobes used for the stable _sed-loop control of the suspended mass
have a linear range from 1.27 mm to 13.97 mm (0.05 to 0.55 in). The cah'lrated Im)bes gave a scale
factor for each probe for conlrol channel normalization of each probe-lxoximit_'-cable set as
in section 3.1.3. These relative transd_ give a voltage output _onal to
displa_mmt from a conductive target where the maximum voltage is equal to the proximitor supply
7O
voltagesourceanda minimmnatzerogapdistance(probetouchingconductivetarget).Sincethe
platformcoutmlleris designedto suspmdthemass,i.e.,theexperimea_ payload, amead some
defined eqeililxiem couditi_ the relative displaces_t eetpet voltage needs to be _ to a
relative moticm around this eqnih'briam position.
In order to arrive at such a_ eqeih'triem state the relative coutml_ fenctioes as aa
signala_ud theequilibriumcoud_ definedby a relate_em outpm of zero,i.e.,no
devi_on fxc_apresmbed nomin_ equilibrimnpp _. Thisreqt_emem dic'm_ehemlmive
conditioningcircuitsohavebuckingvoltagef_m-emdsforcingthe_sdacer outputstohavecontrol
voltages about zero. The relative control signals were also filtered at the higher firequencies to roll-off
the control of the magnetic circuits.
The relative displacement conditioning circuits c_sisted of two parts. The fir_ was a
summing circuit which acted as the bucking voltage stage to set the equili rium position of the
platform. The secoud peertof the circuit was a two pole low-pass Bessel filter witha cut off_y
set at 35 Hz. The output was configured to be jumper selectable between the filter output or the
summer output, (bypassing the filter). This allowed the relative control signals to have a much higher
bandwidth, i.e., limited ¢mly by the digital loop speed, aad allowing the control signals to be rolled c_
and therefore limiting the noise influencing the coulrollable power supplies which conlrol the
magnetic actuators incremental control
The two pole low-pass Bessel filter was chosen _ of its phase characteristics:
a linear phase response, i.e, a coustant time delay in the passband, as discussed in the inerti_ signal
conditioning section. Figure 3.15 is the circuit layout for the relative displacemmt transducers
showing the firout-end summing circuit followed by a two pole low-pass active Bessel filter. As was
done for the inertial couditiouing circuits, a validation of _e circuit performance and the individual
circuit gains were determined in order to normalize the uansdncer-coudifiouing circuit pairs to each
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F3gure 3.15: Relative sensor conditioning circuit.
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other.Transferfunctionsw_etaken for each circuit as _ in section 3.1.4.1. Table 3.3 gives
the gain values for the six relative condition/rig _ channels.
R.Infive Gmn_lh_nlno Cireuh
Vem:al Pos. Semor Locatm 1 (Sea. 1)
Vertical Pos. Semor Locatm 2 (Sen. 2)
Veatical Pos. Semor Locatim 3 (Sin. 3)
Horizccdal Pos. Se_sm"_ 1 (S¢_. 6)
Horizontal Pos. Sc_sm"_ 2 (Sin. 4)
Horizcmml Pos. Sensor t,ocatm 3 (Se_. 5)
5.14348
5.48857
520922
521621
5.22146
5.18(J66
Table 3.3
3.1.5 Sensor Placement
The number of degrees ¢f fleedmn to be controlled, cx control states, of the isolaled plalf(mn
were three _onal and lhree rotaficmal mcXkms. _ degrees of _ were defined
previously as the three dimensional rigid body motioms d the conlrolled platform. As discussed
previously inertial and non-inertial measurements were utilized to demonstrale the active relative
feedback _nd inertialfeodforw'&'dc_mc,ell_fimd baseinduceddistm-ter_. The _,celerog_t_
lxansducers w¢_ placed to sense the inertial rigid body moti(m of the support structure while the
relative im3ximity _zscfs were placed to sense the relative motion between the controlled platform
and the support swacmre.
As dictated by the need to resolve the six rigid body motions, six equ_ions can be written
descn'bing the conlrol input channel_ _ore, six relative and inertial sensc_ must be poled in
order to derive the six control slates. On_ a generic set c/"algebraic equations are solved these
equatices can be used for both the relative and inertial sevso_ s/nee the placement cf these
wm'egeomelricallyequivalent.
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The geomeu-ic placement of the control sensors were the same in function for both the
prototype and demonsUafion hardware configurmicms. The exact geomearical placement for m_
relative sensors for both sets of hardware m'e shown in Figure 3.16 (a) and (b). The
_m_d_ plscemems were _ under esch actuator pod, for _e _ hardware, told IKmsed
aboveeachactuatorpod intheLearjetcoufiguralion.Figure3.17(a)and(b)show theplacemem of
theine_'dal_ forbothhardwareconfigurations.
In order to derive the conuol degrees of freedom a generic three dim,m_w,_,t x_esenuuion
of the relative displacemmt transducers is givm in Figure 3.18. This figure shows the Im30cimity
sensors output relation to the target displacemmlt with respect to a global or structure fixed x, y, and z
coordinate system. The proximitors will be geagrically nnmbe_ therefore, the same equations will
be applied to a generic set of inertial se_ors.
X
3.18
F,rc_n this pictorial relxesentafiou of the transducer placemenls the following equations can be
resolved for the three translational and rotational displacements of the target body fl'om the global x,
0._ ,'o_"
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r
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l_ure 3.16: Relative sensor placement locations.
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Figure 3.16: Relative sensor placement iocaU_,us.
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y, and z coordinate d/rectious.
feedl_k/feedfccward comml algoritlm:
Sensor5- Sensor4
x-
2/,cos30°
FSensor4+Sensor5
Y-L 7
z=[$e_or1+Se_or2+Se_or3]_-l,
0 = [Sensor4 + Sensor5 + Sensor6]l--;
The folknvin8 equations ale the global relative conlrol states for the
iSensor6 (I+cos60°)Ik
0.15)
0.16)
0.17)
O.lS)
4 I
f3 = I 2 (Sensor2 + Sensor 3) ---(Sensor l )l-- (3.19)3 .121,
1
= [Sensor3- Sensor2]21, _m 60 °" (3.20)
The constants Iv, and 1h represent the distance of the _ and vertical transducers cmterline to
a parallel line through the cmm_ of the global vertical and lmrizontal coordinates. These specific
_ts are not extremely important in the implementalion of the ccmtrol in that the oonlroller gains
will be representative of the constants associated with geometric positioning of the transd_ as well
as those gains for the respective prop(gtiou_ derivative, and integral terms in the control equations.
Coupling betweea the conlrol degrees of f_edom was assmned to be negfigible for the
theoretical development discusskm of an a_ive feedforward_eedback conlrol algoritlnn. I-Iowever,
the placemeaxt of the vertical verses hctizomal relative wan_ucea,s will result in _ stitttgss
and damping terms as well as the inertial txansdncers cross-axis sensitivity not being representative of
input _. The most impomm of these coupling ettec_ is the relative transducers output
caused by coupling between verdc_ and horizontal motions dne to the proximitor sensors target
center not being in the same plane. 1_" instance, if their is an angular motion about an x or y axis
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andthehorizontalproximitysensortargetsarenotcenteredonthisxyplanetherelativeUansdncers
wouldhavesensedanettranslationalmotionin theharizoa_seasc_controlplanedefinedbythe
targetcenlerpoints.However,thisdisplacementwasin actuality a rotation about the x or yaxis and
should not effect the horizonlal co_l signals.Thiscoupling can be minimized by placing the
vertical and horizontal proximit_ target cemer points in the same plane since this will defi_ the
conu'otlers global degrees of freedom, la practice it is _t to realize this. Bowever, ifthe
distance between the horizoma_y defined cemer point plane and the ve_.ally defined c_mter point
plane is kept at a minimum the coupling betweea ve_ical and Imrizonml degrees of f_xlmn is
minimized. The gromty_ was an active six degree of f_dom system however, sine.e the vertical
control outputs we,re significantly greater in magnitude due to the bias currents needed to support the
weight of the platform, the horizontal and vertical conlml was accomplished independently. Data was
acquired with an attempt to decouple the horizcm_ studvertical degn_ of hcedom which of cotwse
posses serious limitations in testing a fully functional six degree of freedom controllm'. Therefore, if
there weae signit-w.ant rotational vertical inputs, the horizca_ sensors would have sensed motion due
to this vertical/horizontal coupling.
In order to demonsWale the pos_'ble coupling due to this effect, assume that there is an
angular displacement of the support structm, e around the x axis, such that the control algorithm
inertially cancels this distmban_ and the relative motic_ of the platform verses the SUPlz3rtstr_ture
causes the platform to go to its geomeuic extremes, defined by the vohnnetric conswaints c_ the
system, which in the prototype hardwm'ewas about 6.35x10 "3 m (0.25 in.). This would be equivalent
to an angular motion of about 2.5x10 "2 radians. This motic_ would be detected by the horizontal
sensors as a net translational displacement in the y axis cf al_oximately 1.905x10 "3 m (7.5x10 "2
in.) becanse the plane defined by the In-izontal semo_ ¢amte¢targets was aplxoximately 7.62,x10 "2
m (3 in.) from the vertical sensor defined plane. Taerefore, in order to avoid solving the six
equations in their coupled form, the relative transducers c.eater targets wea'eplaced in the same plane
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for theLearjetdemoeswafioehardware, and rims, the horizontal and ve_cal displacemmt serums
could be assumed independent.
3.2 Noise Floor Measurements and P_ Limitations
In order m est/mate the pe=fonmnce lim/tatiom on the ckned-ioop _-_ive imlafice system
c_e must _y connect the coati i_mt chamois f_om the sensor outputs to their respective
signal conditioning circuits. The conlrol output signal resolufim was one to one with the input
digital resolution and the noise floor c/"the actuator pow_ amplifiers were fmmd to be an order c/"
magnitude lowe_ than the digital resolutiee. 'I'nerefore, the noise floor perfm-mance of the system was
dominated by the relative comrol inputs. 'I'ne inen_ feedfccsard caw,ellatim aPlm3w_ would be
limited by the inertial noise floor however, assuming no dislmbance in the passband of the c,¢mm>lier,
the system acceleration performance is dominated by the equilibrium or steady state performaw,e
which is defined by the relative displacement c,¢mtrolinput and d/gila] n_,olufion.
For a Ised/ction of the perfm'mance limits for the relative comrol signals an infln/te digital
resolution, is assumed so the noise floor is defined by the Im3ximitc_/relative signal conditioning
channel noise. Us/ng Figure 3.12, where the pmximitor voltage source szability was givm as a
function of fzequency, and taking the first pn3be-lxoximitor-cable set sensitivity scale factor
Table 3.1 of 19.57 Vfm, one arrives at a performaw,e limit as a function of frequency which is shown
in Figure 3.19. Tee noise floor of the relative condifioeing _ was an tinier of magnitude below
that of the Im3be-pmximitor-cable noise, lh_ore, it does not enter into the controller performance
prediction. The Ir'-d_f_ funcfic_ and gain of the signal conditioning circuits do affect the analog
noise specumn, and therefore, mus_ be accounted for. Figure 3.20 shows the sensor channel I signal
conditioning circuits U_f_ function iIlus_m_g the _ _ this low pass tilde=-up to the cut off
f_equency or-3 dB point at 35 Hz. The gain for Ibis filter in the passband was measm-ed at 1 I-Izwith
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amagnitudeof5.14348.The designedgainsettingwas __lat_ tobe4 fi'omthelargestallowable
displacementof+ 0.25in.givinga maximum voltageoutputof4-5 V faom thepmbO-lm)ximit_r.
Therefore, in order _ ulilize the ± 10 V full _lc range of fl_ digilal oonvert_ lt_ _ l_rt of
the ci_aits had a gain se_ of 4. However, tbe low psss Bessel fil_ez"has seine dc gain associa_d
withic Thisde gainvaluewas 1.268givinga designedvalueof5.072.Thediscxepancyfaumthe
measuredvalueof5.14348atII-IzarisesfromCemlXnmt resistancevaluesintheckcuitsbeingno
better than 1%. This is why each signal conditioning channel must be mmlyzed and the actual gain
values measured to normalize the control input channels. From Ftgun_ 3.19 and 3.20, one can
estimate the analog noise floor of the relative measurements to be on the order of 1.0xl0 "8 in. in the
passband of the conditioning filtez. The noise floor performance is a funclion of frequency and an
estimate of the performance for an infinite resolmion digitizer in non-dimmsional acceleration units
ve_es frequency can be calculated by taking Figure 3.19 and dividing it by a gain of 5.14, taking the
second derivative in the fiequmcy domain of this curve, and dividing by 386.4 in/s 2, thus non-
dimensionalizing the curve. This non-dimensional noise floor performance is given in Figure 3.21.
This prediction was estimated assuming that the digitizer had an infinite resolution. Of course this is
notthecaseand,inadditionm thedigitalresolutionr"deadband"ofthedigitalcontroller(which
willeffecthesystemdependingon theproportionalintegral,and derivative(liD)termsin the
controlalgorithmsand thedigitalloopspeedoftheconlrolprogram),theanalog-to-digital(AD) and
digital-to-analog(DA) alsohavesome noisefloorperformanceassociatedwiththem. Sincethese
boards are tied to the same power bus, the DA card was given a command for a zeTo output and the
DA was connected to a signal analyze_ measuring the voltage output noise floor perf_ of the
conve=_'. This noise floor Iracked that of the pmximitor voltage source, thezofore, the noise floor
predicted in g'sfromtheproximitorestimatewillbe_ve.
The "dead band" of a control system typically refers to the digital resolution of the control
system. One can calculate f_roma unit scale factor, for some digitized transducer, the resolution of the
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digitized signal depending on the o_verter and the full scale maximum range d the conwm_
signal. The relative displacemmt comml is realized by six displacemeat transducers where these
sensm,s are electronic_y conditioned, as discussed eatiiex, and digitized by a 12 bit convea_ and a
16 bit c_vetter for the labcntm'y and Learjet hardware, respectively. Tnmrefoge, for the Learjet
hardware, since the scale factor for channel 1 was (mmputed at 19.5"7 Vfm and the conditioning
circuit had a gain of 5.14 in the passband, a nominal seasifivi_ of 100.59 Vfm is used to _0e_'_rmine
the controller with a full scale range of + 10 V. Tiros, the unit displacemmt resolution ¢g controller
"dead band" is calculated as follows:
e- (Full Scale Range "_ 1
-
where for this case the system "dead band" was 3.0Mxl0 "6 in, while for the 12 bit laboratory system
the horizontal degrees of fxeedom had a system sensitivity of 1.526xllY 5 in.
3.3 Actuator Design and Current Control
The am-active magnetic actuator fm-ce is controlled by the inmxlnctim of a fluctuating
current through the magnetic ci_dts conductive coil, based on the platforms relative position,
velocity, and the inerti_ states of the support su'uctnre. This conu'ol current must be commanded by
the digital controller outputsignalsproducedby thedigital-to-analogconv_. The control voltage
signal oonllDis the current to the magnetic _ls thus, prodllcing conffol for_s on
ferromagnetic platform.
The maximum current requirement and voltage to _ sensitivity must be specified based
on the operational range of the acUtator magnetic circuits. These cummt ranges are based on the
operational environment for the isolation system. Since the high fidelity 16 bit Learjet demonsWalion
hardware was to be tested in an off-loaded condition, the dynamic onvironment of the low gravity
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maneuverdictaledtheconlrolcurremrangeneededforthecun'em powe_ amplifiers. The maximum
currem ouq_ per actua_ smd the currem amplifier comrol semitivi_ were also based on the
actuator magnetic circuit design.
The ac_m_ designs for the _ and Leafier imrdwan) we_ diffen_m due lo tl_ir
different operating m__. The _ sysmnlmdm comend withalarge 1 gl_mfieklin
the vertical direction, _md the_on_, the vem_calconlrol magnets were sized accon_ugly where as file
horizontal actuators did not support a large bias forc_ These ac_mtcgs wege sized to oontrol the
horizontal degrees of fn_Imn in the m/cmtgcekr_on rmage. This section will be dedicated to the
designand controloftheLearjetdemo_-ation systemand willbe keptas a generaldiscussion.
"I_refore, the approach can be utilized for say amactive magnetic system based on the systems
_cxational environment.
Volume constraints will dictate a cemin design emvelope for an aln-active magnetic actuator.
However, the most critical design specificatioa for my magnetic acttmtio_ devioe is the peak force
reqmremcnt for a specific situation or o_ emvinatmenL Specific to the _ a dynamic and
non-stationary loading occurs during a low gravity mam_ver imposing strict limitations em sys_m
requirements which are not limited oll Earth m" or_tatly based platforms. The maneuver is
characl_rized by three phases, sm emtryphase, low gravity phase, and an exit phase. These thx_
phases can be characterized lximarily by the pitch axis accele_ious imposed on any equ/pmeau
au_ched m the aircraft s_ucUn_. The first ltUUe ef fl_e u-ajecu_ is _ by a high g maneuver"
pitching the nose _" the aixcraft to a desired 45° nosehigh conditionll"ior m the push-over, which
begins the low graviv/poaiou cf the uajecD'y. The nominal loading of the aircraft and its comeats
at this poim is typically f_m 2 m 3 g's. This condilion lasts a f_'wseconds whe_ the nose is then
pitched forw'aurdand the free-f_l begins with _m initial negative acceleration fDllowed by a 2 to 4
second oscillatory condition while the pilots are stabilizing the eontrol point of the trajectory, "zero
g", after which the I0 to 15 second low gravity stabilized portion of the trajectory follows. This
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portionof the trajec_y is lhe so called operating envimmnmt of tbe platfmm. However, since this
condition does not simply present ilself _ has a prior and future history the opemlkmal
mvironmem for the whole tmjectm'y must be mkm in_ accom_ [22,23].
Tbe maximum fmce _ tbe_ or_ aclaatorswas _ by [he3 gmaximum pall
up condition. Tbe volmnetric conswaints on tbe _'Immrs forced tbe designs Io be _ bY a
magnetic pole face area of (0.75 in) 2 mad (0.5 in) 2, for the vertical and horizontal magne_
respectively. By determining the maximum f_rce needed, a maximum bias curt'erafor each vertical
magnet can be calculated f_nn the following magnetic force equation 0.12). (See Appendix B for a
detailed discussion of magnetic ci_'uit equations.)
2-2
PoAN t_, (3.22)
F._=
Using this equzlion, the nmgnefic cores pole face area A, and the number of coil arm N available
around the magnetic circuit, the maximum bias currenl was calculated. From the dimcasion of the
verdcal actuators a packing aw.a of 0.352 in2 was calculatvd where the conductor used for this
application had a c_ssecticwtl area of 0.347x10 "3 in2. Tbemfore, the total number of coil nn-ns
possible, with a 100% packing efficiency, would be the ratio of these two areas. However, since a
100% packing efficiency is not possible the number of max/mum coil turns was 750 pet magne_c
polegivingarespcaable74% pacl_g efficimcyfix_majumblecoilwindingprocess.Therefore,the
maximum coilcm_.atforone actuatorwas calculatedwitha nominalmagneticgap of0.25inches
fzomvqualion(3.22)asimax= 3.2A amps. Tbemaximum force peracmat_wascalculaled from tbe
to_alplatform and support eleclronics mass of 13.61 kg.
Anothersecondaryissuec_ them_r.imumresidualconlrolcurrentwhichwilleffect
the overalldesignof themagneticactuatorcoildesignand its_ to the overall
configurationistheheatingofthecoaducmfcoiL Ina space based application this residual cmrem
willbe dictat_by thebiascunv,m lineadzationa d willnotbe a limitingfactor.I-Iowcvcr,the
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labcratc_ based sysu_ needs w nccoum for lhe hcafing _ the ven/cal co/Is _ w _ _e _
c'urnm_ neoded Io suppm'xlhe weig_ of the systml as we,ll as thc maximum _ _ _ _I
fl__ and sJ_tdy_ _ _ cd"fl_paaffo_ 'Y'a_criteriaf "tlbc_ (_"
_ _il _ _ w tlh_cc41s_ r_-.jo__ _ so_ t_znl_.am_dk_ nm eTxetxf_ _
MlowMfe forthe_ insulation.P_ file_ _licmion thezmudmum _
w_)udd_mflyL_Jsta f_v_::omfsfl_ca_fo_,m_ _ tlh_szm._dm_,_c'Jnrcz_wcmdd_ _ _
The power opera.hal amplifier used m _mmsnd the acumu_ curt'eros was an
PAl0. This power amplifi_ is a high oulput _ opera.hal mmplifier designed m dri_ _ve,
inductive zmd capacitive loads. "I]zefealm_ of this pow_ mmplifier gave a wide supply range of + I0
V to + 50 V with a pe_ cunent output c_ + 5 zmnps, l_gure 3.22 shows the APEX PAl0 power
operational amplifier control circuit which was designed to give a full scale range c_ 4 mumpsfor a I0
volt input range giving the clm,ent to vollnge _ c_ 0.4 mnpsNolL The dc supply vollage for
the APEX power operational smplifiers w_ given by two Power-One Model SPM3 + 24 V @ 5 amp
supplies wired in pm_el giving a maximmn current draw of I0 amps st _ volts.
As was done for the signal cc_lilio_ing circuits snd control sensor, the conlrol power
smplifiers and the magnetic s_tuators needed _ be _ in c_lcr _) normalize each conlrol output
channel for discrepancies in power amplifier sensitivities and scttmtor-curr_t-to-fo_ce sensitivities
betweenchannelsto minimize coupling due to no_-symme_c a_a_tionofthepl_fonn.The actuator
power amplifiessw_e individmnytestedm dem-mineezc_cl_mel'scunentm voltagesensitivity.
The _vid_al magneticci_ui_wa_ _s_d by _s_ each _ polecoili__ericsand in
parallel, the configuralion flown on the Learjet was with pm-Mlel wired coils, a cua_ som_ was
m_ provided to the _ coil circuits snd a I-IMIeffect probe was plsced m _ _ _ _ _k
face with the nominal 0.25 inch gap between the magne_ pole f_z and _e ferroumgne_ pl_orm_
The sensitivity of the force Iz_m_]cingmagnc_ field in each magnetic circuit wns _ v_rscs
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themagneticircuit'scune_source.Thesmsitivi_of each magnetic actuator was used as the
ncrmaliz_on for the control force magnets. Table 3A gives the power amplifi_ circeits sensitivity
and the attractive magnetic aotuat_ semsifivity for the three actnati_ pod locations for the vealtiml
and horb.onlal magne_ paks.
Matmmetic Circuit _tlnn Aetaatne _ge_ (_/A_ POWeT A m_nllfmer .ge_ (A/V_
Location 1 V1 Ser_ 1030 Paralle_ 500 0.4326
Location 1 V2 Seaies: 1060 Parallel: 529 0.4486
Location 1 H1 Sea'ies: 903 Parallel: 443 0.2874
Location I I-I2 Series: 917 PamIle_ 459 03382
Location 2 V3 Settles:. 852 Paral_ 422 0.4375
Location 2 V4 Series: 1000 Parallel: 500 0.4345
Location 2 I-I3 Series: 944 Parallel: 458 03249
Location 2 H4 Se=ries: 879 Parallel: 432 03319
Location 3 V5 Series: 943 Parallel: 462 0.4900
Location3V6 Series: 1020Parallel: 494 0.4631
Location 3 H5 Series: 952 Parallel: 467 03261
Location 3 H6 Series: 903 Parallel: 447 0.3317
Table 3.4
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IV. Experimental Results
4.1 Laboratory Experimental Results
The development and proof-_-o:D3_ or fe_m'b_ty of active _ isolation was
accomplished using an active magnetically mmpeaded platform. The isolmim goal of a generic
payload was to develop the Calmbility for the attenuation of sub-I.tmlz frequm_y dimu'tmmces to
microgravity acceleration levels. The ground based testing of six degree of f_eedom systems, in all
dimensions, poses seve_ limitations in bandwidth and acceleration magnitude limits. _ large 1 g
bias acceleration in the vertical direction limited the prototype hardware testing to the horizonlal
plane. However, the prototype syste_ w_ actively ccmrolled in all dimensions where the vea'tical
conU'ol signals were acting primarily as an off.loading device for the perfornmn_ testing of the
horizontal degrees of freedom. The firs_ section in this chapter will describe the _ental setup
used to acquire the laboratory perfmmam_ dam for the horizontal _ degrees of beedmn, two
wanslations and one rotation about a vertical dimension.
4.1.1 Laboratory Experimental Environment
The laboratory hardware was slruclm-ally monnled to a large aluminum plate which was
bolted to the comer of a pnemnatic isolation fable. This isolation table was simply used as a supp_
device and the pnemnatic legs were not _ during the testing of the suspended platform.
Initially the pueumat_ table was pt'essurized in order to actuate the support structure of the active
platform with a minimmn amount of force. However, the table would undergo large vertical rocking
motions at 0.6 Hz because the _ degrees of fn_om would couple to the vertical motions of
the pneumatic table. Hence, the legs could not be _ during the expcdn_nts. However, the
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voi_ coilshakerw_ mflki_ly powm_ul m introduce enough a_k_ie_ into file _
for calculaling the desired Ira_fer fun_e_ in fl_ _ degrees of fi_dcm. The pn_ulic
table with the pmCxype active isolation hardwa_ is shown in Irtgme 4.1. As depicted in the
photograph the magnetically kvitated plalfonn was attached to an alumine_ _ plate which
was fastened to the pnmmatic table. Not shown in the phmograph, a yoke coil was attw.lzd to the
imemnatic ruble actuating again_ a _ wail This a_mtor was powexed by a conlmllable
curront somce where the conlrol input was inmxlnced by the specm_ analyza'. A Iriaxial
accelexmneter head was placed on the e_mated table and the horizcmal axes of the Iriaxial head were
aligned with the x and y axes of the leviutted platform on which a second Iriaxial a_celexomet_ was
mounted. These sense_ were used to give the noise floor performance of the isolated platform as well
as the Iransfer function performance of the forced support sn'uctme in the x and y axes. The full six
degree of f_edom perf_ _ such isol_im systems will be covered under the d_monsu_on
hardware resalts since the full six degree of fieedom conirol was represenlalive of an off-keded
system, although for a limited mount of time.
The labor'a_ expo.mental mvimnmem was dominated by the bias _.celeration in the
v_rtical direction. Howev_, the _ system could be tested in _ sub-Hz fi'equemcydmnain m
the noise floor regime of the sensitive acc__ by exciting only the horizemal plane and testing
the conm31 functions of the horizontal degrees of f_eedom independently of the vertical degrees of
freedom. The non-forved horizontal ac_erations of the isolation syste_ support mucture gave the
testing resolution of the laboratory envimnmmt where the dismr'mnces to this support we_ sm_lm_
born dne to its 8__t__'hmo-nt to _ building. It is asslluled that the dire_ _ to the _C
table w_e _ Figures 422 and 4.3 show fieque_y spectnnns of an x and y axis acceleration
time history for the pneumatic table wite_ their directlo_ where defined by the p_ fixed
coordinates. Refen-ing to Figu_ 3.8, the laboratory accele_-afioe mvironment is in the noise of the
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l_gure4.1: Laboratory_ dacllve isolation hardware.
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QA-2000accelen3metersignal.PromFigures4.2and4.3,apneumatictablesupportmucmremode
isevidentat3 Hz wiz_ multiples of 3 Hz are also presmt in both the x and y smsors, respactively.
4.1,2 Lalmratm-y Data Ceaectim sad Transfer Fucfim Measaremmts
The a_elemfion noise floor performance of the laboratory system is fanned by measuri_
the accelerations of the levitated system in the hodzon_ dimmsions. The acceleration data was
taken with Sunstrand QA-2000 proof mass linear accelerometers housed in a triaxial sensor head
with two of the orthogonal sensors al/gned with the platform defined x and y axes, n_pectively.
These accele_mnete_ onqmts were digitized using an HP analyzer where the powe_ spectral dmsity
functions were calculated. These power spectral densities of the leviuued platform's horizomal
accelcradons gave the a_eleraticn noise floor perfcrnmnce of the system as a function of
while the suptz3rt structure was not being dismd)ed. These measurements were taken in an open
laboratory so their was no attempt at shielding the _ platform from direct distm'omzu_.
Therefore, these m_ents assumed that the ac_erafions imroduced to the payload were
dominated by the comrol current noise in the electromagnets, due to the total conm)l system noise.
The many contributors to this overall noise in the conlrol magnets w_e discussed in the 1_viom
clmptcr, and will be ccmpar_ to the measured values in the experimental results discussion sectltm.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3, slz)wing the acceleration spectrum of the table x and y axes, also show
the corresp_ting _ons of the x and y smsors anadted to the isolated payload. Fcf
comparison the mi_vity scceleratim requimmmt for the space station is s_imposed on these
plots, in the bandwidth from 0.1 to 10 Hz. As shown in these plots the suppc_ sm_cl_a'e modes are
not disturbing the isoi,_d paylosd and the system scceler'_on noise floor lx_f_ is simply
dicta_l by the closed loop pc_forman_ of [he magnetic ac_ feedback loops. Again thedirect
_es are assumed to be negligl"bleand the noise floor is dictated by the conlrol resolution of
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the mml system. These power specusl density funaions were calcula_l with 401 frequency lines of
resolulion for the frequmcy band _ 0 to 12.5 Hz. "Fmmffore, the specuM resolmion for
bnndwidlh slwwn fi'om 0.I Io I0 Hzwss0.03 Hz. Six averages waeused for _sepk_ wilhanoa-
o_ Harming window. The conlrol was slricfly relalive _ since I_ supp_ _
was not being dislmbed snd lhe_fore lhese plols represe_ lhe _ equih'brimn or slesdy
noise floor perfmman_ for the 12 bit Inbomlary Imrdware coafigumlion. The relmive position
feedl_ck for lhe x, y m_l _ degrees of f_e_lom were sex ,o give a dmnped natural _quency of 0.6 _
The n-ansfer fun_on _on _ the labcramry hardware was _ using both
the support structure and platform mounted accele_me_rs. The suppert _ was actuated by a
Lorenlz acUmWr alxacbed between a comer _ the pnemnmic ruble and a lalxrmcry wall. This
actuator was controlled by taking an input vollsge signal general_ by the HP analyzer and driving a
bi-din_lional _ commlled source wovided by a laboratory coam)llable power supply. This
current drove the voke coil giving an exciuuic_ force _ _ the current _sm-oIled signal.
Since the support m-ucmre for the levilmed plmform w-asncmal_ by one sa'vo-force mechanism, the
actuator was judiciously posilioned to inlroduce a l_'que into the supp_ table in the
plane. This input force caused the imemnnlic table m pivol about its support legs since the actuator
w_ positioned with a mommt arm to a leg aUa_ment point. This mulli-dimc_onal excitation at
the isol_on systems agachtn_nt points gave an approximately equal acceleration specu-um in the x
and y axis aligned activeness attached to the suppcct. The angular accelerations inlroduced by
the wrquing of the Imemnatic table were not measured since only two Ixiaxial accektafion heads were
available, one for the isolaxed platform and the _ for the suplx_ sxraclu_, an angular acceleration
measm'ement was not possible for the Isbcnm_ hardware.
The specmun mmlyza- assumes that the mmsf_r funclion calculmicms or f_qumcy response
funclions are refen_e_ W a single channel of lhe mmlyz_. In order that multiple ,esls need not be
run during the proof of concept phase of development for each conlrol parameter sellings, the support
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mructuresaccelerationspecu'umsw_e checkedm seeif theaccelermiminputpowerspecual
densitiesweretrulys/milarin theirspectralcomem.Thetwotable-fixedaccelmcmeterswere
cmnec_d to the specmun anaty-agrto _ the inputpower specU_ demifies vommanded by the
e:_dtab(m sore's. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the input power spectral dlmsRy fuacboas for lib¢
_ mbb-fixed x md y axis _ete._. lmlad_ far _ on }1gum 4.4 md
4.5 the x and y p_fotm acccl_ me also plotted and file spare station r_pdz(unmI is
_ for n_c¢. TI_ x a_! y _is rapport ac__ _u_ vmy simi_
spectral response. Tbe_ commaxied e_-im_ous we_ ium)d.c_ by commllbg the su'vo-for_
mechanism with a white noise disunbance signal However, since the white noise _'oduces a
voltage signal across all frequem:ies the currentsource could not drive the voice coil actuator to excite
the support su'ucun'e as mcegly as if a single frequemcyexcitation was immduced as the drive signaL
The low frequmcy range was of most interest and a large f_rce was t_luin_ to drive the large mass
of the tablein thctesting bandwidth from 0.I to 10Hz. Figure4.6 gives the inlmt IX_werspectrmn of
the table-fixed acceleax_gtegs for a swept sine wave excitation input with the suigrimposed space
station requirement as a reference. As shown the table accelerations are ¢g larger magnitude than in
the white noise excitation disturbance.
Transfer functions give a measure of the auemuation and amplification profile of an isolation
system. These Wander functions and their associated input and output power spectral demities are
givenln the 0.1 to 10 Hz bandwidth. This bandwidth was clmsmbecause the goal was the sub-Hertz
isolalion of a package by active inertLalmeans. A space born payload will most likely have a cut cff
frequency set at about 0.01 Hz. Howev_, pen-forminga mulfi-dimemsional test on a ground based
system in this f_requencyrange would be cost _ve. Their have been tingle-axis a_--tivetests in
the 0.01Hz frequeacyrange howev_,the active system tested was ccmuained to this sameaxis. In
addition, these tests did not demonstrate inea_al isolation, but a simple lead-lag
al_oach was tested. The strokes r_luired for a multi-dimmsional test would dictate a very
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complicatedandcostlytestatvetams.However,testingin the0.1_ 10 Hz frequency range for
ground based systems is a valid _ for active low freqeency _ isolation mncepts.
The aPtgoaches and active conlrol techniques ale _ extend_ to the lower frequeacies and
shonld pose no l_it_ons on controller desigas. A second lev/tated system with the _
noise levels and mekes conkl be built to test a ground based sysum_ at the lowor frequencies in the
horizontal plane, but wonld be unnecessary and increase cost_
To demonswale the advantage _ active inertial isolation the Iransfex functions we_
calculated for an inertially refermced and a relative feedback contrails. These uan.ffer fimctions
were calculated using the table x axis _elemmeter as the specmun analyzers input power refeteac,e.
Again, referring to Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 the support structure had vea-ysimilar spectral densities
in both the x and y dimensions howevex, the x axis consistemly had greater acceleration magnitu¢_
and, therefore, was used as the input power refetmce for the transfer function calculations in order to
give conservative results. Figure 4.7 gives the uansfet function calculations for the x and y axis
platform accel_mete_s referenced to the input power spectrmn from the support structnre. These
four curves demonsWate the advantages of inen_ly referencing the payload through the feedforw_
cancellation of the support slrucm_ excitations as opposed to a simple relative feedback isolation
conm>l approach. The natural frequeacy for both sets of curves was set at 0.65 Hz. As shown, the
inertial controller is attempting to cancel the coupling of the levitated mass through the spring and
viscous damper connections, due to the active relative positm and vekx_ty _k of the closed
loop relative controL The relative controller demonstrates a nominal 50 dB/ckx_aderoll off while the
inertial conlJ_ller is rolling ¢_ at approximately I00 dBldecade. The theoretical prediction for the
inertial feedforward approach for an infinite m_olution controller would show the attenuation
continuing however, the 12 bit system reecl_ its resolution or deadband limits and the transfer
function goes to the limiting case as _ by the inert_ curves in Figure 4.7. In addition,
the phase and _ of the accelerometers and relative pmximitors will effect the roll Offand
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_'_gure 4.6: Swept sine wave acceleration spectrum for table fixed x, and y directions.
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aumumion profiles. This can be shown by plotting the input and ouqmt power spo:umns OFthe
transfer functimls and analyzing the physical _ of the coalroller from the w.celemli_
specumns. The results discussion will g/re a compat/son of the ixedicted _ lad no/se floor
l_s w_h the measured expermuUal resul_
4.2 Learjet De_tion Hardware Experimental Results
The six degree of freedom demm_'ati_ hardware was flown through low gravity Keplarien
wajectories w acquire perfommm_ dam in an off-loaded eavircmnem. Although the low gravity
environment is limited in time and the no_-stali(mary aspects o( the mm_uv_" cause limitaticms in
bandwidth and system conlrol parameter testing, this eaviro_mem allowed the testing of the full six
degrees of freedom with cctnpamble control and equih'Ixium states for both verlical and
motions. This then allowed the analysis of the data in the full three dimensions] configuratic_ where
comparisons could be made in the multi-axis performance of the hardware. This chapter will
describe the Learjet flight experimental enviromnem and the acceleration performance of the isolated
payload with respect to its dynamic inputs while attached to the aircraft during the low gravity
mmlcuve, r.
4.2.1 Aircraft Experimental Environment
The Learjet demonsuation hardware was housed in a standard Learjet rack. These racks
have standard instrumentati_ interfaces with T-rail mountings to attach to the aircraft fuselase. The
Leagjet hardware consisted of two instrumentaticm racks, one for the levitated test sectkm and the
housing the control computer, dc powe_ supplies, and support electronics. The levitated test
section was interfaced with a tnmnion support package housed internal to a standard rack allowing
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theexperimentalpackagetopivotabouta trmmionsuppogtshaft.Figure4.8isaphotographofthe
two Learjetmountedexperimentalrackswhere themmnioned supp_ isshown pivotedaboutits
supportshaft.The dectronicsrackshowsthecontrolcomputerwiththeIm3ximi_,acoelemmeter,
and magnet dc power supplies.A masterdataacquisitioncomputea"was alsohousedinthisradk
whichpoledfotmeenLeafierefermceddataclumnels.Inaddition,amonitormui two cutremmetegs
were attached to the dectronics rack, where the cta'rent meters gave the total magnetic actuators +
current draw. The trunnion attached hardware consisted of the levitated platform, three actuation
pods, the control sensors, and the magnetic actuators ctm_nt control power amplifiers, l_gure 4.9 is
a photograph showing an end view of the trmmioned payload. The top part of the trmmioned cube
housed the twelve power amplifiers and the proximitor drive signal conditioning circuits. The bottom
of the trunnioned volmne housed the actual isolation system. The isolated payload consisted of a
fen-omagneticstructurewhereanaoWnomm_ sixchanneldataacquisitionsystem(DAS) was housed
and slavedtothemasterDAS. The antonomom slavedsystemwas time_ withthe
masterDAS totaketheacceler_iontimehistoriesby triggeringthetwo dataacquisitionsystems
using a physical trigger which was pressed prior to entering the low gravity portion of the Keplarien
trajectories.
In order to describe the experimental acceleration environment for the Learjet tests, the
dynamic rigid body conlrol ofthe aircraft will be discusse& Tbe Learjet low gravity guidance system,
provides low fi'_lUency acceleration data for the aircraft's X, Y, and Z axes as shown in Figure 4.10
[23]. Accele_ion levels are displayed in the cockpit for crew guidance and are recocded for research
data correlation. However, attached expea_ments are subjected to higher frequency v_u_ory
accelerationsemanatingfromstngnn_bome noiseand directacousticenergy.Additionally,since
the teferear.e accelemmete_ used for guidance are usually localed near the aircraft's center of gravity
(C.G.), experiments located at other locations _ different rigid body accelerations, especially
in the Z axis, due to the rotation of the fuselage about the Y axis.
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4.8:Learjetdemonstrationhardware.
4.9: Lea_t _u_m_ed rack smpport st_re and isolated pL_tfo_.
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Figure 4.11: Aircraft rigid body dynamics coordinate systems defmilion.
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Thesystembywhichthesewajectcri_ axe flown may best be _ by d_xe_ally
deriving the equation of molion for the fligIH _ in two dimensions, of assuming _mple
planar morion. A typical wajecto_ is ilh.qrat_ in l_igurv 4.11 where the low gravity potato ofthis
najcctory begins aft= a high g nmacuv_, as indicated in the figu_. The coordinates far the
wajectory and body fixvd axes will bc dcfinvd as shown in Pigure 4.11. The vcc_ r is dcfinvd as thc
vector tracking the position of the trajectory refevmce sensor to an inertial coordinate system. In the
body fixed fxame, the distance frmn an g:celemmet_ to this comdinate syst_a _ _ _ a _
length t in the ct dir_fion. S_nnmarizlng, the two _r_clcration equations for the body fixed
coordinate system can be wriUcn as [24]:
(4.1)
and,
The rotational velocity or pitch mtc and forwa_ thrust of the aixcrafi is being conlrolled in order to
cancel the acceleration due to gravity in the body fixed axes. This flight conlrol is accomplished by
viewing a Light Emitting Diode (LED) display where one axis of the display is Woporfional to
acceleration in the radial direction and the other axis is proportional to tangential acceleration. Both
of these accelerations are measured at the remotely mounted reference sensor. The maneuver "conm_l
loop" is closed by the pilots conlxolling the pitch rate and thrust of the aircraft
Controlling the aircraft wajectory in fills manner, the rdevmc¢ sensor, in effect, becomes the
_c conZcr of gravity of the aircraft. As seen in equation (4.2), there is an additional
acceleration term due to the pitch rate Jmd the pitch rate as a function of time in the radial and
tangential ooordina_ directkms, respectively. _ acceleration _ m-e linearly related to
the disgrace from a poim to the electronic C.G.. This simplified planar equation of motion shows that
the residual ac_',,elerationof an experiment can be substantially different from that of the control
sensor accelerations.
llO
In order to adequately describe the dymm_.s of a low gravity maneuver, and thus the
experimemal envirmment for tbe Learjet hardware, it is advantageous to give the _ _ _
oftbeaccelerationsthroughontheaircraftaswe/lastheacce_ wectmm duringthecff_
_me _ tbe wajecmry. The fi_ed ax:eletationtracesgivetben_h_ _ ofa typic_k_w
gravity mgin mm_'uve_ as well as the smsms _ hisa_ bused on its mtachmem w the
a/rcraft. In additioQ, these filu_red time himories ale used w de_nn_l the three plmse$ of a low gravity
wajectory, l_gure 4.12, s/Jows the filtered time hiss7 traces cf three _ positioned
accele_mete_ whose relative distance, 2Z to 4Z and 3Z to 4Z, w_e apwoximately 0.838 m 03 in.)
and 0.94 m (37 in.), respectively. The average mean acceleration in non-dimmsim_l units for
accelercmeters 2Z, 3Z, and 4Z, were -0.0025, -0.0027, and -0,0021 g's, respectively. The residual
relative oHsets shown in l_gure 4.12 can be allzibuted to two sources, one being rigid body angular
accelerations of the aircraft and the second due to non-calibrawd bias voltages inherent to the signal
conditioning circ¢its. A correction for the later was auempled by ze_ing the signal conditioning
boards and taking an offset reading in a_iition to the bias calibration factors used for the QA-2000
proof mass _--e.le_umete_. The increased negative residual acceleration offset with increasing
distance from the conlrol sensor location for semofs 2Z, 3Z, and 4Z, is consistmtwiththee_
magnitude increase in residual average accelerations because of their location relative to the control
sensor. To attempt a quantitative check of the measured obsegv_on, the second derivative of a pitch
gyn3scope time history was taken for the same time history giving a peak value of 0.3 (deg/s2). This
calculatedangularacce]egafioncomparedwe,.llwithobservedm_ of 0.27 and 0.36 (deg/s2).
These measured values are calculated firom the diffe_mce in mean acceleration values of sak_fs 22; to
42:, and 3Z to 4Z, rest_ectively. The calculations using the _ data assume only planar
motion. Out-of-plane dynamics due m roll and yaw w_ not accounted for. 'raese residual
accelerations were on the _d 10 to 20 IXaCtm of the residual g experienced at the control sensor
for a typical accelerometer position of 2_ m (100 in.) from the aircraft trajectory control poinL
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A typical acceleration environment for the Leafier tests win be defined by the filtesed time
Irace as shown in Pigure 4.12. As shown on this figure, the aitemft accelerations me slwwn having
transitioned from tbe high g maneuver into the emry pirate of the _. "r_ emry ltam is
defined by a push over manenves by tbe pike, to zeso ont the pitch axis aa:ekmmeter. 'I'ae ainaaft
typically ovefslx3cts the larger "_eso g" md an oscillatory x_)sidnalacceleration condition follows mtlil
the pilot controlling the pitch axis oftbe air.aft stabilizes the ccmml point. Sulneqemtly, a 10 to 15
second stable, low gravity, residual w.celeration envirmmem is established. At the e_! of the stable
low gravity time the aircraft is piu:bed aplxoximately 45 to 50 degrees nose down, at which time the
pilots pull out of the trajectory and prepare for the next maneuver. The low gravity trajectories can be
dissected into three major phases, enlry, low gravity, and exit. The low gravity rajectory phase,
which defines the testing environment, typically lasts 10 to 15 seconds. This stationary part of the
wajectory therefore, limits the low frequency bandwidth of any isolation system as well as the testing
bandwidth to approximately a 0.I to 0.3 Hz low frequency boundary.
The meli_iology used to produce the power spectral densities for each accelemmetes during
the low gravity Irajectory first involved determining the times at which the stable low gravity period
began and ended, determining how many ensembles (Mime samples) could be imxessed into a
specu'um average for that duration, and then processing the ,mU_'pecu'a. A basic _ of random
tm3cess stmionarity _ conducted. It was demm.maled that there was minimal variation of the
resultant power spectral densities if three or more low gravity ensembles wese used. It was also noted
therewas -__ v_ion inthepowcsspeca'Mdensities if the entire low gravity maneuver
_z.._lerafionc_a _t wesel_Oc_l asa s_ of(_embl_. T_dsde._om_r_ _e nom_a_o,_y of
the entry/low gravity/exit time domain Im3cess. An example of a longitndinal (X axis)
acceleromete_s time domain response, can be seen in Figure 4.13. F'_gure4.13 clearly shows the drop
in reaponse level occurring during the low gravity period compared to the e_'y and exit maneuvess.
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The frequency spocmen magnitudes sere by the _ters of attached payloads are
depe_lentupon thepayloadstructm-ald_, aswellastheaircraft'sd_ responseduringthe
low gravitymmeuvef. As demonslraledin_gnre 4.13,theain:raft'sre ponseduringthelowgravity
phaseoftheIra.jectoryisre_e ofan eft-loadedstractme.I_gme 4.14,_xnvs thepower
specmxm ofan accelemmeteron thetnmnioned_ rackand one n_umed on thea_vely
isolatedpayload,calculatedforthesame flightastheresidnaltraceshown inHgure 4.12,fora 22
and 12secundtimehistory.The 22 secondtimehistm-yir_ludedbothiniti_transient_on
oscillations,andthelow gravityportionofthewajectm3,,oncethe_t entrydynmnicssutbilized.
The 12 second lime histmy only captured the quiet low gravity portic_ of the flight with the entry
level accelerations ranoved. The lime points per ensemble were set with a 50 percent Harming
window giving a minimum of three averages per power specmnn. This _dted in a frequency
resolution of 0.14 and 0.17 Hz for the 22 and 12 second lime histories, respectively.
As seen in _gure 4.14, the acoelea-omet_s attached to the experiment rack demonstrated
responses both broadband in nature with indicafons of modal _ specifictothemmnioned
rack. AS can be see_ for the 'r_ secaid data set processed, the e_'y Iransient dyw_'s of the initial
entry phase dominales the low f_equency spectral response, while the 12 second dam set shows a mc_e
broadband _ with rack resonance's, for the rack mounl_l accclezometcr. The isolation
performance spectrmns will be calculated and used for the transfer function calculations duringthe
stable low gravity phase of the Irajectories since the control sysl_n was not activated until the aircraft
was into the off loaded mvjtomnent
Inconsis_cies in the flight regime and flight ceeditiQns such as aircraft weight cansed
differing sm_ural responses, the attitnde effects on _ oetpat perfonnan_ (RPM variations),
and even the variability on the emry teclmique levels and styles horn pilot to pilot will tend to affect
the f_qu_:y v_ro-aco_i¢ _ of the aircraft Even so, the individml channel
demons_ a degree of comis_y f_x_none trajectory to the n_xt and allowed the testing of the
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activeisolationhardwarein thefellsixdegreesof fa_lcm for the off loaded condition. Even though
the low frequmcy bandwidth was limited dee to the dermion of the low gravity phase of the
uajectories there was mmgh time to take smistically representative accelem_ dam in the sub-
x-xenzf eqee -y n gime.
4.2.2 A/rt'ra_ Data Ceaectioa and Trnsf_ F_ction Measm'emmis
The experimental data acquired during the active Learjet demm.mat_ te_ts wae oba_a_
during a series of low gravity flight tesls. _ data sets _ a wide range of dynamk
conditions which posed a unique challenge in acquiring low frequency acceleration data from a fully
active six degree of fn_lom inerti"_y controlled payloacL These flights were successful in
demonswating the sub-I-_tz conu'ol of a payload in a uniquely dynmnic non-stationary acceleration
environmenL The goal of isolating a payload in an orbital flight enviromnont will be a much smaller
task than the gathering of data during low gravity aircraft trajectories.
The Lemjet aircraft, trunnion frmne, and the active isolation platform were lu.qrmnented
with Sunswand QA-2000 _.e, lea'ometers. In addition, a Humphrey V624-0825-1 two axis
displaceme_nt gyroscope was installed on the mmnion system to measure the rotation and pitch angles
of the mmnion supIx_ smtcmre with respect to the vertical, _ on a ground coordinate system.
The gyroscope had a resolution of + 3 degrees (0.0524 radians). The data collection insmunemation
is shown in Figure 4.15. Figure 4.15 _ the input accekzafion se_asorlocations for the transfer
function calculations where the output data chanaels acceleration sensors were mounted on the
isolation platform in the configuration shown in Figure 4.16. Each accelerometer block in Figure
4.15 consisted of three accelermnete_ ¢a-immd cchogonally and aligned with the three aircraft-fixed
coordinates X, Y, and Z. As previously stated, a total of 20 channels of data were acquin_l daring
each wajectory. The data was stored with 14 bit digital resolution and a sampling f_lueacy of 142
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Hz pe0rchannel.Tbe accelm'alio_measm'mnem systemhada + 5 Voltdymmmicrangewi_ atypical
sensorsemifivityof5 Vol_.5 g. Each accelm_mmm'ssemsitiv_was usedincalculmiugtheper
channel se_ifivity values in Volts per g. Thcmsolntion ofthis dataacquisi_ systmn was 61 14gput
bit using a typical accelm_eta _ of 5 Volts per g. As previously _ tho data
acquisitim_ system was mmmany u-iggenM during me on-set _me low gravi,y pomon _" each
trajectory. The manual U'igger was ptumM whm mc opeumx fe_ me _ f_m fl_e 2.5 g pun-
up into mc k_w gravity pordon of mc uajecu_, m whic,h time me dam _ symem was
initiated and data was taken for 27.6 secoads. Manual t_ggea_ng, the non-stationary tmjectt_, nd
trajecto_ _xeleration histories, all make com_ between traject,xies diffgult. The=ofore,
com_ mustbemade withnfferem_tospecificphasesofamm_euversuchasthestabilizedlow
gravity portion in which the active system was activated.
The low gravity pm'abolicmm_uver isdepictedinFigure4.17,whe_ each phaseofthe
tra_ is shown, entry/low gravity/exit, ge_ to this figure, the _-five demoasmuion
hardware was activated duringthelow gravityplmseof the trajectory, stabilized, and dam was
acquired to calculate the freque_y _ of tbe payload. In order to best mc=-eate the dymuni_ of
both the actively comrolled payload and its stqsport structure, two data acquisition systems were
flown. A slaved m_oamnous six channel data acquisition system (DAS) was attw.h_ to the
suspended platform, while a mas_ 14 channel DAS was flown for the Leafier accclermicm and
rotmional environment histories. A total of 18 ac,celemfion and two gyrosco_ data channels w_e
digitized by the 14 bit convener.
The natural frequency of the demonstration hardwat_ was sea at about 0.6 Hz for the
following pitch axis transfer function tmmlmrismm. However, the ckmoastmli_ flights posed
considerableen_tal challeages. The_fore, the system was ime_lionagly ove_ damped in
order to insure the smbUi_m of tt_ platform afro the initial coudifioas dining the push over phase
oftbe low gravity Irajectodes. Figure 4.18 shows the _ response curves for two wpical
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Irajecr_ies where the active system is under a closed loop, _lafive feedback and rehUive/_mial
feedback/feedforward control, n:spectively. These f_que_-y response curves axe given for the vertical
direction where the acceleration speclrum of the payload is compared to that of the mpp_ sm_me.
The relativeand hterfi"_fzequmcy resptmsecurves_ _ic_l_mrl f_m 17 and 14 second
low gravitylime_. In orderIogetfiriyrepresentative_ mslxmse _ forboth
cases, the elemems per ensemble, with a 50 petcmt Harming window, were set to generate the plotted
curves with stable results. This gave a fmqumcy resoluli(m c_ 0.2 and 0.24 I-Iz for the relative md
inertial cases, respectively. Figure 4.18 (a) lhrough (d), show the response ftmaioes of a soft well
damped system with a na_al frequency ¢_ about 0.6 Hz. The inerfially referenced curves as
compared to the relative feedback curves show the system's increased roll eft and attmualion as a
function of frequency. The expected increase in attmeafice of inertial feedforward compared to
relative conlzol was masked in the bandwidth f_3m 2 to I0 Hz f_ these seasor to sensor comparisons.
The mulfi-dimens/onal Iransfer funclion calculations for an inerfi""'afiyt_renmced case and a
relalive feedback case will be given. The clx)ss-axis calculations are not presented in that the input
power specmlms for two aircraft fixed Iocaliom were used, where each Iocmion consisted of two
triaxial acceleration measLtrelnents giving the three translational _ in the aircraft fixed X,
Y, and Z axes, respectively. Two rotational input power spectrmns were estimated for the mmnion
and aircraftfuselagefixedkcafionsby differencingthetwo accelc_meteI'sensitivetothepitchand
yaw motions ofthe aircraft.The thirdrotalionalcomlxmem was esthnaledby crossdifferencingthe
two locations, trunnion fixedand aircraft fixed, since the roll sensitive acce_ for each
individual location were aligned along the same accelemmeter defined axis. Refen'ing to Figure 4.15,
the input power spectrums in the aircraft fixed translational axes were simply used directly as input
power spectral refe_r.e channels for the X, Y, and Z axis frequency reslxmse calculations. This
allowed the comparison betwoen attenuation zesp(mses of the isolated payload with respect to each
axis at the four locations, where two locations are paired as aircraft fixed and the other as mmuion
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fixed accelea'ome_rs. This gave a good estimate of the ovemfl aneauation from the aircraft
a_aclunem input ac_eratim powe_ specu_ to the payload _ as well as the mmnion mplXm
suucture Io payload _om Therefor, locations I through4 X, Y, and Zac_Aemmea_ were
used as a single axis refes_c.e to the X, Y, and Z axis output power speclnnns of the paylmd. These
payload o_ pow_" _wsd _ _ eJmizalt_t_zl by _king d_ _ _ _ _ OB t]_
payload, and from their g_ plm-Pmmt_, n:solvin8 the alSgm3priatemx _ degrees
freedom of the platform. _ to l_igu_ 4.16, the following equations represent the acceleratims
that the individual plalform accelerometers sense along their sensitive axes.
a.. 30)
= 30)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
Using these equations the following non-dime_onal translational accelerations can be resolved for
the platform inertial _c, elerafions in the X, Y, and Z directions as well as the rotational accelerations
of the platform, where these rotational _ m'e in units of radians/sec 2. (Note: go is the
acceleration of gravity and R is the radial dislance f_om the cen_ of the platform, R=5 inches.)
F_7 (1 I'_ "] I (4.9)
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(_ +a_,)
I--
go 2sin 30
[ 1 ] ,,
_o-a_ 1 (1+cos30)) "_(l+cos30)
(4.1O)
(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)
(4.14)
Therefore,byusingequations(4.9) through (4.14)theinertialsixdegreesoffreedomwu_ calculated
from the respective acceleration channels a15 through a20. Referring to Figure 4.15, the totafioeal
input power specmnns were calculated by using diffeame.a relations between the _ and u-nnnion
fixedacceleromecersasfollows:
gO
u..,_o. = 20.149" (as -a6)'
_._,_ go -_o),
- 3T5.(_
_,,-,=K_(o_-_o),
=20.T49.(_-_,),
__,,, =_(o.,-_,)
(4.15)
(4.16)
(4.17)
(4.18)
(4.19)
(4.20)
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ac,cel_ation sensor channels the stable low gravity time. was _ _ the indivkkml
l_m-i_. _ low grav_ time slkc _" t_ _j(_m_ is t_ a_o_(_ time I_m_'y _ _ _
r_i)om_ cm'v_ for t_ inm'_"_ _a rc_ti_ (_mrol am sins.
The following two data sets were laken firom the same flight test. 'Ihe first data set lXeCessed
was under relative conm>l where the second data set was pmcemed with the same relative
as the first but the inertial control loops closed during the low gravity Irajectm3,. Again, since each
wajectory can have substantially different initial condili_s, the data was _ by delzmfining
the stable low gravity ponicm of each wajecmry, and at which time the _ve feedback and or
feedbsck/feedforward loops were dosed, during these njectodes. This was accomplished by using
the acceleration time histories of the isolated paylozd and detennining when the initial acceleratkm
spike occurred, giving the time refermce _ the con_lled iso_oe period. In addition to the
beginning of the pmcessible accelemtio_ time bistre'y, the dtwafion o_ this accelemfio_ data set must
be determined because each trajectory is subject to different operating environments which fi_refo_e,
deumnine the overall time _ each Wajectory as well as the c¢_ollability of each mm_euver by the
pilots. The termination of each accelerati(m time history was clef(ram]nedby reviewing the
acceleration _ne wace and viewing a second acce_ spike on the isolation system which noted a
wail-to-wall contact. Each acceleration channel for the respective trajectov/was reviewed and the
time slice with no acccleratioa spikes for all six _Ix:e]ex_ion ouqx_ channels was used W process the
fxequency response curves and their respective mtospocCa. This of course meat that the overan
spectral resolution would not be the same for the two Uajectories _ However, if three c_
more averages wee available the f_lue_cy n_xmse functions were stable. Since the f_equeacy
domain isused for_ c_Icul_o_ file_ra_ can be compared to one anotherin file
bandwidth defined by the totat time history IXOCessedand me sampling frequency of the data
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acquisition system. Hgure 4.19 (a) and (b) gives the overall acceleration time trace for a vertically
mounted a¢celemmetea"on the Irmmion support frame, where the ontry/low gravity/exit phases can
be seen for the relative comml and the _ conlml trajectories, teslx_fively, lrtgure 4.20 (a) and
(b) show the acceleration time trace of a vestally moanled accelemmetez almched to the isolated
system showing the period of control as well as the end of the ixocess I/me histm3, to be used for both
Irajectories, respectively. "['nese two lime slices for the relative and inertial cont_l _ used to
generate the following f_e_eacy response curves for the X, Y, and Z dimensions and their respective
rotations. For brevity, only the f_exluency response curves for the locations and the rotational
definitions, as defined p_msly, will be givm in this chapter. The associated antospectral densities
of each frequency response curve is given in _ F.
The time history im3cessed for the relative case had a total time window of 16 sw.ot_ where
760 points per easemble average were used giving a spectral resolution of 381 lines for a fxequency
window f_3m 0.01 to 75 Hz. The inertial time histmy had a total window time of 9.5 _ where
600 points per ensemble average was used giving a spectral resolution of 301 lines for the same
frequency window. Each fi'equency _ curve was cakailaled with a 50 peseta Banningwindow
and the relative data set used five spectral averages where the inerfi_ data set had three speclral
aver'ages. This caxm_ the inertial f_equemcy curves to be slightly more choI_ however, cctnparisons
in the frequency response ctn'ves could be made over the operational bandwidth of 0.1 to 75 Hz.
From the total time history of 16 and 9.5 seconds for the relative and inertial control trajectm_,
respectively, a sampling rate per channel of 142 Hz gives a total of 2272 and 1349 points available for
a spectral avorase. "l'nerefore, for the relative case with a 760 point per ememble average, the
hequemcy resolution limit is 0.19 Hz while for the inertial trajectory a 600 point pea"ensemble avezage
gives a frequeacy resolution limit of 0.24 Hz. l_gures 4.21 through 4.24 (a) and (b), give the
frequency response curves for the X direction for the tfingle input reference locations one through four
for both trajectories, respectively. Figures 4.25 through 4.28 (a) and (b) give the fiequemcy response
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curves for the Y dir_tion, and Figmres 4.29 through 4.32 (a) and Co)give the fi'equmcy response
curves for the Z direction, for the s/ngle input n_em_ce locations one through four for beth
Irajeclodes. Figures 4.33 and 4.34 (a) and (b) give the frequency n=ponse ¢xa'vesfor the 0 x rotation
for the mumion ioeatio_ and the aircraft locafica, respeclively. Frq_'_s 4.35 and 4.36 (a) and (b) give
the frequency respov_ curves for the ¢_yrotations as defined in equafiom (4.17) and (4.18),
l_igures 4.37 and 4.38 (a) and (b) m'e the f_luency _ craves for the _z rotafi_ as defined in
equations (4.19) and (4.20). The response functions have been plotted with the same minimnm add
maximum values for both u'ajectories. This data will be discussed in the next chapter unde_ data
mmlysis and discussions.
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Figure 4.23: Transfer funcl/on calculation for pbtform • vs. aircraft location 3 _-
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(a) Rela6ve control of platform.
Figure 4.24: Traust'm"function calcula_n for pbtfom • vs. aircraft iocaSon 4 x.
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(b) Inertial control ef platform.
Figure 4.24: Transfer function calculation for platform • vs. aircraft location 4 x.
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Figure 4.7.5: Transfer function calculation for platform y vs. aircraft location I y.
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Figure 4.26: Transfer function calculation for platform y vs. aircraft location 2 y.
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Figure 4_7: Transfer funcl/ou caicula/_m for platform y vs. aircraft location 3 y.
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F3gure 428: Transfer function calculation for platform y vs. aircraft location 4 y.
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Figure 4.28: Transfer function calculation for platform y v_ aircraft location 4 y.
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F3gure 4.29: Transfer function calculation for platform z vs. aircraft location I z.
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(b) Inertial contrei of platform.
Figure 4_9: Transfer ruction calculaUbu for platform z vs. aircraft iecalion I z.
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Figure 4.30: Transfer function calculation for platfom z vs. airu_ location :2z.
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Fsgure 4.31: Transfer function calculation for platform z vs. aircraft location 3 7.
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Figure 4.32: Transfer function calculation for platform z vs. aircraft location 4 7.
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Figure 4.32: Transfer function calculalSonfor plal_'orm z vs. aircraft location 4 z.
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]F1g_ 4.33: Transfer function calculation for platform Ox vs. tmuion 0 x.
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l_gure 4.34: Transfer function calculation for platform Ox v_ aircraft 0 x.
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Figure 4.35: Transfer function calculation for platform _j, vs. _2-3-
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F'_gure 4.36: Transfer function cak-ulafion for platform #y vs. _jl-4"
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]_un 4.37: Transfer function calculation for platform Pz vs. trunnion Pz"
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Figure 4.37: Transfer function calculation for platform [_zvs. trunnion [_z-
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Figure 4,38: Transfer function calculation for platform [_z vs. aircraft Pz"
V. Development and Demonstration Systems
Experimental Measurements Analysis
Two six degr_ of f_eedom _ve magnetic isobfi_ systems we_ ¢ksigned and
for lhe demonstmlk_ of ine_"_ sub-Hmz isolaticm. The laboratory hardwace was designed to have a
configurable system where multiple ccHrol algorilhn_ and inerfi_ isola6cm lechnklnes could be
e_! in a ground based eavironmmL The pinto-type hardware was um_ed in the horizontal plane
due to constraints associated with the ground based 1 g mviremn_L The Learjet dm_nsuafion
hardware was designed as a functional equivalent to the laboratory system demonstrating multi-axis
conlrol and testing in an off loaded mvironmmt daring low gravity Keplarien Irajectories. The
following sections will cover the experimental peff_ measurements data analysis, and
discussions of f_ue_y response trends, and system acceleration and attenuation performance limits.
5.1 Laboratory Hardware Acceleralion Measurements and
Transfer Function Analyses
The noise floor acceleratkm mea,_xemmts for the payload fixed laboratory acceleromelers
were shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. These curves show the horizontal x and y accelerations of the
payload where the space station "micorgravity" n_luiv_mcnt was plolIed for reference. Estimates of
system noise for the laboratory hardware predictions of the total system noise perfommnce in g's
verses frequency can be made. Refen_ng to Ompter 3 section 3.1.3, the noise floor for relative
position control was givea, where the eddy-cuntm probes signal conditiming ci_uits had a noise
floor performance of approximately 10 -5 to 10-6 roils nns ove_ the bandwidth hum 0.1 to 100 H_
Since the frequmcy response of the eddy-cunm_ probes ov¢_ the control Imndwidth is flat, with the
signal conditioning filters having a gain of approximately 4.0, the sensitivity is estimated at 80 Vfm
from a nominal transducer sensitivity of 20 Vfm. The horizontal 12 bit digital convertv_ with a :t: 5
167
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Volt dynamicrangegavea voltagepercount _ d 10/212 V/coant. Therefore, the eddy-
_ and control system deadba_ can be est_ated at 3.05x10-5 inches. 1"his is equivaimt to a
voltage noise of the ccmm>ll_ of 2.4xi0 "3 Volts peak-to-peak. In compafistm to the eddy_
lavt_ voltage, noise becomes the limiting factor for the ready state case. U_g this d/mmmcm]
resolution cf 3.05x10 "5 inches, one can estimate an acceleration perfozmam_ for steady state
opezation. Taking the deadband of the controlkr both stmdy state and in the controller bamlwid_ a
deadband resolution of 3.05x10 "5 inches is an estimate e( the amplitude peak to peak msohaion
across the cotm-oller bandwidth. If tbe conlrol loop was to cotmnand the dimensional pos/tion d the
payload _ its bandwidth to the _ resolution of the digital system, a ntm-d/mensional
acceleration verses fi-equcacy curve can be calculated using the _ n:soluti_ estimate, where
alimit(m) = (3.05xi0-5 inchesX2gfbandwidth)2/go . Figure 5.1 gives this curve with the acceleration
measurements of the platforms x and y dim_. The estimated noise limit only predicls the sub-
Hertzresponseof the accelerationraisefloormeasurements. This acceleration limitestimate
assmnes there is a count change at the ffequmcies in the control bandwidth and leads to a
conservative estimate for the _ _, with no input excitation, as demmsua_ by the
support acceleration measuremmts in Figure 5.1. If one assmnes the signal conditioning ci_uits and
the analog-to-digital conve_nrs me stable, then the digital-to-analog converters output witl dictate the
dimensional stability of the active system with no feedtmck signal Using the displacemmt lxobes
sensitivity of 80 V_n and the voltage noise from the digital-to-analog oonv_te_, a dimtnk_ional
stability can be estimated as shown in Figure 3.18. U_ng this spectrum and taking the second
derivative in the frequency domain, one arrives at the acceleration noise spectrum shown in Figure
522. This noise measurement was done on the 16 bit hardware, thegefc_, if an adjumnmt et'2 4 weze
made on this curve tbere is good agreement with the acceleration measurunents shown in Figure 5.1
for the f_luency range from 2 to 10 Hz. The noise floor estimate using the input dimmsimal
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resolution is an estimate _ the limiting case at the control systems set natural frequelgy or the
c_nlroller szeady state resolution. The systems _otutl _k term ccm_Is the system at its
set natural freque_y to the _t resolution of the _ seuxs. The peak-to-lgak
response of the 12 bit system with a nalx_ fxeque_-y of 0.65 Hz ca_ be estimated as follows:
a.. = _'_ (2_.) _. (5.1)
go
Using the 12 bit dimensional A,_n_n__ and the systems natural fmluency an estimated one count
change in the controller gives an acceleration peak-4D-igak stability ¢3f1.317x10 "6 g's. However, the
co_atrollermust see a few count changes for control _ the platform giving a value of 2.633x10 -6 g's
where this estimated acceleratkm stability is in good agreement with the amplitude response of the
measured values in Figure 5.1 t the systems natural fiequeacy.
The transfer function results for the prototype hardware are dictaled by the digital resolution
of the input converters. Referring to the transfea-function calculations from the i_put power and
output power spectral densities for the horizontal plane, shown in Figure 4.7, the attenuation im3files
for the inertial control of the platform demonsuated a 100 dB/decade roll-off with a stop frequ_cy
about 2 Hz. The attenualion bottomed out at aEwoximately -30 dB where the- transfer fmgtions
leveled out. This leveling out of the transfer function can be explained using the dimeatskmal
resolution of the conlrol system by analyzing the input and output power spectrums used in the
transfer function calculations of Figure 4.7. The input and output spectral densities from the
mmsfer function calculations are plotted in l_gure 5.3. This figure shows the output spectrums being
attenuated where they bottom out and foBow the dime_ional resolution of the controller plotted on
the same figure. The a_.elevation kedfotwa_ tcsotufion for the iabotat_ hardware was
approximately 6.563x10 "5 g's. Figure 5.3 shows the input spectnnn crossing this
resolution at approximately 0.9 to 1 Hz wheze the inertial cancellation begins to take effect and the
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k_,ure 53: Input and output power spectra for inertial transfer function calcula_on_
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outlx_tpowerspecuumsbegintoanenuatetheinputau_erationsofthesupportsu'ucuaewithinthe
dimensionalresolulionof the feedbacksemors. 'I'nisconm31approach,as mentionedin the
theoreticaldeve_ mnnnamls thei_ylmd tobe ieertiallystillwhen: an obeea'veron d_
suplx_s_cmre would findthel_yloxlinmotionequaltothen_olmim ofthe_ mu_oL
Therefore, the steady state and ocmlroller bandwidlh noise peff'cmnan_ is botmded by the digital
resolution of the conU'ol loops and by the oetput n_oludon of the digital-to-analog cm_
assumingno input feedback sigaals."rlnetransfer_ isalsoboundedby thedigitaln:solnfioe
where, rhetorically, for an infinite resolution system and no sens_ to seascf phase shifts, the control
system should command an infinite attmuafi_m of to the sens_ noise floors in the
feedh_k/feedforward conm>l system.
Figure 5.4 depicts the relative case with the input and output power SlgCtrmns plotted. The
dimensional resolution is mperimposed showing the output power spectrums following this curve as
inFigure5.3.The spacestationX_lui_mentisalsoplottedinFigures5.3and 5.4asa refez_r,,e.
These sets of data show the advantages of inertial and active isolaticm in general for low frequency
requirements. Specific to "microgravity"levels, it is quite apparent that although lalxrat_ digital
equipment was successh_y utilized for the develoI_ents of these state of the art isolation techniques,
at least 16 bit high resolufio_ control is dictated by the stringent "microgravity" requirements for
orbital platforms.
5.2 Lear jet Hardware Acceleration Measurements and
Transfer Function Analyses
The Learjet demonmafioa hardware was designed as a functional equivalmt to the
laboratory _ system. Both systm_s were actively controned in six degrees of f_:dmn where
the demonmafion hardware was built to investigate the off loaded reslxlse by testing during
Keplarien low gravity trajectories. This e_vironment posed unique limitatices in lesfing howev_, it
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l_mre 5.4: Input and output power spectra for relative transfer function calculations.
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was adequate for demaasuating the seb-Henz _ coem)l _a_, where the final validation
of such teclmology to the 0.01 Hz range w_! be accomplished during orbital flight.
The_ datatakeaduringthe low gravitytrajectories_ me fen
uajectorya_elenuion phases,eatry/Iow gnn_y/e_ wherethe a_ively _ _ was
activated during the _ pert of the enn-y idmseas depi_ed in the fen a_eknm_n _ _
Figures 4.19 (a) and (b). The total curium draw for the twe_ magnetsduring the higlvg ponm_
the Irajectories was calculated at _ly 14amps fora2.5 g pull-up _. Howev_, the
g's pulled during each IrajectotT vary from 2 to 3 g's ,rod the_efot_e,the cun_t draw to mainlain the
equilibrium gap in many instances was substantially greates than 14 amps which tripped the
e_ental power circuit breakers, when: the max current draw allowed was 15 amps. Therefore,
the control computer was constantly active with all input sensors powered. I-lowever, the power
amplifiers wese not activated until the pull-ep poni_ of the emry phase was _ and the
wa._'urywas inzothefree-fallcondifio_dins,offfindingtherefeaenccframeof_ _ Thisof
course gave an initial shock to the payload. The_f(xe, the control param_ were set to apply
substantial damping to the system to m_m_in coetrol and stabilize the platform in one io _ _
after power was applied. ]]fis then typically allowed a window of 10 to 15 secoeds to acquire good
actively controlled payload acceleration data for the calculatio_ of the _ funcfices plotted in
Chap_4.
In order to acquire a quick estimate of the anmuation achieved, there were four Wansfcr
functions calculated for an inertial comrol case and a relative case. These fo_ Iransfex
were calculaled by refe_'ing an isolated payload pitch axis accele_meler Iv the four aircraft fixed
pitchaxis locafiov_. The fogr iocaliov.sw_-edefinedinPigures4.15 (a)aBd Co). "I'nepitch axis or Z
axis accele_met_rs were used as a quick pefformm_ check. This axis was chose_ due Iv the l_gely
non-stationaryac,celer_io_e_vinmmeat causedby thedynamicsd thewa_ mm_uv_. The
curves plottedo not dcmonstm_ the rapidroll off achieved during the laboratory hofizonzal
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measurementsbecauseof thelargerelalivedamping_ to Im_vide a stable entry pl_se and
therefore, giving a Ic_ ¢zwugh window ct lime So acquire data for _1_l_tln_ the snb-Hea_ power
specWal densities and their _ _nsf_r f_inns. However, in demon_m_g at;ire
ve_.s _ative cmtml tl_ Lesrjet _ft pmvided ,_ adequate me_s fur a _w e_nsfice ¢f
these a_tive lechniques in Jm off loeded case. Pigures 18 (a) 8rid (b) depict the aumnation of lhc
plalftxm pitch axis accckr_cm with respect W the direct suppt_ slmcun_ _ by the
mmnioned frame. The_ two plots show the platform _ the snppxt sm_cnn_ inFa power
by approximately -20 W -30 dB at I0 Hz. The/nerdal oonm>l curves demonstn_ the inertial
cancellation approach where at the lower f_eqomcies the payload does not want w follow its support
Therefore, the allmuafion of the aclive system is dropping off well before the _y referenced
payload. The fi_quency range fxom 3 W I0 Hz is masked by direct vilm>-acousfic distm'bances wh¢_
the payload will react similarly in the feedforwan_ or _ oonlrol cases. Figures 4.18 (c) and (d)
are the Iransfer funaicns calculawd for the pitch axis ac,celerome_ ref_mced to locafioas three and
four directly mounl_ to {he aircraft fuselage. The same response for the inertial and non-inertial
_1 cases are sere as in Figures 4.18 (a) md (b).
"Ihe purpose of the Learjet demonstxafions was _ quantify the altentmfio_ performance of the
active magnetic system in multi-dimensions for an off loaded case. This was perfonned by resolving
the six inertial degrees of freedom of the isolated platform and calculating the Uansfer functions for
these six spectrums refermc,ed to the mmnion and aircraft fixed _cel_,cmeters. The translational
accelerations for the aircraft and mumion fixed _ weze used for the XYZ waasfer functions
while the ro_o_l ar,ce,le_ic_s w_ es_as_ by _e _ diffe_cing tithe
inlmt power a_,elcrafion sensors as defined in s_xion 4.2.2. IZ_qm_ 4.19 and 4.20 (a) and (b) show
the full _ w_c,es c_ the rela6ve _d inertial sccek_io_ traces for_ one and six, as defined
inFigures4.15and4.16,whichwereusedtocompule_ mulfi-dimemsionaltr-,a]sferfunctions.
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Performing the inertial conlrol duringthe pm'alx_ fliglH posedconsiderabledifficulty since
the total maject_ could not be conuoiled due to the large current draw needed during the high-g
maneuver. The inmi'_ _ts we_ set with a b,mdpass beginning at 0.03 Hz, whe:e for the Lzm_
environment was a I/ability. This liability was found once the comrol acumUxs wine powen_ and the
inertial feedforward smsors se_xl this large accekmuion. The long time cousumt associmed with
the 0.03 Hz high pass filu_r requ/red a few seconds Io reach the su_ly stme condition, _ _
isolalion window. Therefore, the inertial loops weze not closed for a few seconds in order W show
this transient condition to subside. "I'nerefote,the comroller would not command the isolation
to react to this large inputwhich was self induced by the Learjetoperationalprocedure. Although
this caused problezis in the ultim_ l_d'crman_ for the inertial control, _ could be made
in the low f_equency decoupling of the isolated payload with its support en_ent while the
inertial loops wee dosed. The relative time histories processed had a 21% greater frequency
resolution and _lowed the transfer functions to be calculated with five averages while the inertial
data permitted only three averages.
Comparing the X axis response f_m Figures 4.21 through 4.24 (a) and Co), where the
relative con_l cases are shown in Figures 4.21 through 4.24 (a), the inertial cancellation may be
sec_ to command the platform to be decoupled to its support at low f_equencies. However, the lack
averages and the direct dismrba_cs caused by airborne noise and the initial c_difions mask the
performance in the 2 to I0 Hz range because a data acquisition card cage exhibited a slrong
resonance at approximately nine Hz. In this case the relative loops are more effective at damping out
this direct e_citation source. This sespcme, however, is specific to the testing environment of the
aircraft. The rolloff_ theincrt_conl_lisqu_ greaterasshown intheplots.Tne_lative
loops show a well damped low frequency syste_n wil_ an appmxim_ -10 dB/decade slope past 3 Hz
while the inertial conlrol with the same relative Imrame,t¢_ exhibits a 30 to 40 dBldecade rolloff"past
IOHz withthelow frequencyresponsebeingalte_mt_at-IOto-20 dB.
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The Y axis _ of the relative and inertial Iransfer functions fi_mnFigmes 4.25 to 4.28
shows the relative curves demcmsnafing a damped 2 Hz frequency filtering into the payload, wh_as
the inertial loops axe cmcelin8 this respmse with a fairly flat -20 dB anmuation from 0.5 to75 Hz.
This 2 Hz specrmn is believed to be cansed by the pilots rea_ion time e[ appro_ 0_ _ 1
second while controlling the pitch axis of the akplane.
The Z axis transfez funclion cak-ulafioes for both cases plotted in Pigures 429 and 4.32 (a)
and (b) for the relative and inefti_ conlml, n_pectively, exhibit the same overall response as the X
and Y axes, whe_ the knv freque_y altenuation is increased by the ine_al loops. "l_e broadband
attenumice of the inert_l respoese shows the direct energy _ the acceleratim response _the
payload where lhe relative conlrol does a beua job of damping lhe energy input to the payload. "I'nis
of course was expected since only inetti_ f_edfcxward conlrol is effective for base
c_cetlation.
The rotational transfer functkms for the Ox, % and [_z, degrees of freedom showed
approximately the same respmse for both conlrol cases. The differencing _ the accel_ to
estimate the rotational accelerations is not highly accurate. However, for the I_z and _y Iransfer
functions the inertial conlrol plots did dm_nstrate the low frequency decoupling of the payload
whereas the 2 to 10 I-Izf_n_luencyband was masked by the direct disturbances.
It was vea-ydifficult to predict and estimate the dynamic environment of the aircraft due to
the non-stationary aspects of the maneuv_ as well as the non connolled inputs to this environment as
was mentioned previously. However, quanlilafive _ were made assuming a fairly
n:_entafive low gravity eavironment for both trajecuries used in each _ during the stable
low gravity phase. Of comse, initial conditions and exit mnd_ons effect the power speca-ums and
with a limited window of active data a limited nmnber of avezases for the spectral densities makes the
low frequen_ regime _ to _mt:ere un_
VI. Conclusions
In order to utilize the low gravity mviromneat of space a well characterized and
reproduc_le a_:ekraZkm mviromnent will dictate the isolafi_m of many uue "microgravity" smsifive
payloads. It has been found that many fundamental m_teria1_ and fluids experiments an_ limited in
their potential success due to excessive dymm_ excilaficms presem ¢m the Shuttle od_iler and on my
future or existing orbital carriers. Though the fi'equmcy cmlmt will be vehicle specific, all orbilal
vehicles are fairly soft smlctmes and will be excited by manned _ as well as v-_ious dynamic
pieces of support equipmem such as pumps, motors and orbit keeping thrustez's. The most difficult
portion of the dynamic disturbances present on the various ¢xbital ve_clcs arc the mb-Hestz to 10 Hz
range where, for the Shuttle, the cn_w _,ounts for many of these excitations while the futnre larger
space su_ctmes may have many slntcceal _ below 1 Hz as welL
The need for active verses passive isolation has been discussed thoroughly for the past
several years for the orbital ¢_vi_nmmL Although, for certain specific cases a passive system may
be sufficient for a certain bandwidth of interest, this wodchasbeenfocusedon thesnb-I-Ienzoxlow
fzequency isolation problem where an active system is dictal_ This wozk has focused on two phases
of the "microgravity" vibration isolation research to date, development of theoretical approaches and
demonstration of a fully active six degree of fxeedom system which illuswates the advantages of active
inertial and relative conn'ol of a package. The inertial refcrmcing of a payload has many advanlages
over relative feedback soft suspension systems. Therefore, an active six degree of fzeedom Im3totype
development system was designed and built to verify theoretical predictions, as well as Iv provide an
experimental tesd_ for the study of diffe_em conlzollers. This deveicq[m_nt system vr_ then
wansflioned into a higher fidelity demc_zatkm package for the testing of a _eedfcrward
fully suspended system during a rcdnccd gravity alvirollmmL The _ dc_l_on of such
devices in a fully off loaded case was a good test of n3bustness, given the severe limitafi_ _ _
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the testing environment during low gravity pin.tic flights. The full _ and tec.lmoiogy
demcmsu'afion_ these deviceswill have to oocm during orbital flights, since this is the inteaded
mvirmm_ent for Ihese isolation _. Testin8 in the low fiequmcyt_ime of 0.01 to0.1 Hzis
not practical in a groend Immt program which is another t_im_cm that can only be ove_mu¢ by
spacebasedtesting. The prcxotype hardwme _y dmmnmmed the _vm_ges _ immial
feedforwm_ camcellmion wh¢_ a lO0 dB/deca_ _ll off wm _'_hieved. The relative sy_em wls also
mcczssfidly demcmmmmi with it's inherent advmlases over passive systems through the low
sfiffnesses achievable by decoupling of the static and dynamic stiffness cf a system. The Learjet tests
successfully demonstrated a fully active feedback and feedforwazd sysuan in a low gravity
ealvironmem and succemfldly reduced the excitation envi_nmmt by at least one decade. The inmti_
loops dosed during the Learjet testing _ the low fi-equmcy decoupling cf the active
systmn from its support _vircmnmt. However, in the Leadet v_tgo-acoustic mvironment an
inertially damped system by _ feedback would have been more effective in attenuating this
specificenvironment.
6.2 Future Research
Within the international space community there is a considerable amount of research and
development on going relative to vibration isolation technology for miczogravity payloads, lqASA's
Microgravity Sciences md Applications Division of OSSA spcmmed a _ to bring the various
organizations involved in this azea together. An Imemafional W_ on Vibratim Isolation
Technology for Mi_ Scimce Applicaficm was held in April 1991, which iDcluded the
international SSF partners, to review ctmm_ lecJmology status and assess future technology needs.
All c_ the SSF international pmme_ have active programs in this technology area. The Emolgan
Space Agency (ESA) is ctmenfly developing hardware concepts through two contracts. The
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hardware being developed is a Columbes facility for improving the microgravity ea_ quality
for payloads. The facility is called the _ Isolation Mount (MGIbi) and uses c'mreat state
of the art vibxation isolation tedmology as a baseline. Validalioe in only one degree of fxeedom has
been completed. ESA's work in Ikis area has been published in the open litemme.
The Japanese Space ASe_ (NASDA) is also hwolved in viltm_on isolation teclmoiogy
developmem. The NASDA program is similar to existing NASA programs consisting of ground
based testing and use of low gravity aircraft flights. NASDA however has not published much data
on their efforts. The Canadian Space Agency (CSA) effort has been prin_pany directed t_ward
improving the low gravity environment aboard the KC-135 of any other aircraft with a Large Motion
Isolation Mount (LMIM). There is merit in doing this since use of low gravity _ flights is a
cost effective way to conduct noteworthy low gravity research None of the oe-goin8 international
programs are presently addressing the issue of flight evaluation and validation of vibrafi_ isolatim
technology and advanced concepts such as inerfi_ ref_ through feedforward and feedback
means. At the Intemalional Wockshop this issue was discussed with the comlmion that until this is
done there will always be doubt about the suitability of orbital flight for scieace experiments and
commercial processing sensitive to the vibration environmenL An experiment has been mbmitted
under an announcement of opportunity through the _ of Advanced Concepts and Technology
OACT in the vibration isolation area and is focused on addressing this need. The ground based work
that has been conducted in this area is extrusive and the ZeSLdtSobtained indicate that the state of the
art for vibration isolation can be extended into the mb-Hmz xegime. The ability to do so in a
microgravity eavironmeat must be evalmted and verified in orbit. Successful verification and
documentation of this capability will give ese_ _ _ use orbital flight opportnnities
attempt sensitive scie_e endeavors and will give to commercial space inilialives the tedmoiogy to
lxovicle a stable, weU-charac_rized, affca'dable and relmxlncible microgravity environment critical to
commercialize a n_x_ible product. The tedn_ogy being evaluated will provide a data base
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¢_blingfligl_hardw_ _ to include in their l_dw_ the specific _ and _lrol
syr,e_ best mi_ for thin _lUimmems with co_im_ _ mco_.
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Appendix A
Nomeadamre
A
a
B
b2
C
F
Fs
Fo
Ca
Gaifb
Gvifo
Gviff
Glh-3h
Glv-3v
g
go
h
ho
hlr-3r
ta,,v
i
ib
K
ka
1
11
m
N
R
T
average _ of gravity onthe F_mth'smrface, 9.81 m/s 2
peak m..sm_
servo fm_ per payload mass
_ial _ damp_ _ Nsec/m
relative elec_ damping_ Nsec/m
accele_neua voltage oeq_ V
direct disuubance, N
isola_ force. N
force due to gravity m a syslem of mass m
Rar.e exe_d by magnetic pole face
w._ercme_s naturalf_luency
aeceleratim feed_k gain tmn i- _ B
acceleration feedback in text gain term
position feedfctward gain term
inertialvelocity feedbackgain tmn in_ B
inertialvelocityfeedbackgaintermint_xt
inertial velocity feedfcrward gain term in text
electro-magnetic _mmor constant for horizontal acmato_
electro-magnetic actuator _ for vertical actuators
non-dimensional acceknuion
acceleration clue to Earth's gra_ field
air gap between pole face and a_nuKure
static equilibrium gap length
relative horizontal displacemont of horizon_ actuation _ints one through three
electromagnet current, cxvelocity
current through a coil
magnetic circuit current bias
passive _ coelfi_em. N/m
magneticcircuitcurrentamplifierstiffness
magneticcircuitsolator_, N/m
magne_cci_uitpositiongain
magneticcircuit_ stiffaess
magnetic circuitsensoramplifi_gain
magne_c cix_t velocity feedback gain
magnet_ circuit portion
_¢h of#voted be_
actuator_ frompivotpoint
mass,k8
numberof aml:_'c tm'ns
l_istancc, _
uansmissibility
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t
11
Vlr-3r
xf_s)
g
xr
Yr
Zr
0
_c
_p
gl
.c1
,c2
q_
_r
_p
CO
O_aa
posi_on of base
relative vertical disp_ at vertical actuation points one e_egh three
position of payload
relative d/splac2_ent of payload in x directioe
relative displacement of payload in y direction
relative displacement of payload in z dixecticm
relative angulm"displacement of payload about y axis
angular displacemeat
relative _ displamml of paylmd about x axis
permeabilityof f_reespace, 4zxllY 7 H/m
comml voltage
proportional feedback voltage
active damping ¢oef_ient
passive damping cceff_-ient
time constant of sezsing citx_t
time constant of diffetenfimor
magnetic flux
relative angular displacement of payload about z axis
magnetic field strength
excitation f_Tomcy
system natural f_uluency
active system resonm_ce bequency
Appendix B
Theoretical Evaluation of Several Active Feedback and Feedtefward Methods
The fo_ _lysis _ppo_ the b_n_und summmy ¢_ lhc _ isohuion
which, with the needed x_lafive _ informfm, kad to the lm3mtype design. The approach
taken for the respmse mmlysis on these one degree of fi-eedmn inerti_y based isoimi_ _ _
based on work by D. Schubert, Barry Controls Easlmm Operatioa, Barry Wright _on,
Watertown, Massachusetts. Three physical models, Figure B.I, will be mmlyzed to characterize
isolation using _c_leration, velocity, and both acceleration and velocity as the control
signals.
For the physical systm_ descra_ in l_gure B.1 two system _ exist. The first is
the base motimx or a slructural excitation, u. The second is an applied force, F, to the payload mass,
m. Both terms u and F are ccmsidered to be functions for which Laplace transformations can be
realized. The servo force, F s, on the active control configurations is genenued by sensing velocity,
acceleration, or both md driving an actuator out of phase with the ccatrol signal.
l_e sensor function is to ccevm the vekx_, dx/_ (or acceleration, d2x/dt2), of the paytoad
into an electrical voltage proportional to the excilati_ The sensor output voltage, Ev, is Im3tm_onal
to_ty dx/dt(or_tera_n, d2x/dt2) suchthat__dt (orF.va_ad2x/dt). Thevoltage
Ev is amplified with gain Bv (or Ba), such that the- ¢mtpUt voltage fl"om the amp_ _ (_ _ )
be _,v=A_Bvdx/dt(orEava--Aaea_'X/_),_pecevely. Thevotmgeis turnappUedto a
Lorentz fcm:e acumtm" coil _ resistance R(t3) having negligible ind,_mnee. This coil is inunersed in
amagnefic reid havin__gafield smmgth,¥. Application _'the voltage to the coil im3dnc_ a cunem
tm_g magnitudeL_vv=_vv/R(orL_va=eava/R).Thee_ or_ cu_zt _owingtUrougha coUcf
N rams of wire results in a force, Fs, where Fsv= _rNIaw (or Fsa-YNIava). To simplify all of the
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(a)
v
x MASS
°t,_, I_
(b)
F _ s2x
(c)
lrzgure B.I:
(a) Velocity feedback.
(b) Acceleration feedback.
(c) Acceleration and velocity feedback
Physical description of three one degree of freedom inertial feedback
coer,s_eons.
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above, a gain term Gv (or Ga) is applied m the _ signal This gain term mimes the v¢toci_
dx/dt(oraccelecmion,(d2_dt2)totheforceFsv (orFro)suchthatFsv--Gvd_dt(orFm=G d_dt2).
Now Fsv=-Gv_d_andFro--.Gad_d_ ,wherethenegative_Sn dmom _¢_iv¢ _ The
sisnapplied_othem'vofo_ ram,Fs_isS_mmd bythedirecd_tSem-vo_ _ _
thecoilofwire.
The equmicm tomodel thethreeimlaficesystemsareas follows.The retireisohlion
sysz_n(s)differential equation_ motion is obmiaedfrom the forcebalancemethod _ Newton's
first and secc_ laws. Here the base motion, u, is aclmtlly a lime function, so u=u(t), with the stone
implied for the applied force, F, such that in actuality F=F(t). "Inns,for velocity feedback,
d2x
m---_-=F+F_, +K(u-x)
Substituting and rearranging give the following equations:
d2a "-G,_+K(u-x)m-_--P
d2x
m--_..+ G d'r"+ K,x= F + Kudt
ForacceJ_ feedba_
m d_--_X2= F + F. + K (u - x)
Substitutingandrearranginggivethefollowingequafioes:
d2x F_G d____X2+K(u_x)m dt---.-T=
d2x _ d2x _
m---_.+ Ci. ---_.-+ If,x = F + Ku
Fora_x_elerafiooaml velocity
d2x
mclt-----_ = F + F. + F., + K(u-x)
(13.1)
_.2)
_.3)
lB.4)
03.5)
t_.6)
_.7)
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Substimfng and rearranging give the following
d2x F G d2x G, dr"+
--dr- ¥
d2x _ d2x _ dx _
m--_-c+_.'_'+ _, --_+ax = F +rCu
Us.g)
Os.9)
B.I Base-Excited V'd_ratloa Response
To determine the base-excited response for the three vibration isolation systems, the fon_
termF(0 is set to ze_'o. The base displacemmt term u(t) is assumedto be a sine wave having a peak
amplitude of B. Thus, u(0 = Bsin(t) where is a fx_e_lumcyterm. 1_ three equmions of motion
become, for velocity feedback,
d2 x _ dr, + yj.
m--._-_--+_, _ =_sin(o_)
for acceleration feedback,
d2x _ d2x ..
m-_-+ _o-_-v+_ = _ sin(o_)
and for both accele_r'ationand velocity feedback,
d2x _ d2x dx
m-_-+ L/, -_-+ G, -_-+ _ = KB _ (ot)
The equations are them mmsform_ into the fi_lUency
U_ansformation_
pCs)=SF'O,)e-_at
"I_ velocity sys_m equation becomes
(B.IO)
(BAD
(B.12)
domain using the Laph_ce
(e.t3)
?ns2X($) "I-G_X($) -I-KX($) = K/J($) 08.14)
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tim accdeaation system _ becom=
ms'x(s)+Oos_X(s)+_(s) = _(s) 03.15)
md the accek=uioa md _ sysaun eqm_n becomm
m.v_xO)+o_x(s)+ O_(s)+ ggCs)= _v(s) .Os.16)
T'n¢bme-cxci_ system u'ansf="fmmtion is Oefm_ as X(s)/O(s)= T(s). Tiros, the trmm_
functions f_ the three Lsolalion sys_mas me, for vekx:Ry _
X(s) g
= 03.17)
U(s) ms2+_,s+X
for acceleration feedback,
X(s)
v(s)
K
ms 2 + GoS2+ K
(e.tS)
for both acceleration and velocity
x(s)
V(s)
K
m,.v2+ G_e.v2+ G_ + g
_.19)
Transforming these tnmsfer functions into a standard vitrafion no_im gives, for
feedback,
m:
(e2o)
for acceler_on feedback,
s)= co'.
and for acceleration and velocity feedback,
(B.21)
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Xcs)= ="
_h=Cd==b2r_2 _ =2_, _=_2G_UX=)V2.
03.22)
In this form the dkmmtina_ of each transfer reaction is called the _ equation.
If the characteristicequation has real negative roots, then the vitratioe isolation systemwill not
oscillate; if it has complex roo_, it will _. If the [Itse motion displacementlime function _t)
is a "puresinusoid", the steady state frequency response in complex form is siren by letting s = joe.
Thus, the frequency _ is _ by the function
where s = jo andj = .f2i.
feedback,
'I'nisfrequencyresponse,which isa vector,becomes,forvelocity
_(j=) = =:(=_.-=')+2_=dco (B.23)
foraccelerationfeedback,
x(m) = =2"
Ca2,-(1 + b-_22_2 t;f; ) 0B.24)
and for both velocity amdacceleration feedback.,
2
(j=)=[ ( .m2. - 1+ 2 +2_CO,dCO
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The magnitudes¢f _ measuredea a'- i payimd resulting from the sinamidal
,_d",,"o_smCox)_,',=_,'_k-,gth_C_)/UCjco) I. _',,'_v_,,,,_....,.v_,_,_,_ n_
angle is not used and it is called the l_mmil_]ilily. It is _ally _ as T(_) =
velocity feedl_k,
for _,celer_on
• 2 2 2
k .J J k o.j
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OB._'I)
and for both _.celea'afion and velocity feedback,
1/2
03.28)
1/2
2 2 2 03.29)
The _ shown in F_,ures B.2-B.4 prese_ _ vs r_..dimensioaal _ as
fu_tions of tl_ damping_m, _, and _ accele¢_o_ _ b,g_
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Etgure B.2: laertial velocity feedback traasmisa'bility curves.
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B.2 Force-Exclmi V'd)rati_ Respome
Motim_ of the isolated payload c_m result from two excitmion som'ces. The fa'st is hme
motion. The seco_ re_dts from extmml fowes atpplied direc_ to the: isola_ _1_
back to the rrrst diffumian _pmtions c_ motion 03.3), 03.6), trod 03.9), and sm_ing rue base
excitatic_ unrmu(t) to zero, the extmml forcz, F(t), is allowed to exci_ the payload. The equations ci
moticqua_, for velocity f'eedlm_
d2x
m--_.-=F(t)-p. -_
for acceleration feedback,
d2x
m--_T = F(t)- F. - Kx
and for both velocity _d acceleration feedback,
d2x
m--_T = FCt)- F. - F,, - Kx
These equations can be placed in the L_lace op_ fosmL for velo_ty feedbac_
m:x (s)+C:X(s) +KX(s)= F(s)
for _:cekmuion
m:x (s)+o:*X(s)+_(s)=p(s)
OS.30)
(1331)
08.32)
0833)
O3.34)
md for both velocCuymd mo_ierafi_a fee_aa_
m:x(s)+c,.:x(s)+c, sx(s)+ _X(s)= F(s) o3.35)
The sensltivity of the isolated payload to the disturbing force, F(s), is charactea'ized by a term
caned the isolated paykmd mobil. Ma_y is the v=Ux magnitede of X(s)_(s). M_lity
measures the amount by which the payload is deflected per -nit of externally applied force. In
Laplace notatice fo, n, the equations f_ _ become, for velocity
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X(s), 1
= ms 2+G,s+K
O336)
for w.celeration _
X(s). = 1
ms2 + G,F + K
O3.37)
and for both acceleration and velocity feedlt¢_
X(s)., = 1ms2 + G_s2+ G,s + K O3.38)
'Ilmse equations are made noa-dimeasional, as was dime for the ummmi_'bility functions,
by dividing by the mass m of the isolated payload and defining the following: ran= (K/m) 112, _ =
1/2Gv(1/Km)l[2, and Ga/m = b2/2a:f2o . Making the above substilnlim_ gives, for velocity feedback,
X(s), = 1$2 + 2_(0,,S + O)2, 03.39)
for acceleration feedback,
X(s), 1 0r4o)
a_d for both acceleration and velocity feedback,
X(s), = 1 (BAD
s_+--_,_s_+2_.s +o_'.
To show the effectiveness of the active systems, the ratio of X(s)/F(s) for an active system to
X(s)/F(s) for the passive part of the system will be used. This ratio will be called the
effectivmess, Xf(s). Tiros,if Xf is unity, the effectivtmss of the retire vibrationisolation system in
reducing force induced payload motion is zero, or the active portioll of the system does nothing. If Xf
2OO
is zero, the afectiveness _ the active portion or"the system is mmllem and there is nem _ _
isolated payload resulting from a flni_ applied force. If Xf is greater thn unity, then the Elive
portion c_ the vflntion imlaem system mnplifies the effec_ cf the applied fon_ giving _ m _
payload motion with active fecdlmck thin without it. The equations for the _ funclkm for
the different systems are, for vekx_ feedlack,
Xt(s), = s _ + 2_,m.s+ m __ (BA2)
.' + 2_m .s + ®_.
for acceleration
XI(s).= s_+2_m's+m_" _.43)
b2 .s2 +_2
$2 + _o2
where _l = 1/2c(1/Km)l]2, mKI f°rb°thac_lexati°n and velocity feedbac_
s_+2_,m.s+m_.
x/(s). = 03.44)
s"+ b2 .s_+2_m.s+m_.2,?
in the same manner as was done for Iransmism_ility. The equations for the effectiveness of the
become, for verity feedback,
1 (0 2 2
kin./J
lJ2
03.45)
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andforbothac,celct_ionand _loci_feodlmr_
[,
k 2_;A_.) j
[,r.A1'.(2,
km.) J
k 2_f;Am.) J
lJ2
(B .47)
Fisur_s B.5-B.7 _ the _venc_ of tim force acmaled vflr_ion isolation systems for a
passive damping ratio of 0.05, which is typical of spring elements made of steel. The figures show
,--,Ix,'(J_l,, __,_-,io_of,_ no_-dimensional gain t_ms.the ¢ff_fivene..,_ l_rm
B.3 Tran_mk_ilit7 Evaluation of Inertial Feedforward Controller
In order to demomwam the advmm_gea of isolating a payload by the _ feedforward
inm/al conn_ller design, a simple one degree of freedcm spring mass daml_r system, a_own in
Figure B.8, is solvod wm'c Fs is a sc_o _ _ to the inertial position and velocity of tl_
support mucmre, specifically Fsis dcfinodas; F, =ku'+cfi'. Tiffs force is achieved byref_rcacing
an actuator to tl_ _ inmgrals of an accdmxnet_r, attmhed to tim _ mucmre of the
mass. The _luation of motion for this sysmm is:
m_ +c(:c-fO+k(x-u)+ F,= 0 03.48)
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Figure B.q: Inertial velocity feedback mobmty curves.
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m_d substimang the defined servo fore into (B.48),
nff+C(Yc-_+_')+k(x-u+u') = 0. (B.49)
Using the following definifioRs, the viscous damping _ _ = c/'2me) n, whe_ e}n is the natla-al
frequm_ of vibr_on for d_e sys_m, W2n = k/re. _ (B.49) can be put law _ notation
using the above definitions and the eqeatim of motion beceme_
,_ + 2_¢o_ +co2.x =uto 2. 1- + 2_co.a 1- .
\ u/
(e.5o)
If one assumes monochromatic motion of the base structure and that the inertial se_so¢ has some
phase and amplitude error, one can write the displa_menl, u, as Asin(eat), where A is the
displacement amplitude. Therefore, the kerti_ sensor, not including coestants of integration, would
give an inertial displacement of the s'uplxa'tsu'ucture equivalent to u' as A'sin(a_t + _), where A' is the
displacemem amplitude detected by the accele_meter. If we take the Laplace uansforms of x, u, and
u',includingtheratios_'(t)/_(t),andu'(t)/u(t),equa_ (e.SO)becomes:
X(s)(s 2 + 2_m.s + o) 2)= U(s)_(m2 (1---_ (cos, +Ssin, )))+ s2_co. (1--_ (cos,--_sin,))]
03.51)
Taking the frequency response of the transfer funelion and calculating the magnitude of this function
one arrives at the following equation, which gives the frequency response transfer function or
wansmissibility of the isolated payload to a hannmic base _.
I f/ 2 2 , 2
1-A'(cos_b-2_ CO sin,')_ +/2_ _---'_ (1--_(cos_b+-_--sin,'_'_
A to. )) t a),)t At Z_0) ))CJ_) = ---77_-T---_. 2
t tco.)) t .)
I12
fe._2)
2O6
Equati_ 03.52)depi_ thefeedfot_ _ cmcella_ appoach _ offseuingthemmuation
l_ofileofa seco_ orderspringmass dmnl_ system.In thepevimm formulationthespringmd
damperelemems w_e assumedcemtmt. _, theapjsoechexplored,m_d docummmd inthis
work, has the sd_es ¢ff a c&x_ loop strive nmgnetic _ where the mlat/ve spring mad
viscous elements are variables depeatdmt (m c(mtmHer loop gaim. The en_ mmm in equJ(m (B..52)
model non-idealinputsemors and solvesthe mmsfea-functiongivingthe frequencyslmped
transmissibility curve shown in Figme B.9. "llm_ _rm" m_as can be view_ as shal_g func_ms
which could be introduced into the closed loop control as f_eqnagy weighted tezms _ give specific
response paformnce depmdmt m excimi_ pmf_ or u_r mquirmems. F_are B.9 inusuates
the sdvantage of inerfi_ ¢mcellafic_a for a modeled _ "I'nesolid curve gives the frequmcy
response of the single degree of fieedom syste_ with a viscous damping fsc_ _ - 0.I, snd a mun-M
frequency ofc0n = 2x(0.6 Hz). The dashed I/he is comparing the mine relative based system with the
addition of inea'tialcancellation using an inertial stiffness and damping ampfitude ratio of 1.0 with no
ex'rorassmned in the ine_'t_ position and a plmse shifx of 0.4 radimxsin I_ _ vd_iw.
2O7
X
m
U
F_o_-(U + G)
Figure B.8: One degree of freedom iner_ feedforward configuration.
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Appendix C
One.Degree.of-Freedom Magnetic Circuit Actuator Suspension
The purpose of Otis appendix is to rapport the mnnnary of the amactive relative mspmsim
sTstgn presented as background for the lw0mt_ feedforwm__k isolation system. The
formulation of the relative suspensive equations for an isolation system are very similar to equivalent
formulations for rotating magnetic bearing systems. Such derivations can be also f'om_ in many
papers on the subject of magnetic bearings [e.g., 24].
In analyzing a one degree Qf fn_dom alwacfive relative magnetic actnator suspension
system, as shown in Figure C.I, small motions are assumed about some center position so a lineariz_
approach can be taken. We also assume the flnx levels in the core and m-manne of the
electromagnetic circuit are below saturation. The total magnetic flux in an air gap [24] is
= _toANi (c._)
h
Neglecting leakage and fringe effects in the magnet, the force exerted by the magnet is
F,
Therefore, substituting the relation for the magnetic flux in an air gap gives the relation
I_°AN2i2 (C.3)
Fp = 2h 2
For both _dr gaps, the wtal force _,ed is
-- _toAN2i2
F = 2Fp - h2
Then the actual gap h and current i, for the system shown in Figure C.I, have the fc_n
hfho-_O
(c.4)
(¢.5)
2O9
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FTtgureC.1: Physical description of relative one degree of freedom suspension.
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i=ib+At (C--6)
The negative sign occurs in h _ as the mass cf the systmn moves up, the clearance in the _
decreases. 'I'nerefore, mbstimtin8 these relations for h and i into the force t-Jation for an
electromagn_c ch-ceitone arrivesatthe following eqmcion:
r = + cc7)
By assemingboth /1 and iaresmalLeqmtion(C.7)cmbe_byabinomial_
aboutthe biascurrent ily andthe gaph. This then givesa linear relationshipbetweenthe romeF and
i, making it possibleto use a linear conlrol scheme. The binomial ¢xtmnsion(1[ equatkm (C.7)
becce_
( ,2/10 + 2A/_
F= [t°AN21'2 I (C.8)
,: T T:
The static equgibrium equation for the one DOF system as shown in Figure C.1 is
l
mg_ = Fo_ (C.9)
Thus,
1 2ttoAN2i2b
F. = mg-_= h_
Then by setting i in the lineatized force equation to zexo, one an-ivcs at
2_ I_°ANh2F=mg -J_e_ - _ i
'l_¢refor¢, the position stiffness is, from equation (C.I 1),
2P.oAN2i2
k°= h_
(C.lO)
(C.I1)
(C.12)
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A positkm displacmnmt 11 toward the magn_ inca.eases the force in thai same _
An acUml sta'ing would apply a fixce temding to n_me tl_ initial _ of the beam at _ Now
seating in tie lineatized furceo_wtion m zmu one gm a linmrized fun= comlxmUa _ m
_ b_ _ _ h_¢ _ _ a _m_ _es _ ninny _]; _v_vez, a _m_ m /does
not tend to resto_ the beam U) its original positkm, but amiaarease in cuaem will uaxl m _ _
beam away from its steady mate value always towels the magnet. The fuiknviag mlmioa
deanonswates this _ty constant which m-ism from tln___i=ing the fm_ around a bias
current:
F = mg_- -k_Ai = go_2_h2 ÷ 2goAN2ib_h2
"me.fore this _ _ becomes
(C._3)
The dynamicequationfor the system of insist can be written as
mg_+AF = g._2,,2 _20
Sin_, fzom tl_ static equilila'ium cas¢, Fo was s_ equal to the forc_ needed to supp_ _ _ m i_
l
Fo = mg--_ = h2 (C.16)
then dynamic equation of this systemmound its sU_ equih'briumposiukm,which is set by tie
mnountof biascm'nn_ can be rq_esemu_ by
d2e . ^.
_" = t, Ai + m_ --_-+ r_e_ (c.rr)
k_ = 2_t°AN2ib (C.14)
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By assunfing the eurrmt i = ib + ic, where ib is the bias emre_ mul ic is the conlrol eurrent, thea Ai
= ic. And assume thatat eqddibrium, or at O=O,b=h(r l_ dymmic reslmme eqmaoQbeeomes
d20
=,,i.+m_-_-+t,)ot_ (cas)
In order to _ the system one needs to take the derivative _ the positim _gnal md _
both position and velocRy to com'ol the system. This lxmion _the tmmrol circuit can be mo4ekd as
a position constant kg and a velocity constant kr. These gains axe adjustable and effect the stiffness
and damping coefficients acting om the system. The transfer ftmction of this portiereof the circuit can
be modeled as
((2.19)
Then current amplification is descrfl_ by a constant as follows:
= k. (C.20)
v,
A block diagram can be formed as strewn in l_gure C.2, using force as the input and position as
outpuL The transfer function becomes
O(s)= m: +_
, !,,,.,,[,.+<,.÷,.>,:]1
ms: + ke [ (1 + 1:2s)(1+ %s) J
In order to _ the dxx_l sliffm_ mad dmnping _, the dy_nic
equations of the one DOF system are written and compared to a lumped secoud-<m_ modeL By
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t_
t"q
4-
U'J
V
'4-
'4-
't"-
U
>.
Ol
t.t.
t3gere C.2: Control block diagram.
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using the block diagram, Figure C_., an equatic_ can be wriuea involving positi_
ic as follows:
_o--ok,k,[k,+( ,+k,)_:]
(l+g,sXl+,qs)
By using the relation
_" =kL +(m: +tOO
this system of equations can be put into mmrix fonn as follows:
9 and control
(c._)
(c._)
[oAF] = k'kp[kl + (kl +k" )x2s] -1 i_0
(1 +_2s)(l+'qs)
Then in solving this malrix formulatkm of the system dynamic equations for
at _e following equation for 0(s):
(C24)
e, O_ arrives
where
Thus
_s) =
_v
(_s2 l.klj).} kikJCp[klg"}"(k8 "}'kr)'_2S]
(1 + _2S)(1+ 1;:)
- kiic+ (ms2+ k 0)0.
(C.25)
(C.26)
O(s) = kL+(m:+_)O
,.,
ms +_]+ (1+ x2s)(l+ x,s)
(C27)
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Setting this relation equal to the lmnped second-ordersystem of a spring dashpotcenfigmmim one
can get the theoretical sliltness and damping values for the closed-loop magnetic circuit
configuration:
e(/m)= t,¢ +(t.-,_)o
(l+_jo,)(l+_dco)
f(co)
=(k _m_)+j,_.,
Thus, from the equality give_l in equafioll (C.28), _ obtains the following reJafion._:
_o3 ) ffikiic + (k0 - mco2)e,
(C.2S)
(C.29)
and
fk_k,k,[k,+(k,+k,)=,j=]l
(C.30)
+(,<,+ <,),,sol[
Therefore, in evaluating the equivalent stillness and damping for the closed-loop system one
comes up withthe following relations:
k. :Ire -i. k,k:,[k,(1-'c2't,o_2)+(k, +k,X'c2 +'t,)'c2o!2]
(1_t211ol2)+(I ' +.ci)21112 (C.32)
c._ = k_kekp[(1-'c2_'°_2Xk_ "i'k')'_=-kt('_= 4-,,)] (C.33)
Appendix D
Transfer Function ]ge_ec_fion
Thisappeazlixwilldes:n'behow diesignalanalymrasexl¢xtmsive.lyin thedesignand
developmentoftheactiveisolationsystmasdelmminesllmtransferfunclion of signal (:xmdifioni_
filters or amyother system. The generation c[ random noise by the signal mmlyz_ is _ first
and then the processing accomplished by the analyzer is discussed.
Thc signal analyzer generates an exponemially lime_ random pmc¢_ with a
correlation time, T, and mean-square value cf o 2. This IXOCeSSis effectively Gauss-Markov, which
implies wide-sense stmionarity and ¢rgodicity, and _=mfore Ires properties which make
ma_c'matics wacmble. The antocorrelafion func_n, Pmn('C),of this process, n('_), is shown in Figure
D.1 and can be described by
Rnn(_)= a2e-z/]'t ].
R nn('C)
T
Figtm_D.I:Autocom_lalio_fan_ Time-Co.Isled Process
The analyzarolxainsthemtoslmaal (orpow_ SlmUal)demityofthisrandom par._ by
takingthe fastFouriertransfoamof theant[r.,o_lalio_f_ction. In timfnxlue_y domain,the
aato_cctraldensity,Onn(CO),oftherandomprocess,n(%),isiUustmmdinFigureD.2 andisgivenby
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2O 2/T
G,, (¢0) = co2 + (1 / T) 2" (D.I)
J
X
)
10)
Figure D.2: PSD of _y T'lme-Cm'l_ated Proce,_.
The result is a band-limited Ixocess, displaying equal power at all f_queacies within the band of
interest. The half-power point occurs at l/T, which cvnesponds with the highest frequency selected
through the analyzer span conlroL Through judickms selection of the fzequeacy span, a random
process disptaying the desired characteristics is obtained.
For analytical purposes, white noise as _ to widebmst noise, is desirable to work with
for a number of reasons. It is easily manipulated with engineering tools and the theory is complete
and practlcal. Whiteness implies that the noise vabz is not correlated in time and that _ _ _
equal power in all f_luenvies. Since this would result in a noise with infinite power, a white noise
pmcess does not realisticafiyexist. Although this coecept does not exist it is useful to consider. Any
physical system has a ce_lain frequmcy bandpass, i.e., a frequency range of inputs Io which it can
respond.Above thisrange,theinputeitherhas no effector thesy_e_ =,m=_t_ theeffectand
essentially the input does not exist beyond a cemin
Typically a system will be drivea by wide,band noise, one having coestant power at
hequencies within the passband. On Otisplot, a white noise would merely exlend this constant power
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level across all frequencies. Within the bandpms _ the system, the fictitious white noise looks
identical to wideband noise.
In some instances, thc noise power level is not constant ova" all _ wilhin the
system bandpass, or the noise may be time correlated, l_x sach cases, a white noise put lln'ough a
small linear filler can dnplicate virtually imy form of l_e--cmi_3aled noise. This is the case of the
random process generator in the signal analyzer.
To obtain a randmn process exhibiting the desired au_ and mtoslx_ dmsity,
the analyzer drives a first order lag syste_ with a zero mean, white Ganssian noise of strength Q,
where Q = 2o2/T. After applying the white noise to the lag circuit and allowing transients to die otlt,
a steady state _ with the desired slafistics results. '
It may be obvious why it is necessary for the analyzer to alter the half power point of the
random process it generates, when alternatively it could generate a single process with an
exceptionally wide band. In actuality, the analyzer can only generate a process that makes the
integral of the PSD constant. Reducing the half power point (increasing the correlation time) results
in a higher power level distributed over the f_equency band. Likvwise, increasing the half power
poinL decreases the power level. When exciting a system across its bandpass, it is desirable to
distribute the highest amount of power within the frequ_y band of interest. Therefore, it is
necessary for the analyzer to provide for the adjustmeat of the random Im3ces$ statistics through the
selection of the proper f_lucmcy span value.
The dala processing performed by the analyzm in seeking to determine a test imm's Iransfer
function_quir_thebasicsetup_wn inl_ignmm3.13. The random noise pmc¢_ is injected into the
system and sampled by a dumnel of the analyzer. The systml output is sampled by a second channeL
Prior to digitization, both chamleis of data are filtet_ to pleveat aliasing. Becanse process_ is
_,Onlplished in real time, biases and trends are not removed. Using the data collected f3xxn the
random process, x('O, the _utocotrelation function Rxx(_) is calculated. The random tmx',ess data,
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together with the dam coll_l from the sys_n output, y('_), allow the cal_on o/"the ca_s
_ _ Rxy('0. Bochof__on__ethmf_Fom___
_& love _ _, to _ me _ dm_, Oxx(_), sad me m6s spmr_
dmsi_, C-xy(o)).u_ c_e_ _ of _ (_i_ _ _m ._r fm_c_, is _med by
=
The maxim& andpha_ _alt is displaycdaa e_ aml_ _
D.I Autocorrelation and Crussco_fim Fnctims
Givea an accelemmet_ output measuring the random vibrations of some structure, the
voltage output from the accelel_meter, x(t) will be a nmdom signal. If two voltage measurements, v 1
and v2 are taken at two different times, t1 and t1 + f respectively, and this process is repeated many
times giving multiple pairs of measuraneats {Vl,V2}, where in each pair, v I is mcasmed x seconds
before v2. If the time interval x is ext_unely small, then Vl and v2 are staziszically likely to be nearly
the same value.
F,or most random lxocesses, an _ in the time duration _ results in a lowe_ _
that Vl and v2 bec,ome le,_ imerdcpendenL or correlaled as file time _al x, is increased. The
autocorreladon funcrlo_may be _ as a measure of the minion b_ two successive
m_, as a funcfioa _" fl_e_ae _ be_eea fl_se two _ It follows that the
_atocon_lation function is also an indication _ how rapidly the function is changing with time. If
the function changes v_y rapidly, then the time dumlice _, will have W be ¢mremely small in order
to obtain good correlation betwem the vol_e me_m_nm_s v I ,rod v2.
The _(ms for the autoccg_lations ef two random processes x(t) and y(t) are shown
below for the special case in which the process me,ms _ and _ and the auU_omlation functiaas
OOl
themselves are not changing with time. If this is not the case, the m_c(xrelafioa f-m_om become
functions of bolh lime t, and the time _ betwe_ _, _. It is assmned that the
metals and the amoc(x_lalioa funclions process for a certain leith of time do not _e.
Such ixocesses are _ called stmionary processes, h is also assumed in _e _om _k)w that
the mnd_ processes mreboch _eto meam
_I.im I,T
R,_('O= E{x(t)x(t+ Q] -T --->-_ JoX(t)x(t+ %)dr
:1"...._ooi ,,_
0>.2)
(D.3)
In these expressions the _ E{ } is used to dmoto the arithmetic mean of the set of valms
eaclos_ by the brackets. For example, in the tmpre,sim for P-xx('0, all elemmts of the time history
x(0 which form pairs selmat_ by a fixed time interval _, a_ idemified. The elements of each pair
are multiplied together, and the arithmetic mean of all of these Ixod_m is then calculated. The
processisrepeatedforthenextvalueof'_,untilallvaluesofxhavebeenexhausted.
The caosscorrelation funclion is closely relaled to the aa_lalio_ function. The only
difference between the two functions is the source of the measurement v2 in the above discussion el'
theautocorrelafionfunction. Tim first voltagemeasuremem vI isa measuremem of therandom
Imx:ess x(O as before, but the second measuremem v2,isa measurement of some other random
_, y(t). As before, the two measmmaents ate taken within x seconds of one another. The
expression for the _iafion fmmtkm betweem x(t) and y(t) is shown lx_iow. As was assmned in
the pre_nmion of the m_lafion fu_iom, the two random processesare zeromean. In
addition, the process means and the _lafion function are not changing with time.
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D.2 Am_,,cSra and Aul_speeU'ml Demsity Fumetioms
A random Im_.ess which has a meaa md amm_on func6om d_at sre not clumging
with time is said robe st_oowy. The sigMl ccU=t in the fzequency domain, _a mui_mry nmdom
process is give_ by the Fourier ums/'orm of the amoconelation function as
O>.5)
where:j=imaginary_= _r=T, andm= frequmcy/nrad/s. Sxx(jW)iscalledlhe twosided
autosI_trum of the random Ixoce_ x(t). This function is said to be two sided because it is symmet_
about the co= 0 axis. The specu'um equatim_ is modif_ by dividing by the I_dwid_h _" inum_
and by changingthe limits _ intcgrmion to red_t this bandwidth. If the mgnal has units of volts,
then the division by the bandwidth gives the q_eclrum mudtsof V2/(rad/s). The modified spe_rmn
having the units of V2/(rad/s) is a measure of the density of signal per unit fx_lue_y increment. For
this reason, the modified autospecmnn is called an autospecuM ¢k_ty function The limits cf
intcgradon in an autospccual dmmty funcl_on must also be consistmt with the bandwidth. For
example, if an autospeclral dmsity is to be calculaled for a s/gnal over the fzequency band mi _ m_; m
f, then the limits of integration are from _ to inf. Notice that the resul_ng function is not symme_ic
aboutthec0=Oaxis. This function, M.fined over the above Dequency band is said to be oae sidecL In
order to re_ect all the energy in the signal ovm"to the right hand side of the m = 0 axis, the spectrum
must also be multiplied by 2. It should be noted that the stolon funclion Rxx(X) is also a
symmetric function. When the band linfited mmspeclral density fuI_On is multiplied by 2, only the
portion of P.,xx(x) co_g to po_ve values o/"c need be included, rne complete, one sided
auwsp_tral density functimx, which is the sumdard for desm'bing spectra is defined below,
1
where bw = bandwidth (rad/s).
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D.3 C_ and C_ Density
The one sided ctusspoct_ dmsity function betweem the random Wotmssm x(0 aid y(t) is
given below. This function differs from the one sided mtospectral dmsity function in that the
_on function Rxy(x ) is used rattgr than the antoccm_lation function Rxx(_).
1
Appendix E
Input and Output Spectra for Multi-Dimensional Transfer Function
Calculations
The following figures are given m rdevmce ,o the uffi_fer functions cslcnt_ons from
C_pter 4 for the multi-dimmsicval Lmrjet trmsf¢_ functices calcula_ for the relative and inen_
control cases. Figures E.I through E.4 (a) and Co), give the input and output qpecwal de_ilies for the
X direction for the single input refer=ee locations one through four for both wa_, relative and
inertial, respectively. Figures F.,.5 through E.8 (a) and (b), give the input and output specwal dmsity
functions for the Y direction, and _gures E.9 through F_,.12 (a) and Co) give the input and onqmt
spectral density curves for the Z direction, for the single input refeae_,e locations ¢me through four
for both relative and inertial control cases, respectively. Figures E.13 and E.14 (a) and Co) give the
input and ouq_ut spvclra for the 0x rotation for the mmnion location and the aircraft location,
respectively. Figures E.15 and E.16 (a) and (b) give the input and output speclra for the _y rotation
as defined in equations (4.17) and (4.18), and Figures E.17 and E.18 (a) and (b) are the input and
output speclra for the _ rotation as defaned in eqn_ions (4.19) and (4.20). These spectral density
hmctions have been plotted with the same minimum and maximum values for both relative and
inertial conlxol cases.
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(a) Payload under relative control
Figure E.I: Output and input power spectra for platform x and aircraft location I x.
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(a) Payload under relative control
l_gure E.2: Output and input power spectra for platform • and aircraft location 2 x.
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Co) Payload under inert_ control
l_gure E.2: Output and input power spectra for platform • and aircraft location 2 x.
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(a) Payload under relative control
Figure E.3: Output and input power spectra for platform • and aircraft location 3 x.
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(b) Payload under inert_ controL
Figure E.3: Output and input power spectra for platform x and aircraft location 3 x.
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(a) Payload under relative control
F_ure E.4: Output and input power spectra for pl_tfom x and aircraft location 4 x.
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(b) Payload under inertial controL
Figure E.4: Output and input power spectra for pbfform • and aircraft location 4 x.
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(a) Payload under relative controL
Figure E.5: Output and input power spectra for platform y and aircraft location 1 y.
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(b) Payload under inertial conUroL
F3gure E._: Output and input power spectra for platform y and aircraft location 1 y.
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(a) Payload under relative control
F'_mre E.6: Output and input power spectra for platform y and aircraft location 2 y.
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(b) Payload under inertial ctmtroL
E.6: Output and input power spectra for platform y and aircraft location 2 y.
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(a) Payload under relative control
Figure E.7: Output and input power spectra for platfom y and aircraft loca6ou 3 y.
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(b) Payload under inertial controL
l_gure E.7: Output and input power spectra for platform y and aircraft location 3 y.
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(a) Payload nnder relative coneroL
Figure E.8: Output and input power spectra for platform y and aircraft location 4 y.
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Figure F.S: Output and input power spectra for platform y and aircraft location 4 y.
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(a) Payload n_der relative conW_l.
l_ure E.9: Output and input power spectra for platform z and aircrstt location I z.
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(b) Payload under inertial control
_e F_.9: Output and input power spectra for platform z and aircraft location 1 z.
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W,gure E.IO: Output and input power spectra for platform z and aircraft location 2 z.
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(a) Payload under relative control
l_gure E.11: Output and input power spectra for plaffom z and aircraft location 3 7-
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(11))Payload under inertial control
][_,ure E.U: Output and input power spectra for platform z and aircraft location 3 z.
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(a) Payload under relative control
l_ure E.12: Output and input power spectra for platform z and aircraft location 4 7,.
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(b) Payload under inmial control
l_ure E.12: Output and input power spectra for platform z and aircraft location 4 z.
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(a) Payload under relative controL
Figure F_I3: Output and input power spectra for platform 8x and trunnion Ox.
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Figure E.13: Output and input power spectra for platform 0 x and trunnion Or
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Figure E.14: Output and input power spectra for platform Ox and aircraft 9r
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(b) Payload under iuerti_ coutroL
Figure F_..14: Output and _mimt power spectra for platform 0x and aircraft Or
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(a) Payload under relative control
l_gure E.15: Output and input power spectra for platform Cy and aircraft _y2-3-
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(1))Payload under inertial control
l_gure E.15: Output and input power spectra for platform _y and aircraft _y2-3"
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(a) Payload under relative control
]F_mre E.16: Output and input power spectra for platfom #y and aircraft #yl-4"
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(b) Payload aader iaertial ¢emrot
l_gure E.16: Output and input power spectra for platform ¢pyand aircraft ¢yl-4-
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(a) Payload under re]alive control
Figure F_.17: Output and input power spectra for platform _z and trunnion _z-
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(b) Payload under inertial control
Wtgure E.17: Output and input power spectra for platform _5z and trunnion [3z.
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(a) Payload under relative control
Figure E.18: Output i input power spectra for platform Pz and aircraft [_z-
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l_gure EAS: Output and input power spectra for platform Pz and aircraft _5z.
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